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Give
Your
Skin
a
Check-Up
Introducing new location in Livermore
Put your best self forward this year—make your skin care a priority. Stanford Dermatology
offers the most advanced technologies for diagnosing and treating all skin conditions
and diseases—from the most common to the more complex, including:
• Acne
• Eczema
• Sun damage

• Psoriasis
• Hair loss

• Nail problems
• Skin cancer

Schedule a consultation today at one of our convenient locations in Redwood City,
Palo Alto, Los Altos, Portola Valley, Santa Clara, Los Gatos, and now new location
in Livermore.

Make an appointment directly online at
stanfordhealthcare.org/dermappointment
or call 650.723.6316.

430 PALM STREET, PALO ALTO
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY IN CRESCENT PARK
Whether you move right in, remodel, lease the home as an investment, or build your dream home,
this property offers a myriad of opportunities for a buyer. Located on a cul-de-sac, moments from
Downtown and highly coveted Addison Elementary, the home retains all of its original 1920s character,
offering 3 Bedrooms & 2 Baths spanning 2,343sf of living space. The 15.5ksf lot has a 100’ frontage
DQGLVōGHHSORFDWHGRXWVLGHRIWKHŴRRG]RQHRIIHULQJWKHRSWLRQWREXLOGDVIKRPH DVZHOO
DVDGGDIXOOEDVHPHQWXSWRWKDWVDPHVL]H ZLWKWKHDGGLWLRQRIDVHSDUDWHJXHVWKRXVH

OFFERED AT $5,998,000
www.430Palm.com

Open House Sunday, 1pm -5pm

DERK BRILL

Wall Street Journal “Top Residential Realtors” in America

M: 650.814.0478
dbrill@apr.com
www.DerkBrill.com
License# 01256035
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685 HIGH ST UNIT 2C
PALO ALTO
THE NUMBERS
•

2 Bedrooms

•

2 . 5 B athrooms

•

2 C ar Secured Underground
Parking

•

House: 1 ,468 + SF

•

Year B uilt: 19 81

•

HOA Dues: $78 0/month

OFFE RE D AT $1 ,69 8 ,0 0 0

W W W.685HIG HST2C .COM

Unbeatable location in the heart of downtown Palo Alto

O P E N S AT & S U N 1 : 3 0 - 4 : 3 0 P M

Adam Touni
License# 01880106

650.336.8530
atouni@pacunion.com

Wendy Kandasamy ࠗ̂ಽ
W W W . T H E A W T E A M . C O M

License# 01425837

650.380.0220
wendyk@pacunion.com

366 SIERRA VISTA #6
MOUNTAIN VIEW
THE NUMBERS
•

2 Bedrooms

•

2 . 5 B athrooms

•

1 C ar Attached G arage

•

1 C ar Detached G arage

•

House: 1 , 560± SF

•

Year B uilt: 19 87

•

HOA Dues: $50 8

OFFE RE D AT $1 ,0 8 8 ,0 0 0

W W W. 366SIE RR AVISTA6 .COM

O P E N S AT & S U N 1 : 3 0 - 4 : 3 0 P M
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Upfront

Local news, information and analysis

Stanford sues HP companies, Agilent over toxics
Lawsuit alleges millions of dollars in damages for
hazardous PCB, TCE discharges
by Sue Dremann

S

tanford University officials
have filed a federal lawsuit
against Hewlett-Packard
Company and its successors
Hewlett Packard Enterprise,
HP Inc. and Agilent Technologies for years of contamination

of its property with hazardous
chemicals, according to court
documents filed in U.S. District
Court, Northern District of California, in San Jose.
The board of trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University

filed the multimillion-dollar lawsuit, which does not specify a
dollar amount, on Feb 23. It alleges that Hewlett-Packard Company contaminated Stanford’s
property at 1601 S. California
Ave. over a 35-year period beginning in 1970.
Hewlett-Packard Company,
which occupied the property
from 1970-2005, allegedly
caused polychlorinated biphenyls

(PCBs) and trichloroethylene
(TCE) to be discharged over the
property. It further spread PCBs
over substantial portions of the
property during a 1987 grading
and construction project, the lawsuit claims.
Stanford discovered the contamination in 2015 when it
began construction of its University Terrace faculty-housing
project. The university halted

development while it cleaned
up the hazardous soil and developed a plan to shield its new
multimillion-dollar homes from
vapors emanating from the soil’s
remaining TCE, which could not
be effectively removed.
Stanford spent millions of dollars on cleanup and remediation
to make the site safe for housing
(continued on page 12)

EDUCATION

Scrutinized school
administrators announce
departures
Paly principal goes on leave; finance officer to retire
by Elena Kadvany

W

Veronica Weber.

Students say ‘Never Again’
Gunn High School students, supported by community activists, stand outside the campus on Feb. 26
to rally for stricter gun-control laws.

NEIGHBORHOODS

City hopes to restore Eichler harmony
New guidelines aim to promote compatibility, ease friction between neighbors
by Gennady Sheyner

E

ver since they made their
Palo Alto debut in 1950,
Eichler communities were
intended to be more than the sum
of their boxy, glassy parts.
Characterized by glass doors
and large windows, flat or lowpitched roofs and ample backyards, developer Joseph Eichler’s
homes famously celebrated indoor/outdoor living. They also
promoted a community ethos
through use of common space, as
evidenced by the community center, neighborhood park and swimming pool in Greenmeadow, one
of two Eichler neighborhoods on
the National Register of Historic

Districts.
Yet these very qualities that
have long united Eichler owners have also created rifts in
many of the city’s 31 subdivisions. Large new Spanish-style
homes in Eichler enclaves like
Faircourt have sparked outrage
— and calls for action — from
longtime homeowners. Some
have appealed the approvals of
proposed new houses that they
deemed incompatible; others argue that two-story homes should
be banned altogether.
The conflict hit its crescendo
in 2015, when residents from
four different tracts petitioned

for “single-story overlay” districts, which prohibit new twostory homes and second-story
additions. In a series of tense
meetings, the council approved
the requests from two neighborhoods (Los Arboles and Greer
Park North) and rejected two others (Royal Manor and Faircourt).
In each case, the council
weighed arguments of those who
characterized two-story homes in
Eichler neighborhoods as architectural blasphemy — a garish
indulgence that threatens the privacy of neighbors and diminishes
(continued on page 13)

ithin the same week,
two high-ranking Palo
Alto Unified School
District administrators stated
they would be leaving: Palo Alto
High School Principal Kim Diorio is on a medical leave effective
immediately and Chief Business
Official Cathy Mak will retire in
October.
”As many of you are aware,
the past few months I’ve been hit
hard with health problems,” Diorio wrote in a message to staff on
Feb. 23. “Effective immediately,
I will be taking a medical leave
and expect to return to work later
this spring.”
Diorio did not return requests
for comment.
Interim Superintendent Karen
Hendricks told the Weekly Tuesday that the district has met with
the Paly administration to discuss
providing additional administrative support and is looking for a
“retired, veteran” administrator
to serve as interim principal.
In a message to Paly parents
late Tuesday morning, Hendricks said that Diorio notified
the district of her leave on Friday
afternoon.
“In striving to get this information to you, it was also important
that we knew the timeline and
had initial steps in preparation for
additional leadership support to
the site,” Hendricks wrote.
Diorio has been Paly’s principal since 2013, when she replaced
Phil Winston following his resignation. She had previously
worked as an assistant principal
and counselor.

Kim Diorio
Diorio has faced criticism over
the last year for her administration’s handling of student sexual-assault cases, even as Paly
remained under federal investigation for many years for Title
IX violations. A law firm found
last year that Paly administrators repeatedly failed to properly
respond to a Paly student who
reported she had been sexually
assaulted in a campus bathroom
in 2016, including not completing
an investigation into the incident
and not maintaining and even resisting proper documentation for
the case.
A federal report on previous Title IX cases in the district faulted
Diorio for not reporting promptly
enough numerous sexual-harassment allegations about Winston.
Diorio did not link her health
issues to these pressures in her
(continued on page 11)
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK
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Call 650 223-6557, or email circulation@paweekly.com.
You may also subscribe online at
www.PaloAltoOnline.com. Subscriptions are $60/yr.

Become a
Paid Subscriber for as low
as $5 per month
Sign up online at
www.PaloAltoOnline.com/
user/subscribe

This is not an easy thing to do.
Anne Campbell, San Mateo County education superintendent, on creating a new preschool system for
Ravenswood Child Development Center families in
four months. See story on page 8.

Around Town
TAKING A MURAL STANCE
... California Avenue enjoys a
wealth of eye-catching murals,
from the California poppies
growing on the Country Sun
Natural Foods building to the
sharks floating on the walls of the
California Avenue/Alma Street
underpass. But the proposal to
add a mural by a new store fell
flat Thursday morning, when
the Architectural Review Board
determined that the planned
artwork is, in fact, little more
than an ad billboard. The board
was reviewing a mural proposed
by Summit Bicycles featuring
an abstracted sequence of
gray-and-white wheels and
gears, accented by white
contours and triangular stripes
accompanied by the words
“Summit Bicycles.” The proposal
prompted a debate between
planning staff, who thought this
submission qualified as art,
and the board, which largely
disagreed. Board member Peter
Baltay described the proposal
as a “billboard pretending to be
art.” Chair Wynne Furth said the
proposal “reads like an ad,” and
board member Robert Gooyer
suggested that the words be
separated from the graphic
portion of the piece. Despite its
strong objections, the board did
not reject the application but
decided to continue discussion
at a later date, when it expects to
see a revised proposal.
RIDER’S LICENSE ... Many Palo
Alto residents would surely be
surprised to learn that when
they ride their bikes through
town, they are not only helping
the City Council meet its trafficreduction goals, they are also in
many cases breaking the law.
According to the city’s zoning
code, people are not allowed to
ride a bicycle (defined as “any
device which a person may ride,
which is propelled by human
power through a system of belts,
chains, or gears and which
has wheels at least 20 inches

in diameter and a frame size
of at least 14 inches) without a
bike license. This requirement
may be old news for Palo Alto’s
bike advocates and regular
bike commuters (including
thousands of schoolchildren),
but it’s not exactly common by
most municipal standards. It’s
also, by and large, not enforced,
according to city planners.
Though the city issued 798
bike licenses in 2017 (for a fee
of $3 each), planning staff had
determined that the licensing
requirement is a bit outdated and
should be abolished. “With the
current city goals to encourage
and support more bike use,
requiring bike licenses is
considered a barrier to achieving
this,” the report states. The
Planning and Transportation
Commission agreed at its
December meeting, when it
unanimously recommended
that the City Council scrap the
bike-license requirement. The
council will have a chance to
do that on Monday night, when
it considers approving a host
of relatively minor zoning-code
revisions, many of which pertain
to removing redundancies,
clarifying vague language and
streamlining various approval
processes.
NEW DEVELOPMENTS ...
Palo Alto’s busy developmentservices operation now has a
void at the top. Peter Pirnejad,
who joined the city in October
2012 and who was charged with
taming the notoriously laborious
“Palo Alto Process,” last week
began his new stint as assistant
city manager for the city of Napa.
The newly created position in
Napa focuses on development
services and was formed in
response to the “unprecedented
level of development activity,”
according to an announcement
from the city. Napa City
Manager Mike Parness said
in a statement that Pirnejad
will serve at an executive level
to “ensure that processes and
systems support the seamless
completion of priority initiatives
that are important to community
vitality and advancement of City
Council goals.” Pirnejad said in
a statement that he is “thrilled at
the opportunity to join the Napa
family and help the City Council
and community reach their
collective goals.” Q

Upfront

News Digest

TRANSPORTATION

An effort by four Palo Alto City Council members to make murky
labor negotiations more transparent gained momentum this week,
when the entire council endorsed the proposed reforms.
Now, it will be up to the council’s Finance Committee to refine
the proposal, which would then be brought to the labor groups for
meet-and-confer discussions.
A central component of the proposal from Vice Mayor Eric Filseth and Councilmen Tom DuBois, Greg Scharff and Greg Tanaka
is publicizing every formal written proposal made or received by
the city during the course of labor negotiations within two days of
transmittal. Each offer would be accompanied by a fiscal analysis
outlining its pension and health care terms and their effects on the
city’s liabilities.
Filseth noted Monday that the pension discussion involves “hundreds of millions in public debt.” The memo also underscores that
the outcomes of labor negotiations “are public concerns which will
be borne by the community for decades and merit meaningful public
review.”
Councilwoman Karen Holman said she hopes the increased sunshine will foster a more collaborative environment in the labor talks.
Scharff said adding transparency will also force people to “start in
more reasonable positions,” knowing that their offers will be publicly
scrutinized.
“You’ll see people make more thoughtful offers that they can put
in the public eye,” Scharff said. Q
—Gennady Sheyner

Veronica Weber

Council supports transparent labor talks

Cars drive down Addison Avenue at Bryant Street in 2014, past neighborhood streets filled with parked
cars.

TRANSPORTATION

Palo Alto to cut back on parking
permits for workers

Man charged in white-powder threat
A federal investigation has resulted in the arrest of a Massachusetts
man accused of mailing white powder and threatening messages in
February to five public figures, including Stanford University law
Professor Michele Dauber and President Donald Trump’s son.
The U.S. Attorney’s Office announced the arrest of Daniel Frisiello, 24, of Beverly, Massachusetts Thursday.
Dauber, who is leading the campaign to recall Judge Aaron Persky,
received on Feb. 14 an envelope with white powder and a note. The
message stated: “Since you are going to disrobe Persky, I am going
to treat you like ‘Emily Doe,’” referencing the sexual-assault victim
in the Brock Turner case, which Persky oversaw. “Let’s see what kind
of sentence I get for being a rich white male.”
Santa Clara County hazardous material personnel tested the substance and quickly confirmed it was an inert powder.
Frisiello also allegedly sent Dauber the same message on Feb. 5
along with glitter, sent from a website called “shipyourenemiesglitter.com,” according to a federal affidavit. The owner of the website
confirmed that Frisiello had ordered the item.
“Tracing back the internet usage and payment details for the purchase and mailing of that item allowed investigators to find Mr.
Frisiello,” said Andrew Lelling, U.S. attorney for Massachusetts.
Frisiello’s Facebook page and items found in trash from his home
corroborated the “internet and financial records,” Lelling said.
Frisiello faces 10 charges: five counts of mailing a threat to injure
another person and five counts of false information and hoaxes. No
one was physically hurt in any of the incidents.
In a statement, Dauber said she is “relieved that an arrest has been
made.”
—Elena Kadvany

Yangpu joins Palo Alto’s global family
Palo Alto’s City Council on Monday approved a resolution formalizing the city’s relationship with the Yangpu District, one of 16
municipal districts in Shanghai. The partnership, spearheaded by
Neighbors Abroad, makes Yangpu Palo Alto’s eighth sister city.
The city’s relationship with Yangpu began in 2012, when the two municipalities signed a “Smart City” agreement focused on business relationships. Then in 2016 Mayor Pat Burt and Neighbors Abroad President
Bob Wenzlau co-signed a letter to Yangpu District Vice Mayor Bing
Tan, expressing their support for the formal “sister city” relationship.
The letter called the Yangpu District “an innovation and education
hub for Shanghai as well as for China, a university town similar to
Palo Alto with strong intellectual/student populations and filled with
the spirit of entrepreneurship.”
Located in northeast Shanghai, Yangpu boasts a population of 1.3
million residents. According to Neighbors Abroad, it has more than
30,000 companies and 14 universities, including Fudan University
and Tongji University. Q
—Gennady Sheyner

City Council lowers number of employee permits in downtown’s preferential-parking district
by Gennady Sheyner

S

eeing a dip in demand for
parking permits among
downtown’s workforce,
the Palo Alto City Council made
a move Monday to tighten the
supply.
By a 7-1 vote, with Mayor Liz
Kniss dissenting and Councilman Greg Scharff recusing, the
council reduced the number of
employee permits that the city
will sell through its downtown
Residential Preferential Parking
(RPP) program.
When the program made its
debut in the fall of 2015, worker
permits were capped at 2,000. In
April 2016, the council shrank
that number to 1,400.
When the program’s next phase
begins in April, only 1,000 permits will be sold to downtown
employees, though city staff is
authorized to sell up to 100 more
if the supply proves insufficient.
The council reached its decision after a long debate, which
revealed deep divisions over

details. Everyone agreed that
the program has been, by and
large, successful in addressing
the parking shortage that has
long plagued residential neighborhoods like Downtown North
and Professorville. Streets that
for many years had served as allday parking lots for downtown
employees now have open spots,
though cars still tend to bunch on
those blocks closest to the commercial core, between Lytton and
Forest avenues.
Parking surveys taken last November showed blocks in downtown ranging from 21 percent to
60 percent parked up, with the
largest concentration of cars near
downtown. In addition, the city
has seen a 22 percent decline in
employee purchases of permits:
from 1,335 in the six-month period that began in April 2016 to
1,090 sold since last October.
The city’s transportation planners also concluded in their report that the downtown program

has been “generally successful”
and recommended the council
not change the program at this
time. They also indicated they
will continue to explore changes
to parking management in the
commercial core, with the goal of
steering employees from neighborhood blocks to public garages.
But the council sided with a
group of downtown residents
who argued that the city should
immediately lower the number of
employee permits.
John Guislin, a Crescent Park
resident who served on the
stakeholder group that created
the downtown program, told the
council that he doesn’t know of
any other city that has solved the
parking problem by overwhelming the residential neighborhoods. The city, he said, needs
to have a better solution than the
status quo. Speaking on behalf
of more than a dozen residents,
(continued on page 11)

LET’S DISCUSS: Read the latest local news headlines and talk
about the issues at Town Square at PaloAltoOnline.com
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Upfront
EDUCATION

CityView
A round-up

of Palo Alto government action this week

Downtown parking: The council voted to reduce the number of employee
permits in the Downtown Residential Preferential Parking program from a
maximum of 1,500 to a maximum of 1,100. Yes: DuBois, Filseth, Fine, Holman,
Kou, Tanaka, Wolbach No: Kniss Recused: Scharff
Labor: The council supported a memo from members Filseth, DuBois, Scharff
and Tanaka on adding transparency to labor negotiations. Yes: Unanimous

Board of Education (Feb. 27)

Elementary SPSAs: The board heard the elementary schools’ annual Single
Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) reports. Action: None
PAEA MOU: The board approved a memorandum of understanding with the
Palo Alto Educators Association (PAEA), which will forego a 2 percent bonus to
be reallocated to the schools. Yes: Unanimous
Special ed: The board heard an update on special-education improvements.
Action: None
Class size: The board discussed a new class size policy. Action: None
Budget: The board heard a report on the district’s second interim budget.
Action: None
Bond: The board authorized staff to spend up to $50,000 on consultant
services to evaluate placing a bond on the November 2018 ballot. Yes:
Unanimous
Solar agreement: The board waived its two-meeting rule and approved an
amendment to a solar-power purchase agreement with REC Solar. Yes:
Unanimous
ARC Alternatives: The board authorized staff to increase an existing
agreement with ARC Alternatives, Inc. to design and construct a solar system.
Yes: Unanimous
Funding resolution: The board adopted a resolution urging the state legislature
to fully fund California’s public schools. Yes: Unanimous
CSBA election: The board waived its two-meeting rule and supported four
candidates, including board member Melissa Baten Caswell for the California
School Board Association delegate election. Yes: Unanimous

Parks and Recreation Commission (Feb. 27)
Baylands: The commission heard a presentation on the status of the Baylands
Comprehensive Conservation Plan. Action: None

Architectural Review Board (March 1)

350 Sherman Ave.: The board approved the design for the proposed parking
garage at 350 Sherman Ave. Yes: Baltay, Furth, Lew, Thompson No: Gooyer
3045 Park Blvd.: The board approved a two-story research-and-development
building proposed for 3045 Park Blvd. Yes: Baltay, Furth, Gooyer, Lew No:
Thompson

Board of Education (March 1)

Budget: The board directed staff to come back with proposals to cut 0.9
percent from the overall district budget. Yes: Unanimous Q

LET’S DISCUSS: Read the latest local news headlines and talk
about the issues at Town Square at PaloAltoOnline.com

City of Palo Alto
Director’s Hearing
250 Hamilton Avenue,
Council Conference Room
March 15, 2018 at 3:00PM
Action Items
PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI JUDICIAL. 1545 Alma
Street [17PLN-00379]: Request for Director’s Review for
a Preliminary Parcel Map for Condominium Purposes
to Create Three Residential Condominium Units in
Conjunction of the Addition to an Existing Detached
Residential Unit and the Construction of Two New
Detached Residential Units for a Total of Three MultiFamily Units. Environmental Assessment: Exempt from
the Provisions of the California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) in Accordance With Guideline 15315 (Minor
Land Divisions) Zoning District: RM-15 (Multiple Family
Residential). For More Information, Please Contact Project
Planner Sheldon Ah Sing at sahsing@m-group.us.
For additional information contact Alicia Spotwood at
alicia.spotwood@cityofpaloalto.org or at 650.617.3168.
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Elena Kadvany

City Council (Feb. 26)

At a Feb. 28 meeting organized by East Palo Alto Mayor Ruben Abrica, standing at right, representatives
from the San Mateo County Office of Education and 4Cs of San Mateo County, center, speak with
Ravenswood school district’s Child Development Center families and staff on the future of the preschool.

With preschool’s closure, Ravenswood
families to face child care gap
District’s budget crisis leaves county negotiating for center’s future
by Elena Kadvany

P

arents of the 140 students
enrolled in the Ravenswood
school district’s Child Development Center (CDC) will be
scrambling for care for about six
weeks this summer as the preschool
transitions to a new provider.
Ravenswood, no longer able to afford to operate the center in the face
of an ongoing budget deficit, will
relinquish its state-funded preschool
spaces on June 30. The San Mateo
County Office of Education is currently in talks with the California
Department of Education to take
over the slots and distribute them to a
new provider at the same facility on
O’Connor Street in East Palo Alto.
Representatives from the county
Office of Education and 4Cs (the
Child Care Coordinating Council)
of San Mateo County, a nonprofit
that helps families find childcare,
spoke with CDC families and staff
at a Wednesday meeting organized
by East Palo Alto Mayor Ruben
Abrica. They estimated that families

will have to find temporary care
from June 30 to about mid-August.
The state Department of Education has told the county that it
is “committed to keeping those
spaces in San Mateo County, and
preferably in the Ravenswood
community,” according to a county
press release.
The county intends to find a
new provider that will offer fullday, full-year preschool as the
CDC currently does.
4Cs will help families find alternative care during the interim
period, Executive Director David
Fleishman said on Wednesday. As
long there are open spaces elsewhere, parents will not have to reapply for eligibility and can transfer directly into other programs,
county staff said. If their children
are currently enrolled at the The
center, they will also not have to
reapply to the new provider there,
staff said.
4Cs might also provide families

with childcare vouchers to cover
the cost of non-state preschool
programs during the transition
period, according to the county.
Several parents asked how students who receive special-education services will be supported
during the transition. County
Superintendent Anne Campbell
said that Ravenswood is still responsible for managing students’
Individualized Education Plans
(IEPs), but the county will work
with families to also coordinate
the plans with new providers.
The center staff, most of whom
are losing their jobs under budget cuts recently approved by the
Ravenswood school board, asked
whether they will be recommended to be hired by the new provider.
One mother also said she’s concerned about losing teachers with
whom her child has developed
relationships.
While the county cannot direct
an independent organization on
its hiring process, staff noted that
there’s currently a shortage of early
childhood educators in the region.
“When the new program vendors
open, they’re going to need to hire
staff,” said Jean-Marie Houston,
administrator of early learning support services for the county Office
of Education.
The county promised to communicate with families and staff
regularly in the coming months
as it negotiates a future for the
preschool.
Acknowledging that parents
want to know how their young
children will be cared for, Campbell emphasized that the county
is under a tight timeline to find
a resolution for a complex situation. It’s the first time her office is
helping a district with the closure
of a preschool facility, she said.
“This is not an easy thing to
do,” Campbell told the full room
of more than 35 parents and community members. “We are absolutely focused on trying to make
this work for everybody, but its
going to be different. We’re going
to all need to work together.” Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

Upfront
CITY OF PALO ALTO
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

EDUCATION

School community lauds new direction
on special education
District is conducting internal evaluation of department, services
by Elena Kadvany

N

ew leadership overseeing the Palo Alto Unified
School District’s specialeducation department appears to
be meeting with approval from
the Board of Education and parents, who appeared encouraged
Tuesday night by the progress
being made on the difficult systemic issue.
Lana Conaway, the district’s
new assistant superintendent

second, qualitative phase. Haxton and Conaway have been observing classrooms and conducting interviews and focus groups
with staff and parents. The district has started surveying special-education parents at the end
of meetings on their children’s
Individualized Education Plans
(IEP); initial responses indicate
an improvement in satisfaction
this year relative to prior years,

‘We’ve lacked the ability to convert good
intentions into a plan, a plan into actual
execution and actual execution into
follow-up where we actually figure out
if what we’re doing is actually working.’
—Todd Collins, member, Palo Alto Board of Education
of strategic initiatives and operations, updated the board on
efforts — some of which are
already underway — to reform
special education. The district
is currently conducting an internal special-education evaluation
whose results will be used to inform a strategic plan.
Kimberly Eng Lee, chair of
special-education advocacy group
Community Advisory Committee (CAC), lauded Conaway’s
commitment to “finally looking
closely at our district’s own patterns of practices and needs and
sharing those findings to date.”
“This acknowledged and authentic shift to a systems-level
evaluation, especially around
known problems and recommendations, will help staff discern
and improve systemic patterns
and efficiencies that impact our
students,” she said. “This helps
restore our trust.”
The district has struggled to
restore trust with its special-education families for years. The
department was reorganized in
2015 and then a promising new
director resigned mid-year in
2017. And an external review of
the department conducted by a
well-known Harvard University
researcher in 2016 largely failed
to meet the high expectations.
This new evaluation is meant
to do what that report did not,
Conaway said Tuesday.
The district’s program-evaluation coordinator, Clarisse
Haxton, said the internal review
started with a gathering of basic data about the approximately
1,000 district students who receive special-education services
— what their disabilities are, the
kind of services they receive,
outcomes of those services,
staffing and the like.
The review has moved into a

Haxton said. The district will
also soon launch a districtwide
survey of all parents and staff to
gather more input.
The district also plans to release a parent handbook and
hold educational events to help
families navigate the specialeducation system.
Conaway emphasized data,
thoughtful professional development and collaboration between
special and general education
as critical to improving special
education.
“Our district is only as good
as our lower-performing, historically underrepresented students,” she said. “We cannot say
we are the best of the best yet
until we are serving those kids
appropriately.”
Board members said they were
encouraged that the district appears to be primed to move beyond a longtime pattern of “fits
and starts” on special-education
reform.
“We’ve had good starts before, but we’ve lacked the ability
to convert good intentions into a
plan, a plan into actual execution
and actual execution into followup where we actually figure out
if what we’re doing is actually
working,” board member Todd
Collins said, adding, “I’ve never
seen a group assembled at Palo
Alto Unified in the 14 years I’ve
been here that I felt was more up
to the challenge.”
The school board asked for
more detail in Conaway’s next
report, including documentation
of all special-education services
and placement options, especially at the secondary level; the
identification process, including
how students might be mistakenly identified as needing services
or not get the services they need;
more parent survey data; and

budget estimates.
The board also asked Conaway
to return with an update sooner
than scheduled, in May.
Lee asked the district to not
only work actively with the Community Advisory Committee but
to also find ways to better engage
minority and low-income parents
of special-education students.
She said she expects the district’s new superintendent, who
has yet to be hired, will “place
high priority” on both community and financial support for improving special education.
In other business Tuesday, the
board unanimously approved
an agreement that the teachers
union will forego a 2-percent bonus this year and the funds, about
$2.2 million, will be reallocated
to the schools. The district’s classified union has yet to reach the
same agreement with the district
on its 2 percent bonus.
The board also directed staff
to evaluate the possibility of

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Palo Alto City
Council will hold a Public Hearing at the regular
meeting on Monday, March 19, 2018 at 6:00 p.m.
or as near thereafter as possible, in the Council
Chambers, 250 Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto, to
consider adoption of an Ordinance amending
Palo Alto Municipal Code (PAMC) Chapter 18.40
(General Standards and Exceptions) of Title 18
(Zoning) to add a new Section imposing an Annual
6ɉJL3PTP[ and setting forth related regulations,
and to repeal the respective regulations from
Chapter 18.85 (Interim Zoning Ordinances). The
proposed Ordinance will perpetuate the existing
(UU\HS3PTP[VMZX\HYLMLL[VMUL^6ѝJL
9 + +L]LSVWTLU[ WLY `LHY ^P[O TVKPÄJH[PVUZ
regarding the review process, unallocated area
rollover provisions, and exemptions. The Planning
and Transportation Commission recommended
approval of the Ordinance on February 14,
2018. This Ordinance is within the scope of the
Comprehensive Plan Environmental Impact Report
,09JLY[PÄLKHUKHKVW[LKVU5V]LTILY
I`*V\UJPS9LZVS\[PVU5V 
BETH D. MINOR
City Clerk

(continued on page 12)

Stanford pediatricians, now in your neighborhood
at Peninsula Pediatric Medical Group
Access to Excellence.
genpeds.stanfordchildrens.org
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Upfront
Stanford eyes dam removal

ENVIRONMENT

Restoration of San Francisquito Creek habitat
for endangered fish could begin this summer
& Wildlife proposed the agency
fund 30 percent and the university
would pay for 70 percent of costs.
Lagunita Dam is located just
north of the east end of Happy
Hollow Lane near Alpine Road
and near the Stanford Weekend
Acres neighborhood in unincorporated Menlo Park. The creek
is home to the Central California
Coast Distinct Population Segment of steelhead. The structure
dammed the creek water to create
a flume that filled Lake Lagunita
with drinking water. But the flume
and dam have not been operational
since the 1930s, McCown said.
Stanford added a fish ladder in
1954 to help the steelhead move
over the dam, but the ladder was
prone to debris jams that caused
the steelhead difficulty navigating
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by Sue Dremann
university is seeking approvals for
the 3.57-acre site from both jurisdictions simultaneously. Stanford
spokeswoman Jean McCown said
the university would seek permits
from San Mateo County in April
and is in the process of obtaining easements from some nearby
residents. If approved, removal of
the 8-foot-tall concrete structure
could begin this summer with
project completion in summer
2019, according to a county planning staff report.
In December 2017, the university received a $1.2 million
ecosystem and watershed restoration grant from the California
Department of Fish & Wildlife
for the project. McCown did not
specify the total cost for the project, but a grant application to Fish
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tanford University officials
are looking at tearing down
Lagunita Dam and restoring
habitat for endangered steelhead in
the San Francisquito Creek. The
university is seeking approval from
Santa Clara County officials for
its architecture-and-site plan and
grading.
The Lagunita Dam Diversion
Project would remove the 119-yearold dam and restore 480 feet of the
creek, improving fish passage with
pools, shallows and native plants.
The project would improve downstream water and sediment flow,
according to the proposal before
the Santa Clara County Zoning
Administration, which was scheduled to be heard on March 1.
Because the dam spans Santa
Clara and San Mateo counties, the
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Stanford plans to remove Lagunita Dam

Lagunita
Diversion Dam
Stanford
Dish

through the structure, according
to a 2014 National Marine Fisheries Service biological opinion on
the university’s Steelhead Habitat
Enhancement Project.
The dam also creates about a
1,000-foot-long area of sediment
upstream and a deep plunge pool
downstream, which are not conducive for the steelhead to spawn, according to the university’s November
2017 funding application to the state
Department of Fish & Wildlife. Two
environmental organizations sued
in 2014 claiming that Stanford had
violated the Endangered Species
and Clean Water acts by continuing
to keep the dam in place.
The university and plaintiffs
Our Children’s Earth and Ecological Rights Foundation reached
a temporary settlement to stay the
lawsuit and a separate legal action
regarding Searsville Dam until
Stanford could obtain regulatory
approvals to mitigate two improvements: changing water flow
at the Jasper Ridge Road Crossing and removing the Lagunita
Dam. Stanford has completed the
so-called low-flow crossing at
Jasper Ridge Road by removing
a concrete deck and adding a box
culvert to move water under the
roadway, McCown said.
Removing Lagunita Dam
would increase the length and
depth of water pools in the creek
and improve gravel areas needed
for spawning and fish passage,
particularly in low-flow conditions. About 14.6 miles of highquality habitat upstream of the
dam would be created, according
to the university’s Fish & Wildlife
funding application.
In addition to removing the concrete structure, the project would
remove sediment behind the dam
and restore the stream with two
pools and three “riffles” — rocky
or gravel areas that produce shallows. The project will reconfigure 480 feet of stream channel by
moving the creek banks further
toward the university and away
from Alpine Road and nearby residences. About 2,800 cubic yards
of excavated material would be
used in the restored channel and in
a 5.50-acre terraced floodplain on
the Alpine side, which would be
revegetated with native plants and

trees. Stream banks would also be
stabilized with native plants, according to the application.
The project would remove and
replace one to three oak trees and
33 non-oaks with 222 trees, based
on a landscaping formula that replaces older trees with equivalents, according to the staff report.
Anadromous fish such as steelhead, which are species that are
born in fresh water, spend most
of their lives in the sea and return
to fresh water to spawn, have benefited from dam removals, the university noted in its Fish & Wildlife
grant proposal. Adult steelhead in
upstream areas of the Carmel River appeared the first winter after
the San Clemente Dam’s removal.
Fall runs of Chinook salmon populations increased on Clear Creek in
Shasta County after removal of the
Saeltzer Dam.
Santa Clara County determined that the project is exempt
from environmental review under the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) as a small
habitat restoration project that is
restoring fish passage. The state
Department of Fish & Game also
approved a notice of exemption
from CEQA on March 20, 2017.
In a Feb. 27 email to county
planners, Jerry Hearn, a former
member of the San Francisquito
Creek Watershed Council, said he
supports the project.
“This particular structure has
long been identified by the Council members and others as a very
significant barrier to effective fish
migration. The fish ladder affixed
to it was an attempt to ameliorate
this problem but was not very effective due to a number of issues.
We all consider it best to remove
the structure entirely as it no longer serves its water supply purposes. ... The plans that have been
produced to restore this reach
after the dam removal are very
apt to have a significant positive
impact in improving the entire
riparian corridor for the extent
of the project, as well as having
beneficial impacts to the reaches
both upstream and downstream
from it.” Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

Upfront

Parking
(continued from page 7)

Guislin asked the city to lower
the number of permits to 1,000,
and to keep 100 in reserve.
“It’s our contention that the city
should spend its time filling up
garages before they fill up the
neighborhoods,” Guislin said.
Simon Cintz, whose family
owns several commercial properties and who had also served on
the stakeholder group, disagreed.
Staff’s characterization of the
RPP program as “generally successful” actually understates its
accomplishments, Cintz argued.
He pointed to a survey the city
conducted in 2015, before the
program was implemented, showing 141 block-faces in the district
area with parking rates of more
than 85 percent. By contrast, the
survey from last fall showed 40
residential blocks with 85 percent
occupancy.

said leaving the employee permit
count at the current level of 1,400
would be tantamount to declaring
victory. That would be premature,
he said.
“If we’re going to keep the
number flat or increase it, essentially we’re saying our job is
done,” Filseth said. “I don’t think
we heard from the neighbors that
our job is done. ... If we’re trying
to get people out of cars, increasing the number of permits is the
wrong direction.”
Others proposed even more
dramatic cuts to employee permits. Council members Tom
DuBois and Karen Holman both
supported reducing the number
by 100 every year, unless staff
recommends a different number
(in which case it would return
to the council for a fresh debate). That proposal failed by a
4-4 vote, with only Filseth and
Councilwoman Lydia Kou joining them.
After more than three hours

‘Cutting employee permits will not improve
parking in the neighborhoods.’
—Simon Cintz,
commercial property owner, Palo Alto
In addition, the November
survey showed that employees
make up only a small proportion
of people who park in the permit zones. Even during business
hours, fewer than 10 percent of
the parked cars have employeepermit tags. Residents and general visitors (who can park without permits for up to two hours)
occupy a much larger share of the
parking spots, the survey found.
“The RPP has been a tremendous success,” Cintz said.
“Employees who park with
RPP permits aren’t the cause of
over-parking in the neighborhoods. Cutting employee permits
will not improve parking in the
neighborhoods.”
Council members agreed that
the program is working well.
But even as they acknowledged
it isn’t broken, they proceeded
to fix it. Vice Chair Eric Filseth

of debate, the council coalesced
around the compromise of a
maximum 1,100 employee permits. Kniss was the only council
member who thought the cut goes
too far. But her proposal to give
staff the authority to release up
to 200 additional permits, for a
maximum of 1,200, failed by a
3-5 vote, with only Councilmen
Adrian Fine and Greg Tanaka
joining her. After that vote failed,
Kniss cast the sole dissenting
vote against extending the parking program with the lower permit amount.
“This looks to me as though
we’re really saying to businesses,
‘We’re going to make it even
harder for you to find employees
and to survive downtown,’” Kniss
said. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

Diorio

in unbudgeted raises.
Board of Education members
declined to comment on whether
Mak’s retirement is connected to
concerns about her performance,
particularly on those two issues.
Board President Ken Dauber
said he cannot comment on personnel matters but “appreciate(s)
her long years of service to the
district.”
Mak was hired in 1993 as the
district’s manager of fiscal services. She worked in that role until 2007, when she was promoted
to her current position.
The district plans to hire a replacement for Mak by the start
of the next school year so she
can support the transition before
leaving in October, according to
board Vice President Jennifer DiBrienza. Q

(continued from page 5)

message, however.
Interim Superintendent Karen
Hendricks announced Mak’s retirement at the start of Tuesday’s
school board meeting.
Mak, 61, told the Weekly
that the decision to retire was
“just natural.” She plans to stay
through October to finish the
2017-18 budget cycle, she said.
Mak has come under fire in the
last two years for her handling
of two major budget errors — a
misestimate of property tax revenue in 2016 that created a multimillion dollar shortfall with
which the board is still grappling
and a contractual error last year
that cost the district $4.4 million
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For more information, visit
www.cityofpaloalto.org/soiledpaper
zerowaste@cityofpaloalto.org
(650) 496-5910
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Upfront
CITY OF PALO ALTO
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD REGULAR MEETING
250 HAMILTON AVENUE, COUNCIL CHAMBERS
MARCH 15, 2018 AT 8:30AM

Contaminated soil

PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL. 3223 Hanover Street [17PLN-00225]:
Consideration of a Major Architectural Review to Allow the Construction of a new
[^V:[VY`:X\HYL-VV[6ɉJL9 +)\PSKPUN,U]PYVUTLU[HS(ZZLZZTLU[!
Pending Review. Zoning District: RP (Research Park) and RP(L) (Research Park
with Landscape Combining District). For More Information Contact the Project
Planner Graham Owen at graham.owen@cityofpaloalto.org
PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL: 250 Hamilton Avenue [17PLN-00169]:
Consideration of a Tier 3 Wireless Communication Facility Permit Application
for the Deployment of Small Cell Wireless Communication Equipment on Utility
Poles in the Public Right of Way. While the Original Application Proposed 18 Small
Cell Nodes Within the Mid-Town, Palo Verde, St. Claire Gardens, and South of
Mid-Town neighborhoods, the Current Request is for Approval of 11 Small Cell
Nodes. One Viable Alternate to Node 133 Node (Node 133-E near 949 Loma
Verde) is Also Presented for ARB Consideration. The Applicant Removed Seven
Small Cell Nodes (Nodes #127, #139, #146, #136, #140, #141, and #147) from
ARB Consideration at This Time. Environmental Assessment: Exempt pursuant
to CEQA Class 3, Guidelines Section 15303. Zoning: Within Residential Districts.
For More Information, Contact Planner Rebecca Atkinson at rebecca.atkinson@
cityofpaloalto.org.
11 Nodes the Architectural Review Board will Review March 15, 2018:
Node #129: CPAU Pole# 3121 (near 2490 Louis Road APN 127-30-062)
Node #130: CPAU Pole #2461 (near 2802 Louis Road APN 127-28-046)
Node #131: CPAU Pole #3315 (near 891 Elbridge Way APN 127-26-067)
Node #133: CPAU Pole #2857 (near 925 Loma Verde APN 127-24-023) and Node
#133E (as an Alternate to #133): CPAU Pole #2856 (near 949 Loma Verde APN
127-23-009)
Node #134: CPAU Pole #2964 (near 3409 Kenneth Dr APN 127-09-028)
Node #135: CPAU Pole # 3610 (near 795 Stone Ln APN 127-47-001)
Node #137: CPAU Pole #3351 (near 3090 Ross Rd APN 127-52-031)
Node #138: CPAU Pole #2479 (near 836 Colorado Av APN 127-27-063)
Node #143: CPAU Pole #3867 (near 419 El Verano Av APN 132-15-017)
Node #144: CPAU Pole #1506 (near 201 Loma Verde Av APN 132-48-015)
Node #145: CPAU Pole #3288 (near 737 Loma Verde Av APN 127-64-039)
The Architectural Review Board is live streamed online at http://midpenmedia.org/category/
government/city-of-palo-alto and available on via cablecast on government access channel
26. The complete agenda with accompanying reports is available online at http://www.
cityofpaloalto.org/gov/boards/arb/default.asp. For additional information contact Alicia
Spotwood at alicia.spotwood@cityofpaloalto.org or at 650.617.3168.
Page 12 • March 2, 2018 • Palo Alto Weekly • www.PaloAltoOnline.com
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PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL. 356 Hawthorne Avenue [17PLN-00367]:
Consideration of a Major Architectural Review to Allow the Demolition of an
Existing Four-Unit, 4,032 Square Foot Multi-Family Residential Development and
Construction of a new 4,561 Square Foot, Multi-Family Development Comprised
of Three Detached Single-Family Residential Units Each With an Attached Single
Car Garage. Environmental Assessment: Exempt From the Provisions of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) in Accordance With Guideline Section
15303 (New Construction). Zoning District: RM-15 (Low Density Multiple-Family
Residential). For More Information Contact the Project Planner Phillip Brennan at
phillip.brennan@cityofpaloalto.org
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r

Kristin Browm

PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL. 2755 El Camino Real [16PLN-00464]:
Recommendation on Applicant’s Request for Approval of a Site and Design
Review to Allow Construction of a 57 Unit Multi-family Residence at the Project
Site. The Project Also Includes a Request for a Zoning Code Text Amendment
Ordinance to Create a New Workforce Combining District and a Zoning Map
Amendment Ordinance to Apply the New District to the Project Site. Council Will
Consider These Ordinances Along With the Site and Design Review Application.
Environmental Assessment: An Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration (IS/
MND) was Published for Public Comment on January 19, 2018 and Circulation
Ended on February 20, 2018. Zoning District: Public Facilities (PF). For More
Information Contact the Project Planner Claire Hodgkins at Claire.Hodgkins@
cityofpaloalto.org.
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The highlighted area shows the area where Stanford University
discovered the toxic chemical trichloroethylene (TCE). The area is
the site of the University Terrace project, 1451-1601 California Ave.
Stanford alerted its faculty and the residents in the nearby College
Terrace neighborhood of the find.

Toxics
(continued from page 5)

and had to obtain a finding from
the state Department of Toxic
Substances Control that there
is no significant risk to future
residents after it added the remediation, the lawsuit notes. TCE
vapors have also been identified
under some homes in the adjacent College Terrace neighborhood, some residents found after
hiring their own consultant. That
issue is not mentioned in the
lawsuit.
Stanford is suing under the
1986 Superfund law’s Section
107 (a) of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, 42
U.S. Code Section 9607. The law
imposes strict liability without
regard to fault on entities and
persons who operated a facility
at the time hazardous materials
were discharged or who through
a contract or other agreement
arranged for the disposal, treatment or transportation of hazardous materials at a facility. The
university can recover costs for
cleanup and its responses to the
contamination.
Stanford claims damages for a

Special education
(continued from page 9)

placing a new bond on the November 2018 ballot that would
fund the district’s next series of
facilities improvements. Trustees authorized spending up to
$50,000 on consultant services
related to feasibility, communications, potential ballot measure

continuing nuisance and for costs
of abating the nuisance, which
have interfered with its use of
the property. The presence of the
hazardous materials constitutes a
“continuing trespass” because it
is a wrongful occupation of the
property, the university claims.
Stanford is seeking to recover the
value of the use of the land for
a three-year period and reasonable cost for the restoration of the
property to its original condition.
Agilent, HP Inc. and Hewlett
Packard Enterprise Company
are defendants because they are
corporate successors of HewlettPackard Company and assume
all assets and liabilities, including for the contamination,
the university claims. HewlettPackard Company assigned the
lease to Agilent, which was then
an affiliate, from 1999-2005.
The lawsuit alleges that Agilent
agreed to indemnify HP and to
take sole responsibility for responding to Stanford for conditions on the property, including
contamination.
Agilent and the HP companies
did not respond to requests for
comment. Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be reached at sdremann@
paweekly.com.
development, poll development
and analysis, and financial and
legal advice.
Board members also discussed
a new class size policy and largely expressed support for it, with
some edits and additions. The
policy will come back for approval at a subsequent meeting. Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

Want to get news briefs emailed to you every weekday?
Sign up for Express, our daily e-edition.
Go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com to sign up.

Upfront

the aesthetic of the community
— and those who see two-story
homes or second-story additions
as ways to accommodate multigenerational families and as legitimately entitled by property
rights.
In an attempt to bridge the
divide, council directed staff to
draft special guidelines for constructing homes and additions in
Eichler neighborhoods. On Feb.
22, the city’s Historic Resources
Board approved the guidelines,
which are now set to go to the
City Council for final approval
this spring.
Even though the new guidelines are voluntary, they are already causing frustration and
confusion among some Eichler
owners. At the Feb. 22 meeting,
some argued that the guidelines
don’t go far enough in protecting
neighborhood character while
others claimed that they are too
proscriptive.
Michael Nierenberg, who owns
a two-story Eichler, argued that
the city conducted insufficient
outreach. Staff sent postcards
to each of the more than 2,000
Eichler homes, but only about 150
people, Nierenberg noted, were
interviewed before the guidelines
were crafted.
He was one of several residents
who rejected the idea of “freezing
Eichlers in time” by restricting
design options.
“As new materials come along
— and new looks and things
— we might be missing out on
siding, roofing and things that
might make your house better,
not worse,” Nierenberg told the
board.
Manas Madal, who lives in
Fairmeadow, argued that adopting the new guidelines would
infringe on the property rights
of homeowners. If approved, the
guidelines should stay voluntary
and not subject to regulation by
the city.
Others lauded the guidelines
as a good step, even if they took
issue with certain details. Diane Reklis, who has lived in an
Eichler for 40 years, said the document has “lots of good stuff in
it” but raised concerns about the
document’s provisions on accessory dwelling units. The guidelines allow homeowners to build
detached housing that is up to 17
feet in height and 900 square feet
in area.
If these small houses are positioned in the rear of the property
(as the guidelines suggest), they
will require occupants to walk
past the main residence, possibly
intruding on privacy, Reklis said.
She also noted that 900 square
feet is quite large in the context
of Eichlers.
“You’re taking half the size of a
current Eichler and sticking it in
the backyard,” Reklis said.
The recommended 126-page
document includes guidelines
on everything from placement of

Palo Alto’s Eichler tracts
Green Gables
1950-1951

Channing Park
No. 3
1955

Edgewood
1956

Channing Park
No. 1 & No. 2
1951-1952

No Name (Blair Court)
1955
Garland Park
1958

Community Center
1973

Greer Park
1950-1951

Triple El
1955

Eichler Tract
National Register
Historic District
Single Story Overlay
Combining District

No Name
(Amarillo Avenue)
1957

Fairpark
1954

Los Arboles
Addition No. 2
1974
Midcourt
1972

Royal Manor
1957-1958

Faircourt
1956
Midfair
1953-1954

No Name
(Louis Road)
1959

No Name
(Middlefield Road)
1959

Los Arboles
1959-1961

Faircourt
No. 3 & No. 4
1957

Meadow Park
1957-1958
Walnut Grove
1953-1954

Fairmeadow
1951-1954

University Gardens
1949-1950

Charleston Meadows
1950-1951

El Centro Gardens
1950
Maybell Gardens
1952
City of Palo Alto

(continued from page 5)

doors and design of windows and
roof forms to broad issues relating to cladding materials, massing and height. They encourage
the builder to employ post-andbeam construction (which is
synonymous with Eichlers); use
roofing materials with a “flat, visually unobtrusive appearance”;
and avoid historicist styles such
as Mediterranean Revival and
New-eclectic.
It also includes guidelines for
constructing basements and firststory additions. Whenever possible, the document states, the
project should avoid direct views
into neighboring windows that
may require additional privacy,
including bedroom and bathroom
windows.
Board Chair David Bower said
that in recent meetings on the
new guidelines, the issue that
kept coming up was privacy. Residents said they were particularly
concerned about second-story
add-ons and neighbors peering
through windows into their yards.
The guidelines address these issues, he noted.
“While I don’t think they are a
perfect approach, I think they are
a good start,” Bower said.
Board member Michael Makinen pointed to another public concern: uncertainty over how the
guidelines will be used. Though
they are currently not subject to
any regulations from the city, that
can change, he noted.
“Yeah, we’re calling it voluntary but is it really voluntary? I
think there is a feeling ... that they
may be more than what we advertise as voluntary.” Makinen said.
It will ultimately be up to the
council to decide how to use the
new guidelines. The board considered various approaches toward incorporating the Eichler
guidelines into the city’s review
process but refrained from specifying the exact nature of how or
whether the rules should be enforced. They agreed that, when
possible, the city should defer to
neighborhood preferences. The
board did vote 5-0, with Brandon
Cory absent, to recommend that
the new guidelines at least be
used in tandem with the existing
Individual Review process when
considering two-story homes and
second-story additions.
Councilwoman Karen Holman,
the council’s liaison to the Historic Resources Board, recalled
the city’s tendentious path toward
the new guidelines and expressed
hope that the new document will
help tone down the acrimony and
reduce the number of appeals being filed by residents concerned
about the new house going up
next door.
“We have neighbors fighting
neighbors ... because of new construction, additions and such in
Eichler neighborhoods,” Holman
said. “I see these (guidelines) as
a resource to help abate those
appeals and those battles within
neighborhoods.” Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

Charleston
Gardens
1954

Greendell
1956
Meadowcreek
1959
Greenmeadow No. 1 & No. 2
Greenmeadow No. 3
1954-1955
1961-1962

Anatomy of an Eichler
Paint palette includes earth tones
with brighter colors for accent
Gabled, flat or shallow-sloped roofs

Front façade with minimal windows,
typically clerestory or triangles

Vertical tongue-and-groove
redwood board siding;
concrete-block walls

Post and beam
construction on a
concrete foundation

Veronica Weber

Eichlers

Garage in the front
but incorporated into
the roof form

One story, horizontal orientation
with clean orthogonal
or angular lines

The city of Palo Alto has compiled guidelines that describe the characteristics of homes developed last
century by Joseph Eichler.
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Upfront

PALO ALTO CITY COUNCIL
CIVIC CENTER, 250 HAMILTON AVENUE
BROADCAST LIVE ON KZSU, FM 90.1
CABLECAST LIVE ON GOVERNMENT ACCESS CHANNEL 26
*****************************************
THIS IS A SUMMARY OF COUNCIL AGENDA ITEMS.
THE AGENDA WITH COMPLETE TITLES INCLUDING LEGAL DOCUMENTATION CAN
BE VIEWED AT THE BELOW WEBPAGE:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/agendas/default.asp
AGENDA–SPECIAL MEETING–COUNCIL CHAMBERS
March 5, 2018 AT 5:00 PM
Closed Session
1. CONFERENCE WITH LABOR NEGOTIATORS, Authority: Government Code Section
54957.6(a)
2. CONFERENCE WITH CITY ATTORNEY--POTENTIAL LITIGATION, Department of Industrial
Relations Civil Wage and Penalty Assessment Case No. 40-57419, Subject: Contract With
4+9 <[PSP[` 3VJH[PUN :WLJPHSPZ[ 0UJ (\[OVYP[`! :PNUPÄJHU[ ,_WVZ\YL [V 3P[PNH[PVU <UKLY
Government, Code Section 54956.9(d)(2) (One Potential Case, as Defendant)
Special Orders of the Day
3. Introduction of Distinguished Guests From Yangpu District of Shanghai, China
Study Session
4. 2017 Annual Housing Element Report for the Period of January 1, 2017 to December 31,
2017
Consent Calendar
6. Adoption of an Ordinance of the Council of the City of Palo Alto Amending Chapter 2.22
(Human Relations Commission) and Chapter 2.25 (Parks and Recreation Commission) of
the Palo Alto Municipal Code to use Gender-neutral Language and add Gender Identity to
[OL/\THU9LSH[PVUZ*VTTPZZPVU»Z1\YPZKPJ[PVUHUK[V9LÅLJ[[OL*VTT\UP[`:LY]PJLZ
Department’s Current Divisions
 (KVW[PVUVMH9LZVS\[PVU(TLUKPUN[OL,]LYNYLLU7HYR4H`ÄLSK9LZPKLU[PHS7YLMLYLU[PHS
7HYRPUN9777YVNYHT,_[LUKPUN[OL7YVNYHT(YLH[V[OL,HZ[:PKLVM,S*HTPUV9LHS
0UJYLHZPUN[OL5\TILYVM,TWSV`LL7HYRPUN7LYTP[ZHUK4HRPUN*SHYPM`PUN4VKPÄJH[PVUZ
to the Resolution
8. Adoption of a Resolution Amending the Southgate Residential Preferential Parking (RPP)
7YVNYHT[V,_[LUK[OL7YVNYHT(YLH[V[OL>LZ[:PKLVM,S*HTPUV9LHS0UJYLHZL[OL
5\TILYVM,TWSV`LL7HYRPUN7LYTP[Z4HRL*SHYPM`PUN4VKPÄJH[PVUZ[V[OL9LZVS\[PVU
and Restate the Program Provisions
9. Adoption of a Resolution and Approval of Guidelines for a One-year Pilot Program to
Enable Bicycle and Electric Scooter Sharing Systems to Operate Within Palo Alto, Subject
to City Criteria Regarding Parking, Quality of Devices, and Other Factors at no Cost to
the City
10. Approval of a Contract With the Empowerment Institute for $100,000 for Community
Engagement Block Program
11. Appointment of the 2018 Emergency Standby Council
12. Approval of an Amendment to the Palo Alto Parks and Open Space Regulation R1-32 to
Update the City’s Dog Park Rules
7VSPJ` HUK :LY]PJLZ *VTTP[[LL 9LJVTTLUKH[PVU [V (JJLW[ [OL *P[` (\KP[VY»Z 6ѝJL
Proposed Fiscal Year 2018 Audit Work Plan
14. Approval of Amendment Number 4 to Contract Number C14152025 With SP Plus for
=HSL[7HYRPUN:LY]PJLZ,_[LUKPUN[OL;LYTVM[OL*VU[YHJ[[V+LJLTILY>P[OUV
Additional Cost to the City
Action Items
15. Adoption of Preliminary Goals and Objectives, Schedule, and Boundaries for the North
Ventura Coordinated Area Plan Project; Authorization for the City Manager to Negotiate
HUK ,_LJ\[L H 9LSH[LK .YHU[ (NYLLTLU[ >P[O *HS[YHUZ" +PYLJ[PVU [V :[Hќ 9LNHYKPUN
Recruitment of Community Working Group Members; and Approval of a Budget
(TLUKTLU[ PU [OL .LULYHS -\UK 9LÅLJ[PUN  PU .YHU[ -\UKPUN  PU
4H[JOPUN:\WWSLTLU[HS7YP]H[L-\UKPUNHUK,X\P]HSLU[,_WLUKP[\YLZ*VU[PU\LK-YVT
February 12, 2018)
16. PUBLIC HEARING: Annual Code Update via Adoption of two Ordinances, the First
Amending Palo Alto Municipal Code (PAMC) Chapter 2.20 (Planning and Transportation
Commission) of Title 2; Chapter 10.64 (Bicycles, Roller Skates and Coasters) of Title 10;
HUK *OHW[LYZ  +LÄUP[PVUZ  3V^+LUZP[` 9LZPKLU[PHS B9, 9 HUK 94+D
18.12 (R-1 Single-Family Residential District), 18.15 (Residential Density Bonus), 18.16
5LPNOIVYOVVK *VTT\UP[` HUK :LY]PJL *VTTLYJPHS B*5 ** HUK *:D +PZ[YPJ[Z
:WLJPHS7\YWVZLB7-6:HUK(*D+PZ[YPJ[Z.*VTIPUPUN+PZ[YPJ[Z
.LULYHS:[HUKHYKZHUK,_JLW[PVUZ:[HUKHYKZMVY:WLJPHS<ZLZ7HYRPUN
and Loading Requirements), 18.54 (Parking Facility Design Standards), 18.76 (Permits
and Approvals), 18.77 (Processing of Permits and Approvals), and 18.80 (Amendments
to Zoning Map And Zoning Regulations) of Title 18; and Chapters 21.12 (Tentative Maps
HUK 7YLSPTPUHY` 7HYJLS 4HWZ HUK  *VUKP[PVUHS ,_JLW[PVUZ VM ;P[SL " HUK [OL
:LJVUK(TLUKPUN7(4**OHW[LY+LÄUP[PVUZHUK*OHW[LY)PJ`JSLZ9VSSLY
:RH[LZ HUK *VHZ[LYZ VM ;P[SL  =LOPJSLZ HUK ;YHѝJ [V 7YVOPIP[ \ZL VM )PJ`JSLZ HUK
Similar Vehicles on Certain Sidewalks and Undercrossings and Establish Speed Limits on
Shared-use Paths. First Ordinance was Recommended for Approval by the Planning &
;YHUZWVY[H[PVU*VTTPZZPVU,_LTW[<UKLY*,8(.\PKLSPULZ:LJ[PVUI
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Public Agenda
A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to meet in a closed session to
discuss the status of its negotiations with each of the city’s labor
groups. The council will then approve the preliminary goals and
objectives for the North Ventura Coordinated Area Plan; and consider an
ordinance with various revisions to the zoning code. The closed session
will begin at 5 p.m. on Monday, March 5, at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
The regular meeting will follow at 6:30 p.m. or immediately after the
closed session in the Council Chambers.
UTILITIES ADVISORY COMMISSION ... The commission plans to
discuss the financial plans and proposed rate changes for Palo Alto’s
water and wastewater utilities. The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday, March 7, in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250
Hamilton Ave.
HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION ... The commission plans to
watch a presentation on the Police Department’s field-based video
policy and make a recommendation for Community Development Block
Grant funding for fiscal year 2019. The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. on
Thursday, March 8, in the Community Meeting Room at City Hall, 250
Hamilton Ave. Q

Online This Week

These and other news stories were posted on Palo Alto Online
throughout the week. For longer versions, go to www.PaloAlto
Online.com/news.

Board approves California Avenue garage
Palo Alto’s effort to build a six-level garage near California
Avenue moved ahead Thursday, when the Architectural Review
Board signed off on the project. (Posted March 1, 9:53 a.m.)

Questions fly over Facebook’s ‘Willow Village’
Facebook’s proposal to create a new neighborhood in Menlo
Park and add enough office space to cumulatively accommodate a
workforce the size of Menlo Park’s current total population raised
some questions from the Menlo Park Planning Commission during
a Feb. 26 discussion. (Posted Feb. 28, 12:39 p.m.)

Students at Gunn High School organize guncontrol protest
Over 100 Gunn High School students and community members
protested for increased gun control in response to the Feb. 14
school shooting in Parkland, Florida that killed 17 and wounded
14. (Posted Feb. 26, 1:28 p.m.)

Police capture two people after car chase
A high-speed chase from Sunnyvale to Palo Alto early Monday morning resulted in two people being arrested, according to
Sunnyvale Department of Public Safety. (Posted Feb. 26, 1:01 p.m.)

Man threatens to stab Xfinity employee
A man ripped two iPhones out of a display at a Palo Alto Xfinity store Wednesday, threatened to stab an employee and then ran
from the building, a Palo Alto police spokesman said. (Posted Feb.
23, 4:03 p.m.)

Webcast: Renaming schools; redesigning rail
Weekly journalists provide updates on efforts to rename two
Palo Alto middle schools and to separate the rail corridor from
local streets. (Posted Feb. 23, 2:15 p.m.)

Ravenswood school board OKs layoffs, parcel
tax measure
Ravenswood City School District’s Board of Education took two
steps toward maintaining fiscal solvency on Feb. 22, approving 64
layoff notices and a parcel tax measure for the June ballot. (Posted
Feb. 23, 9:06 a.m.)

Want to get news briefs emailed to you every weekday?
Sign up for Express, our daily e-edition.
Go to www.PaloAltoOnline.com to sign up.

Pulse
A weekly compendium
of vital statistics

POLICE CALLS
Palo Alto
Feb. 21-Feb. 27
Violence related
Arson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Assault w/deadly weapon . . . . . . . . . 2
Child abuse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Elder abuse, physical . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Family violence/threats . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Hate crime/battery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Rape . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Strong arm robbery . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Theft related
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Counterfeiting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Shoplifting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle related
Abandoned auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Abandoned bicycle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Driving with suspended license . . . . 3
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Misc. traffic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Parking violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Vehicle accident, minor injury . . . . . 15
Vehicle accident, property damage . 9
Vehicle impound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle tampering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Alcohol or drug related
Drinking in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Driving under the influence . . . . . . . . 3
Driving under the influence, accident 2
Drunk in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Possession of paraphernalia. . . . . . . 1
Miscellaneous
Bomb threat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Criminal threats. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Defrauding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Discharge occupied dwelling . . . . . . 1
Disobey court order . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Elder abuse, financial . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Evading police . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
False info to police . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Hate crime, vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Misc. penal code violation . . . . . . . . 3
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Municipal code/misc. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Noise complaint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Possession of burglary tools. . . . . . . 1
Possession of stolen property . . . . . 1
Psychiatric subject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Sex crime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . 2
Trespassing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

VIOLENT CRIMES
Palo Alto
El Camino Real, 2/9, noon; rape.
200 Block University Avenue, 2/12,
10:48 a.m.; assault w/deadly weapon.
Encina Avenue, 2/16, 2:48 p.m.; hate
crime/battery.
Amarillo Avenue, 2/20, 6:20 p.m.;
arson.
Mumford Place, 2/21, 6:43 p.m.; elder
abuse/physical.
El Camino Real, 2/21, 7:09 p.m.;
strong arm robbery.
Forest Avenue, 2/22, 4:30 a.m.;
domestic violence.
Florence Lane/University Avenue,
2/22, 1:56 p.m.; assault w/deadly
weapon.
Colorado Avenue, 2/22, 6:45 p.m..;
child abuse.
Escobita Avenue, 2/23, 8:10 p.m.;
family violence/threats.
El Camino Real, 2/24, 12:46 p.m.;
strong arm robbery.

Dorothy Ann Ross
March 1, 1926 - January 17, 2018
2 018

MODERN VOICES OF

CONSERVATION
Winona
LaDuke
Environmental
activist, economist
and writer
March 20, 8 p.m.
Mountain View Center
for the Performing Arts
For tickets and more visit

OpenSpaceTrust.org/Lectures

CITY OF PALO ALTO
PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION SPECIAL MEETING
250 HAMILTON AVENUE,
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
MARCH 14, 2018 AT 5:30PM
Study Session:
1. Review of the Objectives, Workplan and Timeline for the
Comprehensive Plan and Housing Production Ordinances
Public Hearing:
2. PUBLIC HEARING: Recommendation to the City Council
Regarding the Adoption of an Ordinance Amending Palo
Alto Municipal Code (PAMC) Title 18 (Zoning) to Add a New
*OHW[LY2(ɈVYKHISL/V\ZPUN*VTIPUPUN+PZ[YPJ[
[V7YVTV[L[OL+L]LSVWTLU[VM (ɈVYKHISL/V\ZPUN
Projects Located Within One-Half Mile of a Major Transit
Stop or High-Quality Transit Corridor, by Providing Flexible
+L]LSVWTLU[:[HUKHYKZHUK4VKPM`PUN[OL<ZLZ(SSV^LK
PU[OL*VTTLYJPHS+PZ[YPJ[ZHUK:\IKPZ[YPJ[Z*,8(!;OPZ
Ordinance is Within the Scope of the Comprehensive Plan
,U]PYVUTLU[HS0TWHJ[9LWVY[,09*LY[PÄLKHUK(KVW[LK
on November 13, 2017 by Council Resolution Nos. 9720
and 9721. For More Information Contact Graham Owen
at Graham.Owen@cityofpaloalto.org. (Continued from
February 14, 2018)

The Planning and Transportation Commission is live streamed
online at http://midpenmedia.org/category/government/cityof-palo-alto and available on via cablecast on government
access channel 26. The complete agenda with accompanying
reports is available online at http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/
boards/ptc/default.asp. For Additional Information Contact
Yolanda Cervantes at Yolanda.Cervantes@cityofpaloalto.org or
at 650.329.2404.

Dorothy Ann “Dot” Bauer
Ross passed away peacefully
on January 17, 2018 in Palo
Alto. She was 91 years old.
She is survived by
her daughters and their
husbands,
Nancy
Ross
Ryde and Magnus Ryde
of Atherton, CA; Carolyn
Ross and Don “Chip”
Hill of Leesburg, VA; two
grandchildren, Nancy Hill
of Seattle, WA and Erik Ryde of Boston, MA; her
younger brother, Dr. Richard Bauer of Glendale, AZ; and
countless friends and extended family members. Her
husband of 53 years, Harry Robert “Barney” Ross and
her older brother, Carl Elmer Bauer predeceased her.
Dot was born in Los Angeles on March 1, 1926 to
Anna Louise Geib Bauer and Elmer Lawrence Bauer.
She graduated from Compton High School in 1944 and
from Occidental College in 1948. She taught 2nd and 3rd
grades at La Canada Elementary School for two years.
In 1950, she enrolled in the USC Graduate School of
Management, receiving her MBA in Finance in 1952,
the first woman to receive this distinction from USC.
Following graduation, she worked at Standard Oil for
a year, and left to teach school at the American School
on the Army base in Giessen, Germany. There she met
the love of her life, Barney, a captain in the Army. They
were married at her parents’ home in Glendale, CA on
a beautiful December day in 1955, and then returned
to Germany. The Army relocated them to northern
Virginia in 1957. Following the birth of their daughters,
the family returned to Germany, and subsequently back
to Virginia where they remained until 1965 when Barney
was transferred to Viet Nam. The family moved to La
Canada, CA to be close to Dot’s family. Upon Barney’s
return in 1967, the family moved to The Presidio of San
Francisco. Dot and Barney fell in love with the Bay Area
and remained there, residing in San Francisco, Portola
Valley; Atherton; Menlo Park and Palo Alto. Dot was
a lifelong learner, volunteer and explorer. She took
advantage of every opportunity to travel to different
places, touring Eastern and Western Europe, the Middle
East, Asia, Mexico and almost all of the United States.
She was a docent for the Stanford Museum of Art, the
San Francisco MOMA and the De Young Museum’s
African collection. Dot volunteered for the PTA’s of all
her daughters’ schools as well as their Girl Scout troops.
As a member of the Allied Arts Auxiliary, she worked
in the Traditional Shop and on Tally Ho. Learning
the love of flowers from her mother, Dot took flower
arranging courses and was active in several garden
clubs. In the 1970’s she became certified to teach English
as a Second Language through a volunteer program.
She later renewed her teaching credential and began a
second career as a substitute teacher. Always interested
in investing, she spent many happy hours with her
friends in the Tape Watchers investment club. Dot loved
to entertain, and was always thrilled to house, feed, and
chat with friends, both old and new who were treated
like family. She will be remembered for her elegance,
inquisitive mind, gracious and welcoming hospitality,
and her adventurous spirit.
A memorial service to celebrate her life will be held on
March 11, 2018 at 3pm at Trinity Church,Menlo Park.
Donations may be made to the USO, Wounded Warrior
Project or the Girl Scouts of America.
PAID

OBITUARY
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Editorial
Toward less secrecy
Proposal to open up labor negotiations is a
welcome and overdue reform

Y

ear after year, city councils and school boards go into closed
session to guide their labor negotiators as they secretly negotiate new contracts with local union bargaining units.
In most communities, including in Palo Alto, the public learns
nothing about the issues, proposals and financial implications
throughout the negotiations until a final agreement has been
reached with the union and after union members have already
voted to approve the contract.
While state law requires the city council or school board to hold
a single public hearing on the proposed new contract and take a
public vote, the outcome is predetermined since the governing
body has already voted in closed session to approve the contract,
as has the union.
So the public is offered no opportunity to oversee or influence
the single biggest financial decision that is made by its elected officials; it all takes place behind closed doors.
It doesn’t have to be that way.
Nothing in the law prevents a city council or school board from
keeping the public informed and seeking its input on the initial
offers, counter offers and the financial impacts of iterations of
contracts while negotiations are underway. The negotiating sessions themselves can even be open to the public if both the union
and the government agency agree (which rarely happens).
Facing huge long-term pension costs and financial obligations
that threaten future public services, government agencies at all
levels are struggling to find a new, more transparent approach to
labor negotiations so that the public can understand the financial
implications and have a way to participate.
Except for a handful of California city councils and school
boards that have adopted such practices, most, including Palo Alto,
are still using traditional and outdated models of labor negotiations
that are secret from the day they begin until the time a final labor
contract is adopted in open session.
Vice Mayor Eric Filseth, along with Councilmen Greg Scharff,
Greg Tanaka and Tom DuBois, have proposed through a “colleagues memo” that Palo Alto draw from the labor negotiation
policies created by the cities of San Jose and Fullerton and open
up the process a bit.
On Tuesday night it took little discussion to quickly obtain the
City Council’s unanimous support for the idea, and the council’s
Finance Committee will now pursue a range of ways to create more
transparency in the labor negotiation process.
The reforms proposed include making public all written proposals and responses by both the city and union bargaining units
within two days of being transmitted to the other party’s negotiators, accompanied by a fiscal analysis that includes their impact
on pension and retiree health care benefit liability. The council
could have the option of providing direction to city negotiators in
public session instead of what is now done exclusively in closed
session and without public input.
As proposed, the new practices would be city policy, not adopted as an ordinance, to provide flexibility for the council to not
disclose or delay disclosing some details of the negotiation if it
was deemed desirable.
As currently proposed, the policy falls short of what the most
transparent cities in California have adopted. In San Jose, for example, periodic open-session updates on negotiations are given
by the City Manager, and the bargaining unit representatives may
also comment. The colleagues memo speculates that this may be
burdensome in Palo Alto given the number of bargaining units
whose contracts are negotiated at the same time, although since
this is happening anyway in closed session we see no reason for
the public not to be informed. In Costa Mesa, an independent auditor determines and explains publicly the fiscal impacts of each
provision of a negotiated contract, a policy Filseth didn’t feel was
probably necessary in Palo Alto.
Accomplishing more transparency can’t be done unilaterally
Several council members expressed the hope that the unions
would embrace more transparency, since it would result in more
public awareness of the goals and needs of both sides. We agree.
We are strongly supportive of this important proposal and
urge the school board to initiate a parallel effort to create similar transparency in its labor negotiations. School district labor
agreements, which historically have been renegotiated every
year, have been kept out of board packets even when the board
is voting its final approval at a public meeting, an inexcusable
practice.
We applaud Filseth and his colleagues for bringing this important issue forward, and urge the City Council to act quickly to
put in place these new transparency measures, hopefully so they
could be used in the current round of labor negotiations. Q
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Letters
Follow Europe’s lead
Editor,
Sometimes the most practical,
though not always easy, solutions
are already right in front of our
noses. May I propose the cities of
the Peninsula put their resources
together, bite the bullet (i.e., spend
money) and implement the European “Hop On, Hop Off” bus system for quick, convenient transportation through our towns.
This is a brilliant system subsidized by governments in cities
across Europe to make it as easy
and appealing for city folks to
choose mass transit over cars.
We already have the main arteries to work with — El Camino,
Middlefield, Alameda del Pulgas
— to run buses that stop every
five (optimally) to 10 minutes and
cover entire city cores. There is
no fumbling for change or having
a pass to get on as many times a
day as you like. It would require
extensive connectors on perpendicular streets so people wouldn’t
have to walk far, but as I see it, we
already have plenty of pavement
clogged with cars. Copenhagen,
Stockholm, Berlin, Munich and
pretty much every other city in
Europe figured out long ago that
to move many people through
tight spaces it would require a
massive, connected network of
small buses or trolleys.
I agree with Kevin Moore in
the Feb. 23 issue of the Weekly —
only when the system meets time,
cost and convenience benchmarks
will people adopt it. Otherwise,
Palo Alto and every other city
along the Peninsula will suffer
with the growth gridlock that is
inevitable as long as cities continue to infill with density and not
implement mass transit.
Lori Harrenstien
Torreya Court, Palo Alto

Keep rail options
Editor,
I am concerned that Palo Alto
City Council not prematurely
close off any options based on the
rail-options white paper. Yes, this
report raises problems, but problems have potential solutions.
In the Feb. 23 issue of the Weekly, page 10, Council member Adrian Fine raised the possibility of
selling development rights as one
way of paying for part of the tunneling cost. If some of that development were to business, the city
might gain future tax revenue also.
Fine’s suggestion is just one
possible way to address the cost
issue. There may be other ways.
Would there be a cost saving to
Palo Alto if Mountain View and

Menlo Park were to also put their
tracks in a tunnel? This could also
solve the 1 percent versus 2 percent slope problem.
What is needed is to take each
problem raised by the report and
apply “creative thinking” to each
problem. This involves looking
at each state and regional agency
and analyzing each problem from
their point of view and asking
questions, such as: Why is this
item an issue? Who benefits from
adhering to that requirement?
This approach involves working
cooperatively with the agencies to
find ways to satisfy their needs
while allowing the tunnel to move
forward.
Creative thinking involves
“thinking outside the box.” Creative thinking can be taught, but
people have to decide they really
want to solve the problems.
The final decision as to what
approach to be taken should be
up to the voters.
Rich Stiebel
Talisman Drive, Palo Alto

Troubling loss of
businesses
Editor,
As a 35-year resident of Palo
Alto, I am deeply disturbed by the
recent loss of so many of our longterm businesses. Last week, I was
notified that Heinichen’s Garage on

High Street, which has served three
generations of Palo Altans with
honesty and great service, is closing
on Feb. 28 due to the sale of their
building and a huge rent increase.
My long term State Farm insurance agent, Jeri Fink in College
Terrace, is closing her office for
the same reason. I assume that
both of these buildings will be
developed into more office space
(rather than the affordable housing Palo Alto so urgently needs).
After 35 years in an office on
Sherman Avenue, I had to move my
psychology practice group because
the building was sold to Windy
Hill Property Ventures in 2015.
Like other developers, they turned
the building (previously home to
many small businesses like psychotherapists, acupuncturists, lawyers
and accountants) into tech offices.
They did this by tearing out the
entire inside of the building and
reconstructing it into a few large
glassed-in offices with almost no
insulation. Most of the small businesses were given 30-days notice
to leave. A few others with longer
leases, like myself, had to endure
over two years of constant construction inside the building.
In 2017, as our lease was coming to an end, they offered to let
us renew at $8/square feet, which
(continued on page 17)

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
The Palo Alto Weekly encourages comments on our coverage
or on issues of local interest.

Should the city adopt
voluntary or mandatory
Eichler guidelines?
Submit letters to the editor of up to 300 words to letters@paweekly.com.
Submit guest opinions of 1,000 words to editor@paweekly.com. Include your
name, address and daytime phone number so we can reach you.
We reserve the right to edit contributions for length, objectionable content,
libel and factual errors known to us. Anonymous letters will generally not be
accepted. Submitting a letter to the editor or guest opinion constitutes a
granting of permission to the Palo Alto Weekly and Embarcadero Media to also
publish it online, including in our online archives and as a post on Town Square.
For more information contact Editor Jocelyn Dong or Editorial Assistant
Christine Lee at editor@paweekly.com or 650-326-8210.

Check out Town Square!
Hundreds of local topics are being discussed by local residents on Town
Square, a reader forum sponsored by the Weekly at PaloAltoOnline.com/
square. Post your own comments, ask questions or just stay up on what
people are talking about around town!

Letters
(continued from page 16)

was the rent they were charging the
new tech companies. Since we had
been paying less than $3/square
feet, this increase was untenable
for us. We were fortunate to find
a much smaller space in a building on California Avenue owned
by Terry Shuchat, a long term Palo
Alto property owner, who offered
us a five-year lease at a much more
reasonable rent, for which we are
very grateful. The psychotherapists in my group will be able to
stay in Palo Alto for at least a few
more years unlike so many other
long term Palo Alto businesses.
Palo Alto is losing too much of
its core.
Patricia Blumenthal
California Avenue, Palo Alto

Modernize animal
shelter
Editor,
The Palo Alto City Council
will soon be voting on whether
to move forward with partnering
with hte nonprofit Pets In Need
to renovate the Palo Alto Animal
Services building.
I have been fostering kittens
since I was 4 years old and have
been waiting for decades for
this renovation. All of my 200+
foster kittens have gone through
the shelter’s low-cost spay/neuter
clinic. Animal Services holds a
special place in my heart. However, the shelter that was built
in 1972 is stuck in the last century. Last year’s city audit of the
building deemed it unsafe and
unsanitary for both the animals

and the human staff. Its small
concrete-and-chain-link outdoor
dog kennels and even smaller
metal cat kennels should be a
thing of the past.
Partnering with Pets In Need is
the way to bring Animal Services
into the modern age. Pets In Need
established the first no-kill animal shelter in northern California.
Its expert management, robust resources, amenability to the desires
of the Palo Alto animal community and clear progressive vision
make it the ideal partner.
Now is the time to renovate because the animal welfare movement is reaching a climax. If the
City Council agrees to fund the
$800,000 needed for Phase 1 renovation to expand medical and staff
facilities plus an additional $1.2
million for Phase 2 construction of
new kennels, then Animal Services
will be able to better serve the community to which it has given unflagging TLC for the past 40 years.
With a state-of-the-art no-kill
animal sanctuary, the Palo Alto
community will be able to boast
Palo Alto Animal Services as
another pride and joy amidst the
city’s many accolades. I urge everyone to contact our council
members to voice support of this
partnership with Pets In Need.
Joanna Tang
Flowers Lane, Palo Alto

More positive stories,
please
Editor,
Thank you for the article profiling Rochelle Ford, “Octogenarian
still wielding her torch,” in the Feb.
23 issue of the Palo Alto Weekly.
I was fortunate to stumble into

Rochelle’s open home art studio
five years ago. I fell in love with
her artwork and have gotten to
know her and her family well over
the years.
Rochelle is a great example of the
entrepreneurial spirit that Palo Alto
is famous for. I wish more Palo Alto
Weekly coverage would focus on
these types of positive stories.
Seavan Sternheim
Ross Road, Palo Alto

Time for a change
Editor,
I am currently a junior at Castilleja High School. In response
to the recent article on Palo Alto
school district’s Recommending
School Names Advisory Committee nearing a final list of names for
Jordan and Terman Middle School,
I would like to express my full support for their efforts. The committee solicited well-formed criteria,
including strong Palo Alto connections and “inspirational values.”
Reading the list of the finalists,
I am amazed at the vast diversity and distribution these names
carry. I was especially glad to
see the inclusion of women and
colored people in the names.
They are not only reflective of
the pioneering and evolving attitude of the city, but they also
represent values that will inspire
the youths at these schools.
These individuals will become
the role models that will foster the
learning of the next generation.
As the process proceeds, I hope
the committee is thorough in their
ultimate decision.
Selina Zhang
Prado Secoya Street, Atherton

Read more opinions online
Palo Alto Online’s bloggers are writing about everything
from innovation and politics to community service and
family. Discuss these and other topics with them – and
additional bloggers – at PaloAltoOnline.com/blogs.
Peninsula
Foodist
by Elena Kadvany
Palo Alto:
Brown rice
sushi restaurant
replaces Homma’s
Posted Feb 27

Invest &
Innovate
by Steve Levy
Sharing a Column
About a Brilliant
Teacher Idea
Feb. 17

Toddling
Through the
Silicon Valley
by Cheryl Bac
A birthday for the
siblings
Posted Feb. 23

A Pragmatist’s
Take
by Douglas Moran
Damore’s
Google Memo
NLRB Complaint
Rejected: More
misrepresentations
Feb. 17

Couple’s Net
by Chandrama
Anderson
Couples: The
ABCs of Love
Feb. 23

The Food Party!
by Laura Stec
Edible Education
Feb. 8

Stories of Hope
by Aldis Petriceks
Family Matters:
Caring for the
Dying, and Their
Loved Ones
Feb. 20

Senior Focus
by Max Greenberg
Why Making Music
Is So Important for
Your Brain
Feb. 3

Streetwise

How do you get your news?
Asked on California Avenue in Palo Alto. Question, interviews and photographs by Sarah Klearman.

Jack Cackler

Hailey Lerch

Celia Glowka

Gerald H. Tucker

Vladimir Fridman

Data scientist
Chestnut Avenue, Palo Alto

Bartender
Monroe Drive, Palo Alto

Dessert Shop Owner
College Avenue, Palo Alto

Retired
Ramona Street, Palo Alto

Entrepreneur
Tverskaya Street, Moscow, Russia

“I get my news mostly from the radio
and the internet.”

“I get my news mostly from social
media, like Instagram and Facebook,
because it’s very accessible.”

“I get my news primarily from online
sources. I look at the New York Times
and the Wall Street Journal, and I also
listen to NPR in my car. I think they’re
reputable sources.”

“I read the newspaper. I read the
Weekly once in a while! I don’t watch
TV, but I do listen to the radio in the
morning because it’ll play while I’m
waking up.”

“I get my news on the internet
because you can get differing
opinions there, as opposed to on TV”
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A weekly guide to music, theater, art, culture, books and more, edited by Karla Kane

Paly’s new ‘Venture’
School’s spring production is
an original Silicon Valley musical

“W

hat would you do if you
had the opportunity to
truly change the world?
What would you be
willing to sacrifice?”
According to Palo Alto High
School’s Michael Najar, those are
the questions at the heart of “Venture,” the new musical the school
will premiere March 9. And Najar
should know — the music teacher
and choir director is the show’s
creator.
“I’m from Los Angeles, where
everyone thinks film will change
the world, music will change the
world, but there’s not many places
like Silicon Valley, where actual
things that get done here actually
change the world,” he said. “I just
think it’s a fascinating time in the
Valley.”
“Venture” focuses on the experience of Saira Sidana, a young
entrepreneur with great ideas but
plenty of challenges to face as she
makes her way through the Bay
Area rat race. She has a mother
who’s already a tech legend,
having paved the way for fellow
women entrepreneurs; a boss who
offers her an amazing opportunity but is morally questionable;
sexual harassment issues; failed
startups; pregnancy: a boyfriend

having trouble dealing with it all
and more.
Najar first got the idea for
“Venture” several years ago, after
reading about former Yahoo CEO
Marissa Mayer, who was pregnant
at the time she accepted the highprofile post. Though “Venture”
isn’t based on a true story, that
“seemed like an operatic moment
in the history of the Valley,” Najar said. “That rang a bell for me.”
More recent developments, such
as the #MeToo movement, also
have had an impact on Najar’s
writing. In dealing with such prescient and sensitive topics, Najar
said he strives to “make sure that
I don’t do all the typical trappings
of being a man and trying to explain everything about being a
woman, because I certainly would
never do that.”
In one song, a powerful male
character (played by Robert Vetter) sings about having a target
on his back and wonders if social
media and “fake news” would
have undone the great leaders of
the past. “Take our names from
the buildings and walls,” he sings,
“but the shadows remain.”
Najar also studied up on the
late Robert Noyce, founder of
Intel and known as “The Mayor

Rob Wilen

Paly students Kelsey Lu, Eve DeMarzo and Emilia Massoud
perform in the cast of “Venture,” a new musical.
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Rob Wilen

by Karla Kane

Paly students Sofia Peterson and Robert Vetter perform in the cast of “Venture,” a new musical.
of Silicon Valley,” who, unlikely
though it seems, since he died in
1990, turns up as a character in
the very timely “Venture.”
“It’s a musical; they take licenses whenever they want; they don’t
make any apologies for that,” he
said. “It’s one of the reasons I love
musicals, they’re just so bizarre
in some ways. You can do magic,
and the mystery of time colliding and having a mentor from the
past.”
Though the seeds were planted
years ago, most of the show was
actually written more recently.
“I’m nothing without a deadline.
When Kathleen (Woods, Paly theater teacher and co-director of the
production) graciously agreed to
do this last year, I hadn’t written
the bulk of the musical. I went,
‘Oh, I just told her I’d written a
musical. I’d better get cracking.’”
Najar takes his inspiration as it
comes to him, whether it be in the
form of melodies first or bits of
lyrics, working on ideas at various coffee houses during summer
break or at Paly during free moments, and recording demos at his
home studio (his garage, which
he calls, with a cheeky nod to
“Hamilton,” “The Room Where
It Sometimes Happens”).
He said he’d love to be able to
write like Lin-Manuel Miranda
or Stephen Sondheim but thinks
his style might be closest to that
of the composer of the quirkyyet-catchy melodies from “Evita,”
“Jesus Christ Superstar” and other
hits, when asked about his closest musical-theater influences.
“I think I could try to be a poor
man’s Andrew Lloyd Webber,” he
laughed.
Sophomore Sofia Peterson,
who plays Saira, said that she’s
been doing theater for as long as

she can remember but playing a
lead role in a brand-new show has
been a different — and rewarding
— experience.
“It’s a lot more flexible. I’ve
been able to help create the character, which is nice. We’re able to
alter the keys of songs, help with
changing what we think doesn’t
make sense and just have more of
an impact on the script or on the
show in general,” she said.
“It is harder, though, because
it is a new work, where things
are constantly changing, which
means that I’m constantly having
to adapt to changes.”
At a recent after-school rehearsal, Najar complimented
one cast member for showing
an impressive amount of energy
and vigor. “She’s a freshman!”
an upperclassman pointed out, to
peals of knowing laughter from
the tired students. Najar grinned,
then later suggested the actors
playing adult characters think
about that increasing feeling of
world-weariness and use it in their
performances.
Najar said that although he
knew the show would premiere
as a high-school production, he
didn’t feel the need to tailor it for
teenagers.
“There are certain things I have
to be delicate around, but that being said, there is not a musical
that’s been on Broadway that’s
‘appropriate’ for high school students,” he said. “Would I take
it farther with adults? I think
so. But our students rise up to
the challenges. It’s a very smart
community.”
He’d like to develop “Venture”
further and hopes it will live on in
future productions.
“I think it’s a timely story,
I think it has legs and I think it

needs a lot of work. I want it to go
to the next level,” he said. But first
and foremost, he’s excited for the
Paly premiere.
“I want as many people as possible to come and see the great
work that everyone’s doing,” he
said. “This is not solely mine; my
colleagues have been fantastic.”
Palo Alto audiences will no
doubt enjoy catching familiar
references and characters — Caltrain commuters, tech bros, even
a humorous nod to Paly’s Renaissance-clothed Madrigal choir —
but Najar said the story is one that
anyone can relate to, whether or
not they’re familiar with the local
culture.
“This isn’t just about Silicon
Valley, in the same way that one
of my favorite musicals, ‘Rent,’
isn’t just about New York in the
‘90s,” he said. “It’s about love. All
great musicals are about love in
the end.” Q
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Karla Kane can be emailed at
kkane@paweekly.com.
What: “Venture.”
Where: Palo Alto High School
Performing Arts Center, 50
Embarcadero Road.
When: Fridays and Saturdays,
March 9-17, at 7:30 p.m.;
Thursday, March 15, at 4
p.m.; and Sunday, March
18, at 2 p.m. There will be
an IPO (“Initial Performance
Opportunity”) reception after
the March 9 performance, at
which audience members can
meet the cast and production
staff and partake in light
refreshments.
Cost: $10 student/senior;
$15 adult.
Info: Go to palytheatre.com.

Arts & Entertainment

dominion3 Public Relations

The surreal musical drama “Tommy Battles the Silver Sea Dragon” will be screened as part of the
Cinequest Film & VR Festival.

Cinequest Film & VR Festival returns
Annual fest brings oodles of films and events to Redwood City and San Jose
by Karla Kane
he sheer number of films
screened in the annual
Cinequest Film & VR Festival, which takes place at various
locations in San Jose as well as
in downtown Redwood City from
Feb. 27-March 11, is overwhelming. That makes it tricky to narrow down just a few highlights
(not even including the virtual
reality experiences, community
meetups and more), but read on
for a handful of suggestions and
check the full schedule to make
your cinephile dreams come true.
This year’s theme is “Impact”
and, as in years past, the festival
celebrates not only some bigname feature films and artists but
a plethora of lesser-known indie,
short-film and documentary gems
from all over the world, covering
genres from sci-fi to romance to
musical and comedy.
An intriguing new musical
drama by Luke Shirock (who
also stars as the title character),
“Tommy Battles the Silver Sea
Dragon,” will receive its world
premiere at Cinequest, screening
Friday, March 2, and Thursday,
March 8, in San Jose; and Sunday,
March 4, and Sunday, March 11, in
Redwood City. The surreal fantasy
involves a man struggling with
guilt over the death of his mother
and locked in an imaginary courtroom populated by his own inner
demons and is set to an intense,
original rock soundtrack.
A modern retelling of Louisa
May Alcott’s beloved novel “Little Women” starring “Back to the
Future” and “Switched at Birth’s”
Lea Thompson as the March family matriarch, will screen on Saturday, March 3 and Sunday March
4 in San Jose, and Tuesday, March
6 and Thursday, March 8 in Redwood City. The film tells the story
of the close-knit bond between
four sisters whose father is away
serving in the U.S. military and
the challenges the family faces as
the sisters mature and experience
love and loss.
Sure to bring about the warm
fuzzy feelings in audience

T

members is the documentary
“Pick of the Litter,” which follows
five Labrador puppies from birth
to adulthood as they are raised
by volunteers and trained to become Guide Dogs for the Blind.
Only the top dogs will make the
cut to become full-fledged service
animals. The film won this year’s
Kaiser Permanente Thrive Award,
given to a film that is deemed inspirational, life-affirming and exemplifying the health care organization’s “thrive” initiatives. “Pick
of the Litter” will screen in San
Jose on Saturday, March 3, and
Friday, March 9, and in Redwood
City on Sunday, March 4.
Cinequest has also partnered
with Lunafest, an all-women travelling film festival, which will
present a slate of short films “to,
by and for women” on Wednesday,
March 7, in San Jose, and Sunday,
March 11, in Redwood City.
Stanford University MFA in
Documentary Film graduate students Elivia Shaw and Paloma
Martinez’s 2017 short documentary
“The Shift” was chosen to be part
of the festival’s program of works
by high-school and college filmmakers. The film, about 911 dispatchers in San Francisco, spends
an overnight shift with these emergency responders and was screened
on campus last March.
Shaw and Martinez were inspired to make the film after reading an article in the San Francisco
Chronicle about how the city’s
emergency-dispatch centers were
understaffed.
“It’s such a difficult job that
most people don’t make it through
their first year, but there are also
veterans who have been doing it
for 30-plus years,” Shaw wrote
in an email to the Weekly. “The
public generally thinks of 911 dispatchers as a faceless voice on a
phone while their identities and
workspaces are shrouded in mystery. We loved that the dispatchers
never leave the darkened call center, yet their split-second decisions
reach every corner of San Francisco. Our own curiosity led us to try
to understand the space of the call

center and how the dispatchers
make it through each day.”
“The Shift” will be screened on
Thursday, March 8 and Sunday,
March 11, in Redwood City and
Saturday, March 10, in San Jose.
For complete Cinequest schedule, list and descriptions of films,
theater locations and more, go to
cinequest.org. Q
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Karla Kane can be emailed at
kkane@paweekly.com.
Stanford Continuing Studies, IRiSS, the Stanford Center on Poverty and Inequality,
the McCoy Family Center for Ethics in Society, the Department of Sociology,
the Center for Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity, and the Program on Urban Studies present

Building Oligarchy: Are There Links Between
Economic and Political Inequality in the United States?
It is a recognized fact that economic inequality is growing in the
United States. One of the gravest dangers of this situation is that
the unequal concentration of economic resources could generate
increased political inequality, which in turn might lead to government
policies that perpetuate or further increase economic inequality.
With notable exceptions, most political scientists have argued that
there isn’t empirical evidence for such a tight linkage between
economics and politics.

Paul Pierson

In this talk, Paul Pierson will briefly outline their rationale before
suggesting why he believes that it is mostly mistaken. He will argue
that, in fact, there is reason to fear a much greater impact of
economic inequality on American governance, and ample reason to
worry that politics is now a major channel for the self-perpetuation
of economic elites.

Wednesday, March 7 • 7:30 pm
Cubberley Auditorium, School of Education
Stanford University • Free and open to the public
For more info:
continuingstudies.stanford.edu/events
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Community Meeting
Join the community discussion
on the proposed John Boulvware Park renovations
at the Ventura Community Center

Tuesday, March 6, 2018, 6:30 PM
Ventura Community Center
Multi-Purpose Room
3990 Ventura Court
Palo Alto, CA 94306
The City of Palo Alto seeks public input
on this park renovation project
Meeting hosted by
City of Palo Alto Public Works (650) 617-3183 Email
pwecips@cityofpaloalto.org for more information.

Big Feelings, Little Bodies
How parents can help their little
ones manage their emotions
MONDAY, MARCH 5TH
7:30 PM - 9:00 PM

Parents know that a secure and
loving attachment is important.
What they don’t understand is
the neurological signiﬁcance of
creating that. In this talk, parents
will learn how:

CUBBERLEY COMMUNITY
CENTER THEATER
4000 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD,
PALO ALTO CA 94303

• They can address this vital element of their children’s early development
• How crucial a healthy attachment is for overall development
• Why mindfulness and meditation are good for growing brains
• Beneﬁts of a regular mindful practice for children and parents alike
• Three take-home calming techniques their child can use now

Kristene is a mother of twins, has a Master’s
Degree and California Teaching Credential in
Early Childhood Special Education, graduate
level training in psychotherapy (Dramatherapy),
training in mindful education through Mindful
Schools, and is an Independent Certified
Instructor with the Baby Signs® Program.

Special
event
“ArtWorlds:
Russia”
The Community
School of Music
& Arts (CSMA) will
present the latest
in its “ArtWorlds”
multimedia
series,
celebrating the
art and culture of
Russia, on Friday,
March 2, 5-8
p.m. in CSMA’s
Tateuchi Hall and
Mohr Gallery,
230 San Antonio
Circle, Mountain
View. “ArtWorlds:
Russia” will
feature a
reception with wine and Russian cuisine, music and fine art inspired by Russian fairy tales
by Tatiana Lyskova, who works with an etching technique called “a la poupee.” After a talk
and conversation with the artist, there will be performance from CSMA Merit Scholars
celebrating Russian composers including Shostakovich and Rachmaninoff. The event is
free. Go to arts4all.org.

Music
THIS FREE EVENT IS SPONSORED BY FRIENDS OF PRESCHOOL FAMILY

Are you getting the
service you deserve?
We answer our
phones.

“Beauty and the Beast”

The California Bach Society, a 30-voice choir, will
present a program of works by Fanny Mendelssohn
Hensel, Gustav Jenner, and Josef Rheinberger
and some of the best-loved German Romantic
composers on Saturday, March 3, at 8 p.m. at All
Saints” Episcopal Church, 555 Waverley St., Palo
Alto. According to a press release from Cal Bach,
“The Romantic era marked the beginning of a move
beyond 18th-century rationalism, toward more
personal expression. In secular works, the German
Romantics especially showed their fascination
with heartfelt and personal expressions of love (of
course) and their reverence for nature.” Tickets
are $35 at the door/$30 in advance for general
admission, $25/$30 for seniors or $10 for patrons
under 30. Go to calbach.org.

Peninsula Youth Theatre will present the Disney
musical version of the “tale as old as time,” in
which girl meets beast, teapots and candelabras
sing and dance, and in a wrestling match nobody
bites like Gaston. Yes, it’s “Beauty and the Beast,”
this time being performed by a cast of local youth
at the Mountain View Center for Performing Arts
(500 Castro St.), March 3-11 (check online for
specific showtimes). Tickets are $16/seniors and
children under 12 and $22/adults. The city of
Mountain View charges an additional $2 per person
facility fee. Go to pytnet.org.

“An Afternoon of Jewish Humor”

CHARLIE PORTER
Farmers® Agency
License # 0773991

671-A Oak Grove Ave, Menlo Park
650-327-1313
cporter2@farmersagent.com
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Youth theater

“The German Romantics”

Comedy
Serving the community for over 26 years!

Courtesy CSMA

SPEAKER: KRISTENE GEERING,
M.A., ED.

WorthaLook

KQED radio personality Michael Krasny will host
“An Afternoon of Jewish Humor: The Jokes, the
Comics, the Stories, and Their Interpretations” on
Sunday, March 4, at 2 p.m. at CEMEX Auditorium,
Knight Management Center, Stanford. Krasny, the
host of “Forum,” is the author of several books
including “Let There Be Laughter” (available
for purchase at the event), which explores the
historical and cultural role of humor in Jewish life
from the shtetl and the diaspora to modern-day
America. The event is free. Go to events.stanford.
edu/events/741/74139/.

Fine art
Pastels by Carol Bower
For the month of March, Gallery 9 (142 Main
St., Los Altos) will feature works in soft pastel
by Carol Bower: “Opening Our Eyes and Hearts:
Local Landscape and Seascape Paintings.” Her
Impressionist-inspired collection of plein air
paintings can be seen at the gallery TuesdaySaturday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday noon4 p.m. There will be a public opening reception on
Friday, March 2, 5-8 p.m. Go to carolbower.com or
gallery9losaltos.com.

Above: Tatiana Lyskova’s work, including the
colored etching “I Can Fly, Too!”, is inspired by
Russian fairy tales. Her art will be exhibited as
part of the Community School of Music & Arts’
“Artworlds: Russia” event on March 2.

Eating Out
The other KFC
Korean fried chicken at Bonchon
brings home the gold in Mountain View

Clockwise from the top: Bonchon’s chicken is fried twice, with a glaze of soy, garlic, brown sugar and ginger hand-brushed onto each piece. Korean tacos are filled with marinated rib-eye
steak, lettuce, coleslaw, red onions, spicy mayonnaise and ranch dressing. Bonchon’s salmon avocado ball drapes the fish over avocado, crab meat, cucumber and fish roe, and is drizzled
with spicy mayonnaise and unagi sauce. Bonchon’s bibimbap bowl has bulgogi beef, carrots, spinach, mushrooms, squash and peppers atop rice and is served with red pepper sauce.
by Monica Schreiber
Photos by Veronica Weber
he website for Korean fastcasual franchise Bonchon
could be accused of engaging in some amusing hyperbole in
the description of its fried chicken.
“Each bite makes you want
to shout from the rooftops and
tell the world about the amazing sights, smells, sounds and
tastes you are experiencing. Your
sticky fingers race across your
phone to take a photo and share
it with the world.”
The thing is, they’re not exaggerating that much. Bonchon’s fried
chicken is almost that good.
Bonchon, which means “hometown” in Korean, started in Busan,
South Korea, in 2002. The concept quickly took roost across
South Korea, the Philippines, Indonesia and Thailand, making its
way to the United States by 2006.
Los Altos resident Albert Tseng
opened the first Northern California Bonchon in Sunnyvale in
2010, followed four years later by a
South San Francisco location. His
brightly lit, TV-adorned Bonchon
on Mountain View’s Castro Street
opened last summer.
Tseng is contemplating opening
more Bonchons in the Bay Area
and said he is looking at Milpitas,

T

Cupertino and San Jose as likely
locations.
Tseng had a fateful encounter
with Bonchon during a visit to New
York City about 10 years ago. His
first taste of the double-fried wings
was a “game changer,” he said. “I
returned home after my trip and
could not stop thinking about that
fried chicken.”
So, what is it about Bonchon’s
fried chicken that must have Colonel Sanders’ bow tie in a serious
twist?
At once sweet, savory, spicy,
garlicky, salty, tangy, crunchy and
moist, Bonchon chicken is fried
twice, with a quick “air dry” between visits to the fryer, a process
that gives the chicken a delightfully
crispy outer shell, almost as if it has
been lightly candied. A glaze of
soy, garlic, brown sugar and ginger
is hand-brushed onto each piece.
You can choose spicy — a tonguesearing 8.5 on the heat scale — or
the milder soy-garlic sauce. Tseng
buys his chicken from Pitman
Family Farms, purveyors of the
Mary’s Organic brand.
On our first visit, we went for a
medium combo (10 wings and five
drumsticks, $23.95). Our helpful
server suggested we get half of the
order spicy and half soy-garlic. Go
for the wings or drums; on a second

visit, I found the strips to be slightly
on the dry side.
A small bowl of palate-cleansing
cubes of crisp daikon radish accompanies each order. Additional
sides include coleslaw, kimchi coleslaw, kimchi and steamed rice.
Unfortunately, the rest of Bonchon’s Korean-Asian fusion menu
did not have me or my dining companions “shouting from the rooftops.” The portions are generous,
service is exceptionally friendly
and prices are right — what you
would expect from a globally successful chain — but nothing we
tried over two visits came close to
the signature fried chicken.
A bibimbap bowl ($12.95$14.95) is Korea’s national comfort food: steamed white rice and
vegetables topped with an egg and
your choice of meat, served in what
is supposed to be a “sizzling” stone
bowl. Our bowl wasn’t hot enough,
so the rice at the bottom did not
crisp up as has been my experience in other Korean restaurants.
The resulting mound of rice and
veggies was a little goopy, but the
gochujang (chili paste) and sesame
oil delivered flavor and heat.
The Korean tacos ($10.95 for
three) totally missed the fusion
mark. Cubes of dry chicken, lettuce, buttermilk ranch dressing and

spicy mayo were layered into flour
tortillas, resulting in a random mix
of uncomplimentary flavors and
textures — serious Korean-Mexican culture clash. The tacos might
have been more appealing with the
bulgogi (marinated grilled beef)
instead of chicken.
A sesame ginger salad ($8.95)
was enough for two people. The
lettuce was fresh and tossed with
onions, red peppers and a tangy
sesame-ginger dressing.
The salmon avocado ball
($10.95) was another Asian fusionmisstep. Crab meat, cucumber,
rice and roe were mounded into a
little dome and topped with seared
strips of salmon, spicy mayo, unagi sauce and tempura bits. There
was no avocado to be found in our
order. The outside of the ball was
warm and the inside was as cold
as Pyeongchang in winter. We sent
it back.
I’m not sure what to say about
the bull dak ($14.95). The menu
described a spicy chicken stir-fry
with rice cakes, mozzarella and
steamed vegetables. Bull dak translates as “fire chicken,” but the dish
was not at all spicy and contained
only a few cubes of dry chicken. To
my American palate, the tangle of
chewy, cylindrical white rice cakes
was doughy and unappetizing.

Bonchon does not have a full
bar, but serves a nice selection of
beer, as well as soju, Korea’s traditional vodka-like liquor distilled
from rice and barley. On my first
visit, I enjoyed a very light lychee
soju cocktail ($12.95 small; $15.95
large) and went full bore the second time with a bottle of Chamisul brand soju ($12.95) and a shot
glass. According to Tseng, Bonchon’s savory chicken cries out for
an accompanying glass of beer or
soju. I would not disagree. Q
Freelance writer Monica
Schreiber can be emailed at
monicahayde@yahoo.com.
Bonchon, 260 Castro St.,
Mountain View; 650-282-5633;
bonchon.com/korean-friedchicken-mountain-view-ca
Hours: Monday, 11:30 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. and 5-9 p.m.; closed
Tuesday; Wednesday and Thursday, 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and
5-10 p.m.; Friday and Saturday,
11:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.; Sunday 11:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Reservations




Credit cards
Catering:
(online)
Parking

Outdoor
seating
Alcohol: Beer
and soju
Bathroom
Cleanliness:
Excellent
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ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS
®

BEST PICTURE
INCLUDING

BEST ACTOR
TIMOTHÉE CHALAMET

THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR
LOS ANGELES FILM CRITICS ASSOCIATION

GOTHAM AWARDS

WWW.SONYCLASSICS.COM

NOW
PLAYING

PALO ALTO
CINÉARTS @ PALO ALTO SQUARE
3000 El Camino Real cinemark.com

VIEW THE TRAILER AT WWW.CALLMEBYYOURNAME.COM

Movies

the lack of action wouldn’t be vexing. But aside from the nasty, brutish and short violence of a climactic showdown, the plot consists of
mostly numb-looking mannequins
quietly telling each other what to
do (Jeremy Irons and Ciaran Hinds
keep popping up as a Russian general and colonel, respectively), with
the drama not raising much above
unnecessary statements like “I just
want my mother to be safe.”
Cinematographer Jo Willems
channels Jeff Cronenweth for a
David Fincher-y look, while the
score by James Newton Howard
taps into Herrman-esque strings,
but it all just makes Francis Lawrence seem like he went shopping
for mood to shore up a dull story.
The mousetrap mechanics of the
plot offer some mild pleasure when
the final pieces click into place —
or is that just the rush of impending
freedom from the theater? As Hollywood begins to turn corners for
those who aren’t white males, “Red
Sparrow” leaves its deepest impression by being a guy’s fantasy of an
empowered woman’s story. She’s
smart! She’s capable! She’s sexy!
She’s nude! She’s degraded! Wait,
oh right. Um, no one’s going to push
her around! Well, okay, a little. Alright, a lot. But she’ll make the most
of it! You’re welcome, gals.
Rated R for strong violence, torture, sexual content, language and
some graphic nudity. Two hours, 19
minutes.
— Peter Canavese

OPENINGS

Courtesy Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.

®

Jennifer Lawrence is forced to join a Russian intelligence service
and use her body as a weapon in the spy flick “Red Sparrow.”

The DeLeon Difference

®

650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224

GIANCARLO AQUILANTI,
Director
MARTÍN FRAILE, Guest Conductor

JOHAN DE MEIJ
La Quintessenza
RICHARD STRAUSS
Horn Concerto No. 1 in E-flat major
JAKE GOLD, soloist
ASTOR PIAZZOLLA
Tango Suite
EMILIANO ALVAREZ, Arranger
Argentinean Folklore Suite

SATURDAY, MARCH 3, 2018
7:30 P.M.
BING CONCERT HALL
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
ADVANCE TICKETS: $15 GENERAL |
$10 SENIORS | $10 STUDENTS
AT THE DOOR: $20 GENERAL |
$15 SENIORS | $15 STUDENTS |
STANFORD STUDENTS FREE WITH SUID
STANFORD TICKET OFFICE:
tickets.stanford.edu | 650-725-2787
CO-SPONSORED BY
THE DEPARTMENT
OF MUSIC AND ASSU.
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For the birds

J. Law flies low as Russian spy ‘Red Sparrow’
00 (Century 16 & 20) its 139-minute run time. Had this
Now that the Cold War is getting
a real-world sequel, the Russians
can return to their place of pride as
sinister rivals in spy movies. The
nouveau spy flick “Red Sparrow”
changes things up a bit by making its hero — played by Jennifer
Lawrence — a reluctant Russian
spy, albeit one coerced into service,
trained and handled by sinister Russian spies above her pay grade.
Screenwriter Justin Haythe
(“Revolutionary Road,” “A Cure
for Wellness”) adapts a novel by
former CIA operative Jason Matthews, seemingly dumbing it down
in the process. Still, “Red Sparrow”
comes out of the gate looking like
it’s going to be a sleek, propulsive
thriller. Director Francis Lawrence,
who directed Jennifer Lawrence —
no relation — in three of the four
“Hunger Games” films, nails the
film’s opening sequence, which
crosscuts a disastrous CIA handoff
in Gorky Park with a disastrous ballet performance for the Bolshoi’s
prima ballerina Dominika Egorova
(Lawrence).
But a sinking feeling sets in as the
plot pokes along. When Dominika
loses her job at the ballet, she loses
her means of providing for her ailing mother. Enter Dominika’s uncle
Ivan (Matthias Schoenaerts), a key
player in the SVR, or Russian intelligence. Knowing he has his beautiful niece right where he wants her,
he recruits her to enroll in State
School 4 or, as Dominka will come
to call it, “whore school.” There, she
learns the not-so-fine arts of seduction and manipulation, to be used
to entrap pivotal players in the spy
game. When the SVR targets CIA
officer Nate Nash (Joel Edgerton),
Dominika hops out of the frying
pan (Charlotte Rampling’s teacher/
dominatrix) and into the fire of active spying.
After that trashy but at least mildly interesting setup, “Red Sparrow”
becomes a long slog for the rest of

been a John Le Carre-level deep
dive into the fascinating characters
and details and politics of spycraft,

MOVIES NOW SHOWING
2018 Oscar Nominated Shorts-Animation and Live Action (Not Rated)
Guild Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
A Bedtime Story (1933) (Not Rated)

Stanford Theatre: Friday

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Annihilation (R)

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Black Panther (PG-13) +++1/2

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Call Me by Your Name (R) ++++

Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Darkest Hour (PG-13)

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Death Wish (R)

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Dunkirk (PG-13) +++1/2

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Early Man (PG)

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Every Day (PG-13)

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Fifty Shades Freed (R)

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Game Night (R) ++1/2
Get Out (R) +++1/2

The Greatest Showman (PG)

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Her Wedding Night (1930) (Not Rated)

Stanford Theatre: Friday
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle (PG-13)
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Lady Bird (R) +++1/2

Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.

Million dollar Legs (1932) (Not Rated)
Peter Rabbit (PG) ++1/2
The Post (PG-13) ++1/2

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975) (R)
Ruggles of Red Gap (1935) (Not Rated)
The Shape of Water (R)

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Stanford Theatre: Saturday

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Phantom Thread (R) +++1/2
Red Sparrow (R)

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Guild Theatre: Saturday
Stanford Theatre: Saturday

Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.

Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri (R) +++1/2
Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Aquarius: 430 Emerson St., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 327-3241) tinyurl.com/Aquariuspa
Century Cinema 16: 1500 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View
tinyurl.com/Century16
Century 20 Downtown: 825 Middlefield Road, Redwood City
tinyurl.com/Century20
CineArts at Palo Alto Square: 3000 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
(For information: 493-0128) tinyurl.com/Pasquare
Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo Park
(For recorded listings: 566-8367) tinyurl.com/Guildmp
Stanford Theatre: 221 University Ave., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 324-3700) Stanfordtheatre.org
Find trailers, star ratings and reviews on the web
at PaloAltoOnline.com/movies
+ Skip it ++ Some redeeming qualities +++ A good bet ++++ Outstanding

Senior
Focus
SENIOR GAMES ... Registration opens
March 15 for the Bay Area Senior
Games, to be held from late April to the
end of May. In 2017, more than 1,400 men
and women over age 50 participated
in more than 20 sports, and the goal
for 2018 is to increase participation to
1,700 athletes. The mission of the Senior
Games is “to promote healthy lifestyles
for seniors through education, fitness and
the spirited competition of sports while
inspiring everyone to embrace health
and appreciate and enjoy the value of
sports-related exercise,” according to
Palo Alto resident and 1960 Olympic
swimmer Anne Warner Cribbs, who
chairs the 2017-2018 Bay Area Senior
Games and the California Senior Games
Association. For more information, go to
bayareaseniorgames.org.
PARKINSON’S EXERCISE ... A certified
instructor runs classes in PWR!4Life,
a wellness and exercise program
designed to counteract the inactivity,
motor deterioration and symptoms
of Parkinson’s Disease, at Peninsula
Volunteers’ Little House in Menlo Park.
Each class includes exercises to improve
cardiovascular endurance, strength,
flexibility and balance. Wednesdays, 12:45
to 1:45 p.m. $20 per class for Little House
members; $24 for nonmembers. Package
rates available. For more information, go to
penvol.org/littlehouse.
AVIATION PIONEERS ... Early aviation
historian Roy Mize will discuss forgotten
California airship and airplane pioneers
Tuesday, March 20, from 1 to 2:30 p.m.
in Room E-104 of the Oshman Family
Jewish Community Center. $15. For more
information, contact Michelle Rosengaus
at mrosengaus@paloaltojcc.org or 650223-8616.
AROUND THE WORLD ... Four Shillings
Short, a husband-wife duo, will present
“Around the World in 30 Instruments,”
a multi-cultural educational concert
presenting traditional music from Ireland,
Scotland, England, Medieval and
Renaissance Europe, the Americas and
India. Tuesday, March 27, from 1 to 2:30
p.m. in the Schultz Cultural Arts Hall of
the JCC, 3921 Fabian Way. $15. For more
information, contact Michelle Rosengaus
at mrosengaus@paloaltojcc.org or 650223-8616.
AGE-FRIENDLY LIVING ... “Building Your
Future!” is the title of Avenidas’s 2018
Housing Conference, which will offer
expert-led discussions on the range of
senior housing options, including aging
in one’s own home. “Expanding Choices
for Age-Friendly Living” is the title of the
keynote address, to be given by former
Santa Clara County planner Don Weden.
Financial advisors will discuss how the
new tax law affects sale of personal
residences and a builder will discuss
design, construction and financing of
“accessory dwelling units” for multigenerational living, aging in place or extra
income. Saturday, March 31, 9 a.m. to
3:45 p.m. (lunch included) at Mitchell Park
Community Center. Registration is $40 if
before March 13; $45 after March 13 and
$50 at the door. For more information go
to Avenidas.org. Q

Items for Senior Focus may
be emailed to Palo Alto Weekly
Contributing Writer Chris Kenrick
at ckenrick@paweekly.com.
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& information for seniors

Palo Alto looks to become a ‘dementia-friendly city’
Push to create better support
services gains momentum
story by Chris Kenrick
photos by Veronica Weber

A

fter living with a diagnosis of “mild
cognitive impairment” for the past
three years, Kitty Lynch has a few
things she’d like people to know.
The 70-year-old cringes when her friends
say “Don’t you remember?” or “I already
told you that.”
“When people say that, it feels like you’re
getting stabbed,” said Lynch, who expects
her condition will lead to Alzheimer’s disease. “It highlights cognitive loss, and it’s
totally demoralizing.”
Lynch and others will share their stories
of living with dementia during a public forum on Wednesday, March 28, sponsored
by the City of Palo Alto, Avenidas, AgeFriendly Silicon Valley and the Alzheimer’s Association to explore how Palo Alto Dina Cameras, left, an activity aide at Avenidas Rose Kleiner Center in Mountain
can become a “dementia-friendly city” that View, checks on Lily Omokawa, a participant in the senior activities program. Along
is inclusive and supportive of people living with the City of Palo Alto, Age-Friendly Silicon Valley and the Alzheimer’s Association,
with dementia.
Avenidas is co-sponsoring a forum on March 28 to discuss how to make Palo Alto a
Palo Alto is among a growing number of dementia-friendly city.
communities around the world that have be“I’d certainly be happy if people began
gun to look at how government, businesses
About the cover: Loretta Austin,
and residents can work together to provide to look at somebody with dementia as a
activities director at the Avenidas Rose
better resources — like training for first person who can use their help, support and
Kleiner Center in Mountain View,
responders, community support networks especially their understanding,” she said.
laughs with participant Art Pollard
and policies that better aid employees who “I’d like people to become aware of it, not
as the two try to guess the answer
are also caregivers — for the expanding fear it and be aware of it among your group
to a riddle during the brain exercise
population of aging adults who are being of friends, because maybe you can help.”
segment of the adult day care program
Families usually have a hard time acdiagnosed with dementia.
on Feb. 28. The center provides
In Santa Clara County, more than 31,000 knowledging a dementia diagnosis to
activities for seniors with dementia,
residents currently have Alzheimer’s dis- friends and relatives, said Paula Wolfson,
chronic disease or disabilities. Photo
ease or other forms of dementia, and that a social worker at the nonprofit Avenidas
by Veronica Weber.
senior services agency
number is projected to inwho for many years has
crease to 56,000 by 2030,
operated support groups Alzheimer’s Association.
said Jessica Rothhaar, ‘My husband really
“Having this disease is a journey that can
for caregivers. They feel
policy and advocacy man- can’t be left alone.
stigmatized for being in be scary, sad and lonely, but for many of us,
ager for the Alzheimer’s
a “sad, depressing and there’s still a lot left,” she said. “I sing in
Association of Northern ... It would really
shameful situation, espe- four choirs; I tutor an English learner. I’m
California and Northern be nice to know
cially if the person with great in the present tense, but I often forget
Nevada.
my
neighbors
well
dementia was well-known things I’ve said or done. That’s hard. It’s
Rothhaar said most peoand very accomplished in embarrassing and it takes awhile to adjust
ple with dementia can re- enough to call and
research, academia or Sili- to the losses.”
main active in the commu- say, ‘Could you stay
Lynch remains in her longtime book
con Valley tech,” she said.
nity and, with appropriate
A typical dynamic is group despite having lost her ability to
support, will have a better with him?’
quality of life at lower
—Karen Berman, that the caregiver family read books. She urges neighbors to include
costs than if they are isoresident, Menlo Park does not wish to be a bur- people in social engagement activities even
den to their neighbors and if they can’t fully participate any more.
lated or institutionalized.
Her advice to people wishing to support
By changing the way people think, act the neighbors are reluctant to ask questions
and talk about dementia, Rothhaar said she or ask if they can help for fear of seeming friends or neighbors with dementia: “Stay
in the present tense because that’s where
believes the community can play a key role intrusive, Wolfson said.
“There needs to be a way that everyone they operate. Help them contribute and stay
in helping those afflicted with memory loss
has ‘permission’ to reach out to the other,” active in the community, maybe by taking
remain independent and socially engaged.
them to church, concerts, art shows, parks
“Dementia is something we usually don’t she added.
Lynch said she initially felt devastated by or garden tours. Your friendship and acceptalk about, and people avoid someone who
tance and support is the greatest gift you
has it,” said Palo Alto Mayor Liz Kniss, who her diagnosis.
“I was literally in hysterics, and I didn’t can give.”
will speak at the event. Kniss, who helped
Menlo Park resident Karen Berman, who
care for a relative with Alzheimer’s living know what to do,” she said.
Eventually she found help, includin her home, said the isolation that comes
(continued on page 25)
ing a weekly support group, through the
along with the disease can be unnerving.
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The Only Home Care Solution Offering an Innovative,
Science-Based Approach to Aging
Home Care Assistance has elevated the standard of care for older
adults through our Balanced Care Method™, a holistic approach
to care for older adults that promotes healthy mind, body and
spirit and is based on the scientiﬁcally studied lifestyles of the
longest-living people in the world.
Speak to a Care Advisor to schedule your free in-home
consultation today.

Home Care
Assistance

University Avenue

Hawthorne Avenue

High Street

El Camino Real
Stanford Shopping Center

Come visit us! Stop by our ofﬁce
conveniently located in downtown
Palo Alto off Alma.

From our family to yours!

650-397-8712
148 Hawthorne Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
HomeCareAssistance.com/Palo-Alto

Serving happy clients across Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Atherton, Woodside, Portola Valley and more!

“MY EARS ARE STARTING TO PAINT MY ENVIRONMENT

IN PRIMARY COLORS...
WITH MY PREVIOUS HEARING AID, EVERYTHING
WAS MORE MUTED AND LESS BRILLIANT.” – QUOTE FROM A
PACIFIC HEARING SERVICE PATIENT

WE LOVE HEARING
^^^WHJPÄJOLHYPUNZLY]PJLJVT
LOS ALTOS OFFICE

MENLO PARK OFFICE

496 First Street Ste #120
Los Altos, California, 94022
Phone: (650) 941-0664

3555 Alameda de las Pulgas Ste #100
Menlo Park, California, 94025
Phone: (650) 854-1980

SCHEDULE A COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION TO HEAR WHAT A DIFFERENCE WE CAN MAKE IN YOUR LIFE
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Living Well

Dementia-friendly

visits with pets or children; being on the
lookout in case the person with dementia
wanders off; inviting the caregiver for a
coffee breaks and including people with
has cared for her husband since 2009, dementia in social gatherings.
As part of its broader push for an “ageidentifies her main problems as “social
isolation and lack of emotional and prac- friendly Silicon Valley,” Santa Clara
County last year joined
tical support.”
Dementia Friends, a
She has hired careglobal movement begivers to stay with her ‘Having this disease
gun by the Alzheimer’s
husband a few hours a
is
a
journey
that
can
Society in the United
day so she can get out
Kingdom to change the
for activities of her own, be scary, sad and
way people think about
including a caregiver lonely, but for many
dementia.
support group and long
of us, there’s still a
Diana Miller, the
walks with her dog.
county’s senior agenda
The support group lot left.’
project manager, said
“has just been essential
—Kitty Lynch, 70, who has a 2016 survey that the
for my mental health,”
‘mild
cognitive
impairment’
county conducted found
she said. And during the
that few people have
dog walks, “It means a
lot to me when somebody smiles at me. a clue about where to find resources for
I’m kind of isolated and lonely, and it’s someone with dementia.
“When we asked people where they
really nice that people speak or say hello
would go ... it was almost like a blank,”
or smile.”
Berman, who moved to Menlo Park four Miller said. “Either people don’t think
years ago after 25 years in Los Angeles, about it, or they’re not talking about it.” Q
said she would welcome closer relationContributing Writer Chris Kenrick
ships with neighbors.
can be emailed at ckenrick@paweekly.
“My husband really can’t be left alone, com.
and a lot of times I have to cut short what
I’m doing to rush home before my help
IF YOU’RE GOING
leaves,” she said. “It would really be nice
to know my neighbors well enough to call
“Making Palo Alto a Dementia-friendly
and say, ‘Could you stay with him until I
Community” will be held at Mitchell Park
Community Center, 3700 Middlefield Road,
get there,’ a little exchange for things like
Palo Alto, from 7 to 9 p.m. Admission is
that.”
free, but space is limited and an RSVP
Practical things people can do that can
is required. RSVP to Mary Suarez at
help, Wolfson said, are assisting with
msuarez@alz.org or 408-372-9901, or go to
transportation for things like groceries or
tinyurl.com/advocacyPA2018.
medical appointments; making friendly

The Right Care at
The Right Time

(continued from page 23)

Living Well

and
the

Sat. March 31
9 am - 3:45 pm

Mitchell Park Community Center,
0LGGOHðHOG5G3DOR$OWR
Do you want to
stay in your own
home? Or sell
your house and
move? Attend
this info-packed
day with expert
tips on:
>H`Z[VPTWYV]L
`V\YJHZOÅV^HUK
YLK\JLZ[YLZZ
-PUHUJPHS[H_
PTWSPJH[PVUZ^OLU
ZLSSPUNHOPNOS`
$40WLYWLYZVU
,HYS`)PYKZWLJPHS HWWYLJPH[LKOVTL
;LJOUVSVN` 
ILMVYL
YLZV\YJLZMVYHNPUN
PUWSHJL
$45 WLYWLYZVU
/V^[VL]HS\H[L
HM[LY
OV\ZPUNVW[PVUZ[V
TH[JO`V\YSPMLZ[`SL

$50 H[KVVY

Includes lunch and
housing guide

7SH[PU\T:WVUZVY

Call (650) 289-5445
for more information
or sign up at
www.avenidas.org
Complete schedule or info about Avenidas events, call 650-289-5400

SKILLED SERVICES
Post-Hospital Care
Wound Care
IV Therapies
Palliative Care
Hospice Care

Wellness Checks
Medication Management
Airway/Ventilation Care
Patient Education
Respite Care

Call (650) 462-1001 to speak with a Care Coordinator,
or visit NurseRegistry.com/Living-Well

 _NurseRegistry.com
8QLYHUVLW\$YHQXH3DOR$OWR&$

MARCH 2018

Calendar of Events

Please note: @ Avenidas is now “Avenidas @ CCC”
Cubberley Community Center, Building I-2, 4000 Middleﬁeld Road, Palo Alto.

PRESENT

Housing
Conference 2018

We’ll match you with a skilled nurse for one-on-one care that
ȴWV\RXUQHHGVȃZKHWKHULWȇVDVKRUWYLVLWRUVXSSRUW

Mar 1

Mar 8

Avenidas Hikers
10am – every Thursday. Call 650575-6291 for trailhead info or to
schedule. Free.

Avenidas Village Coffee
Chat
2pm, Avenidas @ CCC. RSVP
required. Call 650-289-5405.

Mar 2

Mar 9

Wine Appreciation: Wines
from the NorCal Coast:
Chards, Pinots, & Cabs
3-4:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Preregistration required. Call 650-2895400 to register. $12/$15

Mar 5
Caregiver Support Group
11:30am-1pm – every Monday @
Sunrise Palo Alto, 2701 El Camino
Real, Palo Alto. Call Paula 650-2895438 for more info. Drop-in, free.

Mar 6
VTA Workshop: Intro to
Bus & Light Rail Travel
10-11am, Avenidas @ CCC. RSVP
required.
Call 650-289-5400. Free.

Mar 19

Mar 12

Mar 20

Senior Adult Legal
Assistance appts available
for Santa Clara County residents
age 60+. Call 650-289-5400 for
appt. Free.

Mar 13

VTA Workshop: Trip
Planning for Public Transit
10-11am, Avenidas @ CCC. RSVP
required. Call 650-289-5400.
Free.

Mar 14

Caregiver Support Group
11:30am-1pm – every Wednesday
@ Sunrise Palo Alto, 2701 El
Camino Real, Palo Alto. Call Paula
650-289-5438 for more info. Dropin, free.

Mindfulness Meditation
2:30-3:30pm, every Wednesday,
Avenidas @ CCC. Drop-in, free.

VTA Workshop: Safety in
Travel on Public Transit
10-11am, Avenidas @ CCC. RSVP
required. Call 650-289-5400. Free.

Remembrance Lantern
Making Workshop
9:30am-12:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
Pre-registration required. Call 650289-5400. $25 + $5 materials fee.

Presentation: CyberSecurity: Do’s and Don’ts
of Being Online
11am-12:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
Call 650-289-5400 to pre-register.
$0/$10

Mar 7

Mar 8

Mar 17

Mar 15

VTA Workshop:
Technology Tools in Transit
10-11am, Avenidas @ CCC. RSVP
required. Call 650-289-5400. Free.

Mar 16

Tuina
10-11am, every Friday, Avenidas
@ CCC. Drop-in, free.

UNA Film Festival
“Frontrunner”
3-4:30pm @ Channing House.
Drop-in, free.
NEW CLASS DEMO: Magic
in Motion
Seated ﬁtness, 1:30-2:30pm,
Avenidas @ CCC. Free.

Mar 21

Bring Your Own Device
10am-12pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
RESVP required. Call 650-2895400. Free.

Mar 22

Book Club: “Homegoing”
by Yaa Gyasi, 2:30-4pm, Avenidas
@ CCC. Drop-in, free.

Mar 23

Social Bridge
1-4pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Call
650-289-5436 for more info.
Drop-in, free.

Mar 24

Mar 26

Acupuncture appts
available.
Call 650-289-5400. $30.

Mar 27

Armchair Travel –
Destination: Vietnam
2-3pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
Call 650-289-5400 to pre-register.
Free

Mar 28

Lotus Dance Fitness
3:30-4:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
Drop-in, free.

Mar 29

Movie: “The Big Stick”
1:30-4pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
$0/$2 includes popcorn.
Get ticket at front desk.

Mar 30

Club AveneedlesNeedlework Club
2:30-4:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
Bring your own project. Light
instruction only. Drop-in, free.

Mar 31
Housing Conference
9am-3:45pm, Mitchell Park
Community Center. Call 650-2895445 to register. $40 before 3/13.

Avenidas Open House/
Cubberley Day
11am-1pm, Cubberley Community
Center.
Call 650-289-5436 for more info.
Drop-in, free.
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Home&Real Estate

OPEN HOME GUIDE 46
Also online at PaloAltoOnline.com

A weekly guide to home, garden and real estate news, edited by Elizabeth Lorenz

Home Front
FREE GARDEN ADVICE ...
Every Friday afternoon Master
Gardener volunteers are at
Gamble Garden between
1 and 4 p.m. to help you with
your garden questions. Bring
plant samples or just come to
the library at Gamble Garden,
1431 Waverley St., Palo Alto.
You also can call the Master
Gardener hotline at 650-3291356 ext 205.
EASTER EGG HUNT IN THE
GARDEN ... Families are
invited to Gamble Garden’s
annual East Egg Hunt on
Sunday, March 25, which
takes place in the garden at
9:30 a.m., 11 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. There will be arts and
crafts, photos with the Easter
Bunny and a petting zoo.
Children must be registered
for one of the three times and
be accompanied by a paying
adult. Cost: adults, $10/
members, $15 non-members;
children $20 members/$30
non-members. Gamble Garden
is located at 1431 Waverley
St., Palo Alto. To register, go to
gamblegarden.org.
TOPIARY CARE ... If your yard
looks brown you still can have
a green indoors with topiaries.
According to Garden Design
magazine, allow the plants to
have enough bright light during
winter months. Rotate them
every few days so all sides of
the plant receive equal amounts
of light. If they are displayed in
a location with low light, leave
them there only for a couple
of days and then return to a
sunny window. Pruning requires
a sharp pair of scissors; place
the topiary on a lazy Susan and
spin it around to make sure
all sides are trimmed evenly.
Trimming back stray branches
and half to three-quarters of
the new growth will allow the
topiary to look freshly coiffed.
Water topiaries to keep them
evenly moist. For best results,
place the plant in a sink and
water thoroughly, let drain,
and move back to its growing
location. Never let plants sit in
a saucer of water, and never let
them completely dry out.
Send notices of news and events related
to real estate, interior design, home
improvement and gardening to Home
Front, Palo Alto Weekly, P.O. Box 1610,
Palo Alto, CA 94302, or email elorenz@
paweekly.com. Deadline is one week
before publication.

READ MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

There are more real estate features
online. Go to PaloAltoOnline.com/
real_estate.

Entering

BEFORE

zone

the
tidy

Palo Alto organizer reimagines cluttered
entryways and other trouble spots
story by Elizabeth Lorenz | photos courtesy of Lori Krolik

P

alo Alto organizer Lori Krolik has seen it all,
from a woman with six ice-cream scoops she
didn’t know she had, to California closets stuffed
to the gills with warm coats.
The key, Krolik said, is realizing that when you walk into your
home with your arms full, the things you put down are not in
their “final home.”
Krolik is called upon to organize whole homes for moving or
selling, or just to organize one or two rooms at a time. Her busiAFTER
ness, More Time for You, is based in Palo Alto.
When she meets clients, she initially asks “a bunch of
questions.”
“What’s bothering you the most? Why now?” are a few of the
ones she starts with. One woman called Krolik when she couldn’t
find her passport and decided she couldn’t take her disorganization any more. Krolik asks clients what is the most bothersome
room for them and what is the easiest. Often, she starts with the
easiest so the client will quickly see progress.
“Some people can go for a long time before (clutter) becomes a
problem.” But piles, she said, are “unfinished” tasks. Entryways
are magnets for such piles, but Krolik isn’t afraid to tackle them.
Usually the main problem is people, especially families, “don’t
have a home for things.”
Often it’s just a matter of placing the right furniture for the
right use in the entryway rather than just leaving blank surfaces
waiting to be filled.
An ideal entry system, she said, is a bench to sit on to take
shoes off or to put heavy bags and backpacks. There should be
hooks and a shelf above that and baskets underneath. She would
add a place for mail, perhaps an inbox, and an open place for
recycling or donations. Magazine holders work well for most
papers coming in. Krolik said everyone in a family should generally have an inbox but at least there has to be a routine (another
of Krolik’s favorite words) around cleaning that out.
She doesn’t necessarily believe in leaving random open bins
around or lots of clear surfaces to invite people to put their stuff
on. Instead, the drop zone/entryway should be designed to be a Top, oversized sports equipment, tote bags and other items inundated
this entryway closet. After being emptied, the same closet, above, looks
temporary home for these things.
While it’s clear that people could sort through their stuff them- transformed. Adding hooks, a shelving system, and baskets allowed coats to
selves, what Krolik finds is people often start the process but be hung, bags stored and shoes lined up to be easily accessed.
don’t finish de-cluttering. “They don’t address the bigger probShe also points out that if it’s a “no shoe” home but there isn’t enough
lem” of how to permanently get everything put away.
She helps clients sort through things by what they need, what’s impor- space to store all the shoes after the family takes them off, that’s a problem.
Whatever kind of entry a client has, Krolik urges them to set up some
tant to them and what they don’t want to keep. “My job is not to make
kind of system and then once a quarter or change of season, “do a refresh.”
you throw away stuff,” she said.
She loves labels. “Your label maker should be as commonplace as
With clothes, for example, a common thing that piles up in entryway
closets, she takes all of the garments out so the client can see the quantity your stapler,” she said. Any kind is fine from a Sharpie pen on clear
of the items. “The biggest thing is getting like items together,” she said. tape to chalkboard labels which can be removed, to fancy printed labels.
Let the space define how much you should have in terms of tote bags,
Often, people “don’t realize the volume.” They tell her they’ve been
throwing stuff into a closet for a while and suddenly, when it’s cleaned coats, or sports gear. A regular-sized closet such as one in an entryway
takes Krolik about three hours to organize. She always cautions clients
out, they find an item they’ve been looking for.
Entry closets are generally full of coats, Krolik finds, although she against the temptation to shop for storage bins and baskets before the
points out that most people don’t need very many coats, let alone have cleanout is complete.
“The problem becomes if what you’re trying to put in there doesn’t
them take up “prime real estate in their house.”
As for sports equipment, Krolik said it can be a huge storage problem. fit. That’s where the mess happens.”
She said Houzz and other online sites, while providing great inspiraShe argues that large things like hockey or lacrosse sticks should be kept
in a garage. Dance bags, if not too big, could be kept in the entryway tion in many ways, also has “created organizational porn,” she said,
if they are in an attractive basket or closed closet. A high shelf and a with photos of perfectly organized, color-coordinated spaces. “There’s
clothes rod are not generally enough in the average closet so Krolik ad- very few people that that is reality for,” Krolik said. Q
vocates for using backs of doors as well as outfitting closets with shelves
Lori Krolik owns More Time for You. She can be emailed at info@
or hooks to be more useful.
moretimeforyou.net or call 650-856-2282.
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Home & Real Estate
SALES AT A GLANCE
East Palo Alto
Total sales reported: 1
Sales price: $850,000

Los Altos
Total sales reported: 4
Lowest sales price: $2,150,000
Highest sales price: $4,700,000
Average sales price: $3,391,667

Los Altos Hills
Total sales reported: 2
Lowest sales price: $2,850,000
Highest sales price: $6,500,000
Average sales price: $4,675,000

Menlo Park
Total sales reported: 8
Lowest sales price: $600,000
Highest sales price: $3,000,000
Average sales price: $1,730,938

Your Realtor & You

Mountain View
Total sales reported: 13
Lowest sales price: $410,000
Highest sales price: $2,488,000
Average sales price: $1,346,846

Palo Alto
Total sales reported: 4
Lowest sales price: $1,642,000
Highest sales price: $3,860,000
Average sales price: $2,975,500

Portola Valley
Total sales reported: 2
Lowest sales price: $2,200,000
Highest sales price: $4,461,000
Average sales price: $3,330,500

Woodside
Total sales reported: 1
Sales price: $14,000,000
Source: California REsource

Looking to foster investment opportunities
between real estate stakeholders in the
Philippines and the U.S., the Filipino American
Real Estate Professional Association Silicon
Valley (FAREPA SV) chapter is organizing a
trade mission to the Philippines on June 16-29.
The trade mission will take participants to
Manila, the country’s capital, to the island
of Palawan, which has the best beaches in
the world, and to Vigan, a city known for
its preserved Spanish colonial and Asian
architecture. The itinerary also includes the
opportunity to attend the Philippine Economic
Zone Authority’s First Global Ecozone
Convergence & EXPO on June 18-19
The Silicon Valley Association of REALTORS®
(SILVAR), the Chamber of Real Estate &
Builders’ Associations, Inc. (CREBA), and
National Association of REALTORS® President
Liaison to the Philippines Jennifer Tasto are
helping coordinate FAREPA’s trade mission.
SILVAR is NAR’s Ambassador to the Philippines
and CREBA is its partner association there.

18
20

2017 -

Real Estate Professionals Invited to Join June Trade Mission to the Philippines

हૈ ӊ/$#
Broker Associate
15 Years of Excellence

m: 650.687.7388
sophie@apr.com
SophieTsang.com
LICENSE# 01399145

“This is an opportunity of a lifetime to
learn about real estate opportunities in the
Philippines, whose economy is thriving,
develop partnerships with builders and
developers, and see our beautiful country,
especially Palawan, which is a hidden piece
of paradise twice named ‘The Best Island In
The World’ in Travel + Leisure magazine’s
World's Best Awards, and Vigan, which is
a UNESCO World Heritage site and one of
the few towns left in the Philippines whose
old structures have mostly remained intact,”
said FAREPA SV co-president Tess Crescini,
who also serves as chair of SILVAR’s Global
Business Council.

Filipino-American baby boomers and Gen
Xers are finding retirement in the Philippines
desirable now due to low costs, improving
health care, infrastructure, and a booming
economy, added FAREPA trade mission
committee chair Robert Balina.
“Becoming the go-to experts with marketing
partnerships with top Philippine developers
and brokers, U.S. clients can list their
properties with us and we can help them
purchase their retirement home, second home,
or cash flow investment properties there,” said
Balina.
Cost of the trade mission based on double
occupancy is $3,075 all inclusive. The price
includes round trip airfare via Philippine
Airlines from San Francisco to Manila and
back, two domestic flights, 11-night hotel stay,
daily breakfast, lunch tour packages, airport
transportation, and an option for an openended return flight. A non-refundable deposit
is due by March 16, 2018. Full payment is due
by May 1, 2018.
For more details, visit http://farepa.org/
manila-trade-mission, or the SILVAR website
at www.silvar.org, or contact Crescini at tess@
heritagehi.com or (408) 781-0949; Balina at
robert@synergizerealty.com or (408) 750-6425;
or Wilma Baltar at wilmabaltar@kw.com or
(408) 781-5300.
***
Information provided in this column is
presented by the Silicon Valley Association of
REALTORS®. Send questions to Rose Meily at
rmeily@silvar.org.

INTERO MENLO PARK WELCOMES

THE LOVELESS TEAM
NICKI, TREVOR & ALAN
650.400.3309
LOVELESSTEAM@INTEROREALESTATE.COM
LIC.# 00444835, 01978884, 00924021

©2018 Intero Real Estate Services Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate and a wholly owned subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc. All rights reserved. All information deemed reliable but not guaranteed. This is not intended as a solicitation if you are listed with another broker.

INTERO REAL ESTATE SERVICES
MENLO PARK
930 SANTA CRUZ AVENUE

650.543.7740

WWW.INTERO.COM
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®

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday & Sunday, 1 - 5pm

COVETED SETTING HOLDS ABUNDANT POTENTIAL
937 & 941 Roble Ridge Road, Palo Alto

Offered at $4,998,000

&45?1D/1<@5;:-88E?5F108;@;2;B1>-:-/>1I<1>/5@E;2"-8;8@; .AE1>@;B1>52EJ;Ŋ1>?->->1;<<;>@A:5@E2;>@41/;:?@>A/@5;:;2E;A>0>1-9
home of 6,000 sq. ft., plus a guest house (per city of Palo Alto, buyer to verify) among a blend of privacy and centrality. Convene with nature
in BOL Park, which features its own bike trail, while other nearby amenities include Palo Alto Square with CinéArts movie theater, and
vibrant California Avenue which hosts Caltrain, an abundance of restaurants, and a weekly farmers’ market. From this location, children
may attend some of the state’s top-ranked schools including Barron Park Elementary (#13 Elementary School in California), Terman Middle
(#1 Middle School in California), and Gunn High (#1 High School in California) (buyer to verify eligibility).

For video tour & more photos, please visit:

www.937and941RobleRidge.com
6 5 0 . 9 0 0 . 7 0 0 0 | m i c h a e l @ d e l e o n r e a l t y. c o m | w w w. d e l e o n r e a l t y. c o m | C a l B R E # 0 1 9 0 3 2 2 4
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THE ADDRESS IS THE PENINSU
THE EXPERIENCE IS AIN PINEL
Where is the #aprcoffeecart this weekend?

ATHERTON $11,500,000

LOS ALTOS HILLS $9,750,000

LOMA MAR $8,888,000

PALO ALTO $7,995,000

54 Serrano Drive | 5bd/5ba
Valerie Soltau | 650.464.3896
License # 01223247
BY APPOINTMENT

12501 Zappettini Court | 6bd/7.5ba
Kathy Bridgman | 650.209.1589
License # 01189798
BY APPOINTMENT

8140 Pescadero Creek Road | Land
Q. Grimm/D. Chesler | 650.400.7879
License # 01405453 | 00675583
BY APPOINTMENT

333 Santa Rita Avenue | 6bd/4ba
Sherry Bucolo | 650.207.9909
License # 00613242
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30–4:30

PALO ALTO $5,998,000

PALO ALTO $5,998,000

MENLO PARK $3,150,000

PALO ALTO $2,998,000

430 Palm Street | 3bd/2ba
Derk Brill | 650.543.1117
License # 01256035
OPEN SUNDAY 1:00-5:00

560 Glenbrook Drive | 7bd/5.5ba
Grace C. Wu | 650.208.3668
License # 00886757
BY APPOINTMENT

40 Barney Court | 3bd/3ba
Keri Nicholas | 650.533.7373
License # 01198898
BY APPOINTMENT

770 Chimalus Drive | 4bd/3ba
Carol Borison | 650.303.9569
License # 01880666
BY APPOINTMENT

SAN CARLOS $2,995,000

LOS ALTOS $2,750,000

PALO ALTO $2,388,000

CUPERTINO $1,898,000

291 Hyde Park Avenue | 3bd/2.5ba
Chris Anderson | 650.207.7105
License # 01438988
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

145 El Monte Court | 3bd/2ba
Jeff Stricker | 650.209.1552
License # 00948847
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

3642 Louis Road | 3bd/2ba
Suneeta Chiukuri | 650.787.4498
License # 01963120
OPEN SAT & SUN 12:00-5:00

1468 Primrose Way | 3bd/2ba
Lynn North | 650.703.6437
License # 01490039
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

MENLO PARK $1,565,000

REDWOOD CITY $1,498,000

MOUNTAIN VIEW $1,198,000

MENLO PARK $699,000

2355 Sharon Oaks Drive | 2bd/2ba
Ellen Ashley | 650.888.1886
License # 01364212
BY APPOINTMENT

1280 Crompton Road | 3bd/2ba
Gary Bulanti | 650.543.1186
License # 01232945
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

151 Gladys Avenue | 3bd/3ba
Tori Atwell | 650.996.0123
License # 00927794
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:00-5:00

2315 Eastridge Avenue #723 | 1bd/1ba
Janise Taylor | 650.302.2083
License # 01499609
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Palo Alto
650.323.1111

Los Altos
650.941.1111

Menlo Park
650.462.1111

Menlo Park-Downtown
650.304.3100

Woodside
650.529.1111

Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources.
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Such information has not been veriﬁed by Alain Pinel Realtors®. If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.

THE CITY IS
MENLO PARK

THE LEADER IS

ALAIN PINEL

$500M
$400M
$300M
$200M
$100M
$0M

ALAIN PINEL REALTORS

$600M

Coldwell Keller
Banker Williams

APR.COM

|

Sereno
Group

MENLO PARK

Golden
Intero
Gate
RE
Sotheby's

Deleon
Realty

650.462.1111

Volume shown in millions of dollars. Source: TrendGraphix, January 1 through December 31, 2017. Displaying the top 8 brokerages in Menlo Park based on closed sales volume.
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SCENIC. SECLUDED. PRIVATE. CENTRAL.
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OPEN SUNDAY | March 3, 1:30 – 4:30pm

W

hether it is the dramatic blanket of fog peeking over
the Western Hills at sunset or the morning rays of
sun rising over Jasper Ridge, no two days are ever alike at
this quiet, private sanctuary in Central Woodside. Situated
on over 6 acres of rolling grounds, mature trees, and a host
of birdlife, this compound comprises an updated 4-bedroom,
4.5-bath main home, two guest houses, plus a pool and spa
that make coming home the best part of your day.

Excellent location just minutes to Hwy 280, restaurants, parks,
hiking trails, and open space. Award-winning Portola Valley
schools.

www.280FamilyFarmRoad.com
Call us to see this Spectacular Property!

HELEN & BRAD MILLER
#1 Team in Woodside, 2013 – 2017

www.HelenAndBradHomes.com
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650.400.3426 | 650.400.1317
helenhuntermiller@gmail.com
bradm@apr.com
License # 01142061 | License # 00917768

Open Sat & Sun 1:30-4:30

:0LGGOHÀHOG0RXQWDLQ9LHZ
Located in the desirable Waters complex, this two bedroom, two bath unit offers a perfect serene retreat.
6LQJOHOHYHOÀUVWÁRRUXQLWERDVWVVSDFLRXVOLYLQJURRPZLWKZRRGEXUQLQJÀUHSODFHXSGDWHGNLWFKHQ
PDVWHUEDWKDQGODUJHGHFNRYHUORRNLQJWKHZDWHULGHDOIRUHQWHUWDLQLQJ,QVLGHODXQGU\GHWDFKHGRQHFDU
JDUDJHDQGSOHQWLIXOJXHVWSDUNLQJ&RPSOH[LQFOXGHVVZLPPLQJSRROVSDDQGWHQQLVFRXUWV&RQYHQLHQW
FHQWUDOORFDWLRQTXLFNFRPPXWHWR*RRJOH$SSOH/LQNHG,QDQGDSSUR[LPDWHO\RQHPLOHIURPGRZQWRZQ
0RXQWDLQ9LHZ(DV\DFFHVVWR+LJKZD\VDQG

/LVW3ULFH
LOVELESS TEAM
650.400.4208
650.400.3309

alanloveless63@yahoo.com
License #70010102

www. L OVELESSTEAM.com
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LIVE SILICON VALLEY
1133 Channing Avenue, Palo Alto
Offered at $2,898,000
Miranda Junowicz · 650.332.4243
License No. 02019529
Michael Dreyfus · 650.485.3476
License No. 01121795

4154 Interdale Way, Palo Alto
Offered at $2,395,000
Barbara Curley · 650.861.2488
License No. 01837664

151 Kellogg Avenue, Palo Alto
Offered at $5,999,000
Gloria Young · 650.380.9918
License No. 01895672

Reef Point, Moss Beach
Offered at $3,600,000
Shena Hurley · 650.575.0991
License No. 01152002
Marian S. Bennett · 650.678.1108
License No. 01463986

12 Ohlone Street, Portola Valley
Offered at $3,950,000
Colleen Foraker · 650.380.0085
License No. 01349099

175 Fawn Lane, Portola Valley
Offered at $4,295,000
Colleen Foraker · 650.380.0085
License No. 01349099

South Fork, Los Altos
Price Upon Request
Gary Campi · 650.917.2433
License No. 00600311

Purissima Road, Los Altos Hills
Price Upon Request
Gary Campi · 650.917.2433
License No. 00600311

East Laurel Creek Road, Belmont
Offered at $299,900
Ella Liang · 408.656.9816
License No. 01933960

Marburger Avenue, Belmont
Offered at $349,900
Ella Liang · 408.656.9816
License No. 01933960

5705 Del Monte Court, Union City
Price Upon Request
Ella Liang · 408.656.9816
License No. 01933960

3357 Cropley Court, San Jose
Price Upon Request
Ella Liang · 408.656.9816
License No. 01933960

We welcome
our new agents!
Miranda Junowicz
650.334.4243
m.junowicz@ggsir.com
License No. 02019529

Rachel King
650.485.3007
r.king@ggsir.com
License No. 02038644

Kathy Yazalina
650.714.7547
k.yazalina@ggsir.com
License No. 01018458

GoldenGateSIR.com · Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30–4:30PM

Bucolic Portola V
Valley
ll R
Ranch
hH
Home N
Nestled
tl d iin Natural Beauty
12 Ohlone Street, Portola Valley
Offered at $3,950,000 | 5 Beds | 4.5 Baths | Home ±4,905 sf | Lot ±22,627 sf
Situated amid Portola Valley Ranch’s almost 350 acres of open space
preserve, this striking home with its soaring all-wood cathedral ceiling
and slate tile flooring combines a setting of natural beauty with a
contemporary design sensibility. The five bedrooms and four and a half
baths are arranged across two levels and 4,905 square feet, creating
a home that is as spacious as it is flexible for many lifestyle needs.
Perfect windowed corners for quiet contemplation, alcoves for artistic
creation, and open spaces for warm family gatherings combine to create

this inviting wooded retreat. Designed to maximize its natural setting
indoors and out, most rooms showcase the lush verdant vistas or open to
beautiful Ipe wood decks. Adding the finishing touch are the spectacular
amenities of the Ranch community - with hiking trails, clubhouse,
pools, tennis courts, exercise room, vineyard, orchard, duck ponds and
playground - the ideal sanctuary that feels miles away but is conveniently
located just minutes from highway 280, midway between San Francisco
and Silicon Valley.

Downtown Menlo Park
640 Oak Grove Ave, Menlo Park
650.847.1141
GoldenGateSIR.com
Each Office is Independently Owned
and Operated.
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Colleen Foraker
650.380.0085
colleen@colleenforaker.com
colleenforaker.com
License No. 01349099

Open House Saturday, 3/3; Sunday, 3/4 • 1:30-4:00 PM;
Monday, 3/5 • 5:00-7:00 PM
Offers Due 3/8 at 3:00 PM

This Luxury Mansion is 6 bedrooms, 5 baths 7500+ Square Feet of Living Space and is nested on 2 acres. Peaceful views
of a surrounding Redwood forest minutes away from Los Gatos downtown and the Bay Area. This modern Mansion is
split into multiple levels for ultimate convenience. Enter the foyer with soaring ceilings that flows into a dome ceiling and
you are instantly surrounded by roman columns, Italian marble floors and a seemingly endless spiral staircase. The great
room opens to a view of the redwood forest surrounding the kitchen, family rooms and dining areas. There is an office/
Den and a bedroom on the main floor. A fully private In-law suite with a bedroom, living and Bonus Room all sharing the
same Stunning View. The Top level, though grand, remains cozy with 3 Bedrooms all on the same level.

20545 Beggs Road,
Los Gatos CA 95033
6 beds, 5 baths, 7,561 SF, 2.2 AC

List Price: $999,888

Joe Velasco
Luxury Listing Agent

408.439.3915
joe@joevelasco.com
BRE# 01309200
496 First St. #200
Los Altos

()LYRZOPYL/H[OH^H`(ɉSPH[L
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THE DREYFUS GROUP
RECENT LISTINGS

OPEN HOUSE SAT & SUN 1:30–4:30PM
1133 CHANNING AVENUE, PALO ALTO · Offered at $2,898,000

WOODSIDE VINEYARD ESTATE · Offered at $34,600,000

CAÑADA ROAD, WOODSIDE · Offered at $13,500,000

JOSSELYN LANE, WOODSIDE · Offered at $11,998,000

BOLSA POINT, PESCADERO · Offered at $29,000,000

COAST ROAD, SANTA CRUZ · Offered at $35,000,000

The Dreyfus Group
Michael Dreyfus
650.485.3476
m.dreyfus@ggsir.com
License No. 01121795

Noelle Queen
650.485.3476
n.queen@ggsir.com
License No. 01917593

Miranda Junowicz
650.332.4243
miranda@sir.com
License No. 02019529

728 Emerson Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301 · dreyfus.group · goldengatesir.com · Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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PREMIER NEW LUXURY RESIDENCE
490 Loma Verde Avenue, Palo Alto
Offered at $4,788,000
www.490LomaVerde.com

GORGEOUS GARDEN ESTATE IN WEST ATHERTON
165 Patricia Drive, Atherton
Offered at $8,790,000
www.165PatriciaDrive.com

LAVISH WOODLAND SANCTUARY
127 Pinon Drive, Portola Valley
Offered at $16,988,000
www.127Pinon.com

HIGH-END LUXURY IN UNIVERSITY SOUTH
185 Forest Avenue, Unit 2A, Palo Alto
Offered at $2,000,000
www.185ForestAveUnit2A.com

We don’t get great listings. We make great listings.

DeLeon Realty

At DeLeon Realty, we are not limited to accepting only turn-key, luxury-grade listings. Our innovative team of
specialists enables us to transform every one of our listings into a truly must-have home.
Let us show you what we can do for your home.
www.DELEONREALTY.com
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45 ROBERTA DRIVE
WOODSIDE, CA 94062

Located on one of central Woodside’s most exclusive private roads, this stunning newly
constructed country estate is framed by over 4 acres of lush landscaping, heritage oaks and
a picturesque olive grove. State of the art fully automated 3 level residence features 5 br plus
separate office, gourmet kitchen and separate back kitchen, elevator, entertainment room
and home theatre, 2000+ bottle temperature-controlled wine room and heated exterior living
room overlooking the pool and spa in an expansive private park setting. Two garages with
ample off-street parking, plus 3 stall barn, large ﬂat grassed play area and spacious 2 br, 2 ba
guest cottage accessible by second gated driveway.

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WWW.45ROBERTADRIVE.COM

LINDA HYMES, REALTOR®
4415.377.6061
lhymes@interorealestate.com
www.lindahymes.com
Lic.#01917074

2018 Intero Real Estate Services, a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate and a wholly owned subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc.All rights
reserved. All information deemed reliable but not guaranteed. This is not intended as a solicitation if you are listed with another broker.

460 Washington Avenue, Palo Alto
RARE OLD PALO ALTO OPPORTUNITY

H
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U
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Located on one of the most desirable streets in the coveted Old Palo Alto, this charming
single story residence features 3 bedrooms plus a family room situated on a spacious lot
of 12,060 sq ft. An entry foyer welcomes the visitor to this lovely traditional home with
divided light wood windows and oak hardwood ﬂoors throughout the living room, dining
room and family room. The rear of the home is highlighted by a gorgeous remodeled
master suite with a walk in closet. A brick patio off the living room and vast private rear
yard complete this special home on a unique quiet street.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 Bedrooms & 3.5 Bathrooms
Gracious Living Room with ﬁreplace and built-in cabinetry
Formal Dining Room with built-in china cabinet
Open Kitchen / Family Room
Detached 2 car garage with Storage Room
Living Space: 2,620 sq ft per county records
Lot Size: 12,060 sq ft per county records - Many expansion opportunities
Excellent Palo Alto Schools: Walter Hays Elementary, Jordan Middle, Palo Alto
High (buyer to verify enrollment)

OFFERED AT $7,498,000
WWW.460WASHINGTON.COM

(650) 475-2030

lhunt@serenogroup.com
CalBRE# 01009791

(650) 475-2035

laurel@serenogroup.com
CalBRE# 01747147

www.LeannahandLaurel.com
This information was supplied by third party sources. Sales Associate believes this information is correct but has
not veriﬁed this information and assumes no legal responsibility for its accuracy. Buyer should verify accuracy and
investigate to Buyer’s own satisfaction.
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PALO ALTO WEEKLY OPEN HOMES

Arthur Sharif

EXPLORE OUR MAPS, HOMES FOR SALE, OPEN HOMES, VIRTUAL TOURS, PHOTOS,
PRIOR SALE INFO, NEIGHBORHOOD GUIDES ON www.PaloAltoOnline.com/real_estate

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, ALL TIMES ARE 1:30-4:30 PM

Silicon Valley’s longest serving Sotheby’s International Realty Agent

2 Bedrooms - Condominium

ALAMEDA

Presents

5 Bedrooms

Own Your Own Valley

541 San Juan St
$5,500,000
Sat/Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

BURLINGAME
4 Bedrooms

1125 Oxford Rd
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker

$2,495,000
851-2666

EAST PALO ALTO
3 Bedrooms

1503 Kavanaugh Dr
Sun 12-2
Sereno Group

$795,000
323-1900

EMERALD HILLS
5 Bedrooms

7 Colton Ct
Sat/Sun 1-5 Coldwell Banker

$4,295,000
851-2666

LOS ALTOS
3 Bedrooms

345 Alicia Way
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group

$3,498,000
323-1900

5 Bedrooms

26050 Torello Ln
Sat/Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors

$4,295
462-1111

MENLO PARK
3 Bedrooms

2417 Sharon Oaks Dr
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker
10 Trudy Ln
Sun 2-4
Sereno Group

4 Bedrooms

161 Stanford Av
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty

5 Bedrooms

625 Hobart St
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$1,800,000
851-1961
$2,698,000
323-1900
$3,488,000
543-8500
$5,800,000
324-4456

MONTARA
226 7th St
$1,280,000
Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

Eleven parcels with nine having a certificate of compliance
Also Available, two beautiful homes with pools
Ten ponds with largemouth bass and Trout Creek 1/2-mile long

4 Bedrooms
2170 Waverly St
Sat/Sun
Zane Macgregor
553 Hilbar Ln
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty
975 Shauna Ln
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty

PORTOLA VALLEY
4 Bedrooms
15 Pomponio Ct
$3,395,000
Fri 4-7/Sat/Sun 1-5 Alain Pinel Realtors 323-1111

5 Bedrooms
12 Ohlone St
$3,950,000
Sat/Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141
900 Wayside Rd
$3,395,000
Sun
Coldwell Banker
851-2666

3 Bedrooms
1147 Alameda de Las Pulgas
Sat/Sun 1-4 Alain Pinel Realtors

WOODSIDE

2 Bedrooms

4 Bedrooms

191 Reef Point Rd
$3,600,000
Sat 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

MOUNTAIN VIEW
2 Bedrooms - Condominium

$868,000
543-7740

937 & 941 Roble Ridge Rd
Sat/Sun 1-5
Deleon Realty

580 Old La Honda Rd
$2,850,000
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker
851-1961
3970 Woodside Rd
$7,995,000
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker
851-2666
280 Family Farm Rd
$7,995,000
Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors
529-1111
310 Kings Mountain Rd
$12,995,000
Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors
529-1111

$4,998,000
543-8500

135 Farm Rd
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker
27 Preston Rd
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

#1 Silicon Valley Agent
Sotheby’s International Realty
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
Serving Menlo Park, Palo Alto,
Atherton, Woodside, Portola Valley,
Los Altos Hills, & exceptional
properties throughout the Peninsula

Arthur Sharif
and Associates
650.804.4770
arthursharif@gmail.com
www.SVLuxRE.com

®

The DeLeon Difference®
DRE#: 01481940

650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224
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$1,199,000
529-1111

5 Bedrooms

PALO ALTO
Lot

$8,980,000
324-9900
$2,988,000
543-8500
$2,988,000
543-8500

1117 Hamilton Av
$8,950,000
Sun
Miles McCormick
400-1001
541 San Juan St
$5,500,000
Sat/Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

MOSS BEACH

905 Middlefield Rd #923
Sat/Sun
Intero Real Estate

$9,400,000

430 Palm St
$5,998,000
Sun 1-5
Alain Pinel Realtors
323-1111
1133 Channing Av
$2,898,000
Sat/Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141
4154 Interdale Way
$2,395,000
Sat/Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141
156 Tennyson Av
$2,900,000
Sat/Sun 1-5 Coldwell Banker
325-6161
1087 Newell Rd
$2,898,000
Sat/Sun
Alain Pinel Realtors
323-1111

SAN CARLOS

1 Bedroom

www.SiliconValleyAcres.com

3 Bedrooms

5 Bedrooms

LOS ALTOS HILLS

640 Acres Near Downtown Milpitas

685 High St #2C
$1,698
Sat/Sun Pacific Union International 285-5450

$8,900,000
851-1961
$5,995,000
851-2666

Marketplace

fogster.com

TM

THE PENINSULA’S
FREE CLASSIFIEDS WEB SITE
Combining the reach of the Web with
print ads reaching over 150,000 readers!

fogster.com is a unique web site offering FREE postings from communities throughout the Bay Area and
an opportunity for your ad to appear in the Palo Alto Weekly, The Almanac and the Mountain View Voice.

Bulletin
Board
115 Announcements
DID YOU KNOW
7 IN 10 Americans or 158 million U.S.
Adults read content from newspaper
media each week? Discover the Power
of Newspaper Advertising. For a free
brochure call 916-288-6011 or email
cecelia@cnpa.com (Cal-SCAN)
EVERY BUSINESS
has a story to tell! Get your message out
with California’s PRMedia Release - the
only Press Release Service operated by
the press to get press! For more info
contact Cecelia @ 916-288-6011 or http://
prmediarelease.com/california (Cal-SCAN)
PREGNANT?
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? Call us first.
Living expenses, housing, medical, and
continued support afterwards. Choose
adoptive family of your choice. Call 24/7.
1-877-879-4709 (Cal-SCAN)
Water Damage to Your Home?
Call for a quote for professional cleanup &
maintain the value of your home! Set an
appt. today! Call 1-855-401-7069 (Cal-SCAN)

235 Wanted to Buy
KC BUYS HOUSES
FAST - CASH - Any Condition. Family
owned & Operated . Same day offer!
(951) 805-8661 www.kcBUYSHOUSES.
COM (Cal-SCAN)

245 Miscellaneous
SAWMILLS
from only $4397.00- MAKE & SAVE
MONEY with your own bandmill- Cut
lumber any dimension. In stock
ready to ship! FREE Info/DVD: www.
NorwoodSawmills.com 1-800-567-0404
Ext.300N (Cal-SCAN)
2018 Free Events Calendar - $00.
Vintage Mountain View Shop
Vintage Mountain View Shop

Kid’s
Stuff
330 Child Care
Offered

HEARING LOSS? HLAA
HUGE BOOK SALE MAR 10 @ 11
Take Your Best Shot
The Gut & The Athlete Event
VINTAGE MOUNTAIN VIEW AUTOMOTIVE

120 Auctions
AUCTION of RARE US GOVERNMENT
Copper Map Engraving Plates for 82 areas
in California. Produced from 1880. Each is
a unique museum quality one of a kind
unique work of art. Areas include Malibu,
Newport Beach & Sacramento. View auction
online at: benbensoncollection.com or
email for more info: benbensoncollection@
yahoo.com (Cal-SCAN)

133 Music Lessons
Christina Conti Piano
Private piano lessons. In your home
or mine. Bachelor of Music, 20+ years
exp. 650-493-6950
Hope Street Music Studios
Now on Old Middefield Way, MV. Most
instruments, voice. All ages and levels 650961-2192 HopeStreetMusicStudios.com

145 Non-Profits
Needs
DONATE BOOKS/SUPPORT PA LIBRARY
Friends of Menlo Park Library
WISHLIST FRIENDS PA LIBRARY

150 Volunteers
Come inspire children to read
FRIENDS OF THE PALO ALTO LIBRARY
JOIN OUR ONLINE STOREFRONT TEAM

For Sale
202 Vehicles Wanted
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT
TO HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. FREE
3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork Taken Care of.
Call 1-800-731-5042 (Cal-SCAN)
Got an older car, boat or RV?
Do the humane thing. Donate it to the
Humane Society. Call 1- 800-743-1482
(Cal-SCAN)
WANTED! Old Porsche
356/911/912 for restoration by hobbyist
1948-1973 Only. Any condition, top $
paid! PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE 1-707965-9546 (Cal-SCAN)

500 Help Wanted
ENGINEER
Thermal Controls Engineer w/ Zoox Inc
(Menlo Park, CA). Conceptualize, design,
implement, & test complex control
algorithms for autonomous vehicle’s
thermal controller. Reqs Master’s in
Auto Engineering, Engineering, Mech
Engineering, or rltd. Reqs min 2 yrs exp in
engineering pos w/in auto engineering
industry. Prior exp must include min
1 yr exp w/ the following: Utiliz the
Mathworks toolchain, includ Matlab/
Simulink/Stateflow, to architect and model
control systems for electric HVAC and
hybrid powertrain thermal management
for hybrid vehicle; Test & validat thermal
controls in sim for prototype vehicle;
Support controls development relat to
electric drivetrain development; & Support
validation of test plan creation, execut
software validation test plans, & reviewing
test case results. Resumes to Laura Wu, 325
Sharon Park Dr, Menlo Park, CA 94025.

fogster.com

TM

ENGINEERING
Synopsys has the following openings in
Mountain View, CA: R&D Engineer, Sr.
II: Design, dev, test or debug proprietary
SW quality infras & DevOps tools for EDA/
DFM SW comp. Req. MS in CS/CE/EE or rel.
+ 2 yrs of exp in dev SW quality infras for
EDA SW tools (Alt. BS+5); REQ# 16718BR.
Multiple Openings. To apply, send resume
with REQ# to: printads@synopsys.com.
EEO Employer/Vet/Disabled.
ENGINEERING
Stanford Univ/SLAC seeks Staff Engineer
2 (ASIC Design Electronics Engineer) to
dev, integ & operate beam diagnostics,
RF, Pulsed, & DC power, machine &
personnel protection systems, vacuum,
& cryogenic control systems. Reqs BS in
electronics eng or physics + 5 yrs exp
in dev high-perf electronic systems;
3 yrs exp designing high-perf printed
circuit boards; 3 yrs exp dev field
programmable gate arrays in Verilog &/
or VHDL; 5 yrs exp designing PLC-based
industrial control systems as applied
to machine protection, cryogenics,
and vacuum systems, incl integration
of systems, end-to-end, in a scientific
facility; 5 yrs exp dev EPICS interfaces
for custom HW, incl device support dev
& IOC config. Email resume to iso@slac.
stanford.edu and reference ID#2997.
Principals only.

Manager
Coursera, Inc. has following
opportunities in Mountain View, CA:
Senior Manager, Enterprise Services,
Provide technical consultation and
program implementation, ensuring
on-time high-quality launch, and
ongoing support for Enterprise clients.
Position requires 10% travel domestic
and international. Data Scientist, Craft
deep quantitative insights that will
drive the development of the Coursera
platform. To apply, please mail resumes
to C. Shimozato, Coursera Inc. 381
E. Evelyn Avenue, Mountain View,
California, 94041.
MobileIron/Staff Software Engr
Staff Software Engr (SSE-HF) Using
infrastructure dvlpmnt exp to contribute
to cloud lifecycle mgmt platform. BS+5.
Mail resume to MobileIron, Attn: Piper
Galt, 401 E. Middlefield Rd, Mt. View, CA
94043. Must ref title & code.

ARE YOU CONNECTED?
The Palo Alto Weekly
Marketplace
is online at:
www.fogster.com

Fun loving nanny
Miramonte Early Learning Center

AWALT HIGH SCHOOL
FREE BOOK GIVEAWAY AFTER SALE

Jobs

ENGINEERING
Synopsys, Inc. has openings in
Mountain View, CA: Sr. Security
Consultant: Identify, plan,
implement, upgrade, monitor
SW/info security to improve app
integrity & prevent attacks on client
systems. 100% Telecom. Reqs travel
throughout U.S. less than 50%. Reqs
MS in CS/Infomatics/Cyber Sec/CE
or rel +2 yrs web app sec consult/
test/risk assess. REQ#16406BR. R&D
Engineer, Sr. I: Design, develop,
test or debug SW apps & tools for
modeling IC fabrication processes.
Reqs MS in CS/Math/ Physics/
Chem/ MatSci or rel + 2 yrs exp in
lithography modeling &/or develop
numerical simulation algorithms.
REQ# 16517BR. Hardware
Engineer, Sr. I: Perform FPGA
design, implementation & timing
closure using Xilinix and Synopsys
dvlpmt tools. Reqs MS in EE or rel
+ 6 mos in ASIC and FPGA design.
REQ# 16476BR. Multiple Openings.
To apply, send resume with REQ#
to: printads@synopsys.com. EEO
Employer/Vet/Disabled.

“It Bears Repeating”—but just a little bit. Matt Jones

This week’s SUDOKU

Answers on page 48.

Answers on page 48.

Mind
& Body
405 Beauty Services
ELIMINATE CELLULITE
and Inches in weeks! All natural. Odor
free. Works for men or women. Free
month supply on select packages. Order
now! 1-844-703-9774. (Cal-SCAN)

425 Health Services
A PLACE FOR MOM
The nation’s largest senior living referral
service. Contact our trusted,local
experts today! Our service is FREE/
no obligation. CALL 1-855-467-6487.
(Cal-SCAN)
Lowest Prices
on Health & Dental Insurance. We have
the best rates from top companies! Call
Now! 888-989-4807. (Cal-SCAN)
OXYGEN
Anytime. Anywhere! No tanks to refill.
No deliveries. The All-New Inogen One
G4 is only 2.8 pounds! FAA approved!
FREE info kit: 1-844-359-3976. (CalSCAN)
Safe Step Walk-In Tub!
Alert for Seniors. Bathroom falls can be
fatal. Approved by Arthritis Foundation.
Therapeutic Jets. Less Than 4 Inch StepIn. Wide Door. Anti-Slip Floors. American
Made. Installation Included. Call 1-800799-4811 for $750 Off. (Cal-SCAN)
Stop OVERPAYING
for your prescriptions! SAVE! Call our
licensed Canadian and International
pharmacy, compare prices and get
$25.00 OFF your first prescription!
CALL 1-855-397-6808 Promo Code
CDC201725. (Cal-SCAN)

475 Psychotherapy &
Counseling
MAKE THE CALL
TO START GETTING CLEAN TODAY.
Free 24/7 Helpline for alcohol & drug
addiction treatment. Get help! It is time
to take your life back! Call Now: 855732-4139 (AAN CAN)

No phone
number in the ad?

GO TO

fogster.com
for contact information

Across
1 Ballet garb
5 Cotton swab brand
9 Forfeit
13 Seafood often imitated
14 Abbr. on some beef
15 Soda, to a bartender
16 He followed Dan, Al, Dick,
and Joe
17 Action star who’s yellow and
full of potassium?
19 Notable times
21 University official
22 ___ in “cat”
23 “___ du lieber!”
25 Negative votes
27 Minute
29 Make frog noises
31 Ms. ___-Man
34 Madalyn Murray ___,
subject of the Netflix film
“The Most Hated Woman in
America”
35 Shake it for an alcoholbased dessert?
38 Inkling

39 Jim Carrey comedy “Me,
Myself & ___”
40 Dermatologist’s concern
44 Classical piece for a jeweler’s
eyepiece?
47 Clean thoroughly
50 Exist
51 Word before par or pressure
52 95 things posted by Martin
Luther
54 Fix, as a game
56 Actress Lupino
57 ‘50s election monogram
58 Similar (to)
61 Actress Russo
63 Rock nightclub open for a
long time?
66 Critters that seem to find
sugar
69 Dot in the ocean
70 “Easy-Bake” appliance
71 Treats, as a sprain
72 Grant consideration
73 Pied Piper’s followers
74 Shakespearean king

Down
1 Cable channel that airs films
from the 1900s
2 Self-proclaimed spoonbender Geller
3 Pay after taxes
4 Lyft competitor
5 Tex-Mex dip ingredient
6 Co. that launched Dungeons
& Dragons
7 “___ not know that!”
8 Walking speed
9 Ohio team, on scoreboards
10 Track bet with long odds
11 North America’s tallest
mountain
12 It’s opposite the point
15 Cassava root
18 ___ Harbour, Florida
20 Songwriter Paul
23 Prefix before -monious
24 Gunky stuff
26 “This is ___!” (“300” line)
28 Charlize of “Atomic Blonde”
30 Calculator with beads
32 “He’s ___ friend”

www.sudoku.name

33 Easy gallop
36 Recycling container
37 “Jazz Masters” org.
41 Spectators
42 Earned a ticket, perhaps
43 Juno’s Greek counterpart
45 Like ___ (energetically)
46 Winter Olympics sled
47 Skip going out
48 It may come in sticks or
wheels
49 Thrift shop purpose
53 Genre where you’d hear
“pick it up!” a lot
55 Jeremy of 2018’s “Red
Sparrow”
59 “Young Frankenstein” role
60 PBS science show for 45
seasons
62 Press-on item
64 Clifford’s color
65 Figure out (like this answer)
67 Drink from a bag?
68 Tajikistan was one (abbr.)
©2018 Jonesin’ Crosswords (editor@
jonesincrosswords.com)
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MARKETPLACE the printed version of

fogster.com

TM

TECHNOLOGY
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is an
industry leading technology company
that enables customers to go further,
faster. HPE is accepting resumes
for the position of Organization
Analytics Expert in Palo Alto, CA
(Ref. #HPECPAPOLS1). Responsible
for the development of workforce
plans by incorporating business
strategies, financial goals, and human
capital requirements. Support data
collection, provide advanced analyses,
and interpret workforce and labor
market information. Mail resume to
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company,
c/o Andrea Benavides, 14231 Tandem
Boulevard, Austin, TX 78728. Resume
must include Ref. #, full name, email
address & mailing address. No phone
calls. Must be legally authorized to
work in U.S. without sponsorship. EOE.

Business
Services
624 Financial
Are you in BIG trouble
with the IRS? Stop wage & bank levies,
liens & audits, unfiled tax returns,
payroll issues, & resolve tax debt FAST.
Call 855-970-2032. (Cal-SCAN)
Denied Credit??
Work to Repair Your Credit Report With
The Trusted Leader in Credit Repair. Call
Lexington Law for a FREE credit report
summary & credit repair consultation. 855620-9426. John C. Heath, Attorney at Law,
PLLC, dba Lexington Law Firm. (AAN CAN)
Unable to work due to injury
or illness? Call Bill Gordon & Assoc.,
Social Security Disability Attorneys!
FREE Evaluation. 1-800-966-1904! Mail:
2420 N St NW, Washington DC. Office:
Broward Co. FL., Mbr. TX/NM Bar. Local
Attorneys Nationwide. (Cal-SCAN)

640 Legal Services
DID YOU KNOW
Information is power and content is King?
Do you need timely access to public
notices and remain relevant in today’s
hostile business climate? Gain the edge
with California News Publishers Association
new innovative website capublicnotice.
com and check out the FREE One-Month
Trial Smart Search Feature. For more
information call Cecelia @ (916) 288-6011
orcapublicnotice.com (Cal-SCAN)

Home
Services
707 Cable/Satellite
DIRECTV SELECT PACKAGE ?
Over 150 Channels ? ONLY $35/month
(for 12 mos.) Order Now! Get a $200 AT&T
Visa Rewards Gift Card (some restrictions
apply). 1-866-249-0619 (Cal-SCAN)
Dish Network
Satellite Television Services. Now Over
190 channels for ONLY $49.99/mo! HBOFREE for one year, FREE Installation, FREE
Streaming, FREE HD. Add Internet for $14.95
a month. 1-800-373-6508 (AAN CAN)
DISH TV
$59.99 For 190 Channels $14.95 High
Speed Internet. Free Installation, Smart
HD DVR Included, Free Voice Remote.
Some restrictions apply. 1-844-536-5233.
(Cal-SCAN)

715 Cleaning Services
Silvia’s Cleaning
We don’t cut corners, we clean them!
Bonded, insured, 22 yrs. exp., service
guaranteed, excel. refs., free est. 415860-6988

751 General
Contracting
A NOTICE TO READERS:
It is illegal for an unlicensed person
to perform contracting work on any
project valued at $500.00 or more in
labor and materials. State law also
requires that contractors include their
license numbers on all advertising.
Check your contractor’s status at
www.cslb.ca.gov or 800-321-CSLB
(2752). Unlicensed persons taking
jobs that total less than $500.00
must state in their advertisements
that they are not licensed by the
Contractors State License Board.

757 Handyman/
Repairs
Alex Peralta Handyman
Kit. and bath remodel, int/ext. paint,
tile, plumb, fence/deck repairs, foam
roofs/repairs. Power wash.
Alex, 650-465-1821

771 Painting/
Wallpaper
Glen Hodges Painting
Call me first! Senior discount.
45 yrs. #351738. 650-322-8325,
phone calls ONLY.

Real
Estate
801 Apartments/
Condos/Studios
Mountain View, 2 BR/2 BA - $3300

805 Homes for Rent
Menlo Park, 3 BR/2 BA
Remodeled West Menlo Park 3 Bed,
2Bath, Los Lomitas Schools,
No Smoking or Pets, $7,000.00 Mo.
650-851-4464

809 Shared Housing/
Rooms
Redwood City, 4 BR/2 BA - $1200/mont

845 Out of Area
NORTHERN AZ WILDERNESS RANCH
$219 MONTH - Quiet secluded 37
acre off grid ranch set amid scenic
mountains and valleys at clear 6,200.
Near a historic pioneer town & large
fishing lake. No urban noise & dark
sky nights amid pure air & AZ’s best
year-round climate. Evergreen trees /
meadowland blend with sweeping
views acrossuninhabited wilderness
mountains and valleys. Self-sufficiency
quality garden loam soil, abundant
groundwater & maintained road access.
Camping & RV’s ok. No homeowner’s
Assoc. or deed restrictions. $25,500,
$2,550 down. FREE brochure with
additional property descriptions,
photos/ terrain map/weather chart/area
info: 1st United Realty 800-966-6690.
(Cal-SCAN)
VARIETY OF AFFORDABLE
eastern Montana properties For
Sale! Many opportunities in a great
recreational area! Please go to our
website www.montanalandauctions.
com or call 406-366-5588. (Cal-SCAN)

855 Real Estate
Services
DID YOU KNOW
Information is power and content is
King? Do you need timely access to
public notices and remain relevant in
today’s highly competitive market?
Gain an edge with California News
Publishers Association new innovative
website capublicnotice.com and check
out the Smart Search Feature. For
more information call Cecelia @ (916)
288-6011 or www.capublicnotice.com
(Cal-SCAN)

Legal
Notices
995 Fictitious Name
Statement
TITUS CAULKING AND WATERPROOFING
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN638370
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Titus Caulking and Waterproofing,
located at 7510 Eigleberry St. #100,
Gilroy, CA 95020, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A Limited
Liability Company.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
R TITUS WATERPROOFING, LLC
7510 Eigleberry St. #100
Gilroy, CA 95020
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 02/01/18.

This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on February 1, 2018.
(PAW Feb. 9, 16, 23; Mar. 2, 2018)
MN ENTERPRISE
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN639149
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
MN Enterprise, located at 1346 Old Park
Place, San Jose, CA 95132, Santa Clara
County.
This business is owned by: An
Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
NGUYEN HOA MINI
1346 Old Park Place
San Jose, CA 95132
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 02/20/2018.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on February 21, 2018.
(PAW Mar. 2, 9, 16, 23, 2018)
PALO ALTO SMART THERAPY
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN639300
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Palo Alto Smart Therapy, located at 2799
Middlefield Dr., Suite A, Palo Alto, CA
94306, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A
Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
KRISTA REGEDANZ, PH. D., A
PSYCHOLOGICAL
1171 Cedar St.
Montana, CA 94037
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on N/A.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on February 26, 2018.
(PAW Mar. 2, 9, 16, 23, 2018)

997 All Other Legals
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER
ESTATE OF:
JACK SHIPPER
Case No.: 18PR182786
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors,
contingent creditors, and persons who
may otherwise be interested in the will
or estate, or both, of JACK SHIPPER.
A Petition for Probate has been filed by:
RONALD SHIPPER and MARK SHIPPER in
the Superior Court of California, County
of SANTA CLARA.
The Petition for Probate requests that:
RONALD SHIPPER and MARK SHIPPER be
appointed as personal representative to
administer the estate of the decedent.
The petition requests the decedent’s
will and codicils, if any, be admitted to
probate. The will and any codicils are
available for examination in the file kept
by the court.
The petition requests authority to
administer the estate under the
Independent Administration of
Estates Act. (This authority will allow
the personal representative to take
many actions without obtaining
court approval. Before taking certain
very important actions, however, the
personal representative will be required
to give notice to interested persons
unless they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed action.) The
independent administration authority
will be granted unless an interested
person files an objection to the petition
and shows good cause why the court
should not grant the authority.
A HEARING on the petition will be held
on April 18, 2018 at 9:00 a.m. in Dept.:
12 of the Superior Court of California,
County of Santa Clara, located at 191 N.
First St., San Jose, CA, 95113.
If you object to the granting of the
petition, you should appear at the
hearing and state your objections or file
written objections with the court before
the hearing. Your appearance may be in
person or by your attorney.
If you are a creditor or a contingent
creditor of the decedent, you must file
your claim with the court and mail a
copy to the personal representative
appointed by the court within the later
of either (1) four months from the date
of first issuance of letters to a general
personal representative, as defined
in section 58 (b) of the California
Probate Code, or (2) 60 days from the
date of mailing or personal delivery
to you of a notice under section 9052
of the California Probate Code. Other
California statutes and legal authority
may affect your rights as a creditor. You
may want to consult with an attorney
knowledgeable in California law.
You may examine the file kept by the
court. If you are a person interested in
the estate, you may file with the court
a Request for Special Notice (form
DE-154) of the filing of an inventory
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and appraisal of estate assets or of
any petition or account as provided in
Probate Code section 1250. A Request
for Special Notice form is available from
the court clerk.
Attorney for Petitioner:
Elijah M. Keyes
Gilfix & La Poll Associates LLP
2479 E. Bayshore Rd., Suite 220
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(650) 493-8070
(PAW Feb. 23; Mar. 2, 9, 2018)
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE
OF NAME SUPERIOR COURT OF THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA FOR THE COUNTY
OF SANTA CLARA
Case No.: 18CV323573
TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS:
Petitioner: IRENE M. GALINDO and
MAXIMO GALINDO filed a petition with
this court for a decree changing names
as follows:
JULIAN LEON GALINDO-MACIAS to
JULIAN LEON GALINDO MACIAS.
THE COURT ORDERS that all persons
interested in this matter appear before
this court at the hearing indicated
below to show cause, if any, why the
petition for change of name should not
be granted. Any person objecting to the
name changes described above must
file a written objection that includes
the reasons for the objection at least
two court days before the matter is
scheduled to be heard and must appear
at the hearing to show cause why the
petition should not be granted. If no
written objection is timely filed, the
court may grant the petition without
a hearing.
NOTICE OF HEARING: May 22, 2018, 8:45
a.m., Room: Probate of the Superior
Court of California, County of Santa
Clara, 191 N. First Street, San Jose, CA
95113.
A copy of this ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
shall be published at least once each
week for four successive weeks prior to
the date set for hearing on the petition
in the following newspaper of general
circulation, printed in this county:
PALO ALTO WEEKLY
Date: February 20, 2018
/s/ Risë Jones Pichon
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
(PAW Feb. 23; Mar. 2, 9, 16, 2018)
T.S. No. 17-47511
APN: 124-11-057
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE’S SALE
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER A DEED
OF TRUST DATED 11/21/2005. UNLESS
YOU TAKE ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD AT A PUBLIC
SALE. IF YOU NEED AN EXPLANATION
OF THE NATURE OF THE PROCEEDING
AGAINST YOU, YOU SHOULD CONTACT
A LAWYER.
A public auction sale to the highest
bidder for cash, cashier’s check drawn
on a state or national bank, check drawn
by a state or federal credit union, or
a check drawn by a state or federal
savings and loan association, or savings
association, or savings bank specified
in Section 5102 of the Financial Code
and authorized to do business in this
state will be held by the duly appointed
trustee as shown below, of all right,
title, and interest conveyed to and now
held by the trustee in the hereinafter
described property under and pursuant
to a Deed of Trust described below.
The sale will be made, but without
covenant or warranty, expressed or
implied, regarding title, possession, or
encumbrances, to pay the remaining
principal sum of the note(s) secured
by the Deed of Trust, with interest and
late charges thereon, as provided in the
note(s), advances, under the terms of
the Deed of Trust, interest thereon, fees,
charges and expenses of the Trustee
for the total amount (at the time of the
initial publication of the Notice of Sale)
reasonably estimated to be set forth
below. The amount may be greater on
the day of sale.
Trustor: JACKLYN TRAN-NGUYEN, AND
TYRONE TRAN, WIFE AND HUSBAND, AS
COMMUNITY PROPERTY WITH RIGHT OF
SURVIVORSHIP
Duly Appointed Trustee: Zieve, Brodnax
& Steele, LLP Deed of Trust recorded
11/29/2005 as Instrument No. 18694650
in book , page of Official Records in the
office of the Recorder of Santa Clara
County, California,
Date of Sale:3/27/2018 at 10:00 AM
Place of Sale: At the Gated North
Market Street entrance of the Superior
Courthouse, 191 N. First St., San Jose, CA
Estimated amount of unpaid balance
and other charges: $944,090.09
Note: Because the Beneficiary reserves
the right to bid less than the total debt
owed, it is possible that at the time of
the sale the opening bid may be less
than the total debt owed.
Street Address or other common
designation of real property:

2374 COWPER STREET
PALO ALTO, CA 94301-4114
Described as follows:
As more fully described on said Deed
of Trust.
A.P.N #.: 124-11-057
The undersigned Trustee disclaims
any liability for any incorrectness of
the street address or other common
designation, if any, shown above. If
no street address or other common
designation is shown, directions to
the location of the property may be
obtained by sending a written request
to the beneficiary within 10 days of the
date of first publication of this Notice
of Sale.
NOTICE TO POTENTIAL BIDDERS: If you
are considering bidding on this property
lien, you should understand that there
are risks involved in bidding at a trustee
auction. You will be bidding on a lien,
not on the property itself. Placing the
highest bid at a trustee auction does
not automatically entitle you to free
and clear ownership of the property.
You should also be aware that the lien
being auctioned off may be a junior
lien. If you are the highest bidder at the
auction, you are or may be responsible
for paying off all liens senior to the
lien being auctioned off, before you
can receive clear title to the property.
You are encouraged to investigate
the existence, priority, and size of
outstanding liens that may exist on
this property by contacting the county
recorder’s office or a title insurance
company, either of which may charge
you a fee for this information. If you
consult either of these resources, you
should be aware that the same lender
may hold more than one mortgage or
deed of trust on the property.
NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNER: The sale
date shown on this notice of sale may
be postponed one or more times by
the mortgagee, beneficiary, trustee,
or a court, pursuant to Section 2924g
of the California Civil Code. The law
requires that information about trustee

sale postponements be made available
to you and to the public, as a courtesy
to those not present at the sale. If you
wish to learn whether your sale date has
been postponed, and, if applicable, the
rescheduled time and date for the sale
of this property, you may call (714) 8489272 or visit this Internet Web site www.
elitepostandpub.com, using the file
number assigned to this case 17-47511.
Information about postponements
that are very short in duration or that
occur close in time to the scheduled
sale may not immediately be reflected
in the telephone information or on the
Internet Web site. The best way to verify
postponement information is to attend
the scheduled sale.
Dated: 2/26/2018
Zieve, Brodnax & Steele, LLP, as Trustee
30 Corporate Park, Suite 450
Irvine, CA 92606
For Non-Automated Sale Information,
call: (714) 848-7920
For Sale Information: (714) 848-9272
www.elitepostandpub.com
_______________________________
Christine O’Brien, Trustee Sale Officer
THIS FIRM IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT
A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION WE
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT
PURPOSE
EPP 24782 Pub Dates 03/02, 03/09,
03/16/2018

To assist you with your
legal advertising needs

Call Alicia Santillan
(650) 223-6578
Or e-mail her at:

asantillan@paweekly.com

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 47.

Sports
Shorts

Priory,
Pinewood
play for title
WBAL teams split their
regular season meetings
by Rick Chandler

J

Hannah Jump and her Pinewood teammates meet Mitty for the Central Coast Section Open Division
title Friday at Santa Clara University. Jump averages 16.5 points per game and leads the CCS with 88
made 3-pointers.

GIRLS CCS BASKETBALL

Dream matchup at hand

ON THE AIR
Friday
College women’s basketball :
Stanford at Pac-12 Championships, 6
p.m. Pac-12 Networks
College baseball: Michigan at Stanford, 6 p.m., Stanford Live Stream

Saturday
College men’s basketball: Stanford
at Arizona State, 11:30 a.m.,Pac-12
Networks
College baseball: Michigan at Stanford, 1 p.m. Stanford Live Stream
College baseball: Michigan at Stanford, 5:05 p.m., Stanford Live Stream
College men’s swimming and diving: Pac-12 Championships, 6:30
p.m., Pac-12 Networks
College women’s basketball :
Stanford at Pac-12 Championships, 6
p.m. Pac-12 Networks
College men’s volleyball: Pepperdine at Stanford, 7 p.m., Stanford Live
Stream

Sunday
Women’s soccer: Team USA vs.
France at SheBelievesCup, 9 a.m.,
ESPN2
College baseball: Michigan at Stanford, 2 p.m. Pac-12 Networks
College women’s water polo:
California at Stanford, 5 p.m., Pac-12
Networks

READ MORE ONLINE

www.PASportsOnline.com
For expanded daily coverage of
college and prep sports, visit
www.PASportsOnline.com

ust how competitive was the
West Bay Athletic League
this basketball season? The
top six teams earned spots in the
Central Coast Section tournament and three of those teams
are still playing, including sixthplace Pinewood.
Jaeden Bailey, fresh from an
acupuncture treatment, scored
nine points
after regulation, leading
Pinewood to
a 74-71 triple-overtime
victory over
St. FrancisWatsonville
in the semifinals of the
CCS Divi- Jaeden Bailey
sion V boys basketball playoffs
in Los Altos Hills on Wednesday.
Senior Ayo Aderoboye led all
scorers with 21 points, on 8-for12 shooting, and Lucas Harris
had nine points and six rebounds
to lead Priory past Eastside Prep,
53-32, in the other semifinal.
Priory and Eastside finished the
regular season in a third-place tie.
Priory (17-10) meets Pinewood (14-10) on Friday at Harker
School in San Jose at 7:30 p.m. for
the Division V title. The schools
split their WBAL meetings, each
winning on their home court.
Pinewood won, 57-51, and Priory
took the second meeting, 59-52.
A WBAL team has appeared
in the D-V title game in each of
the past 23 years and have won 17
titles, nine time beating another
WBAL team. Eastside Prep (7),
Pinewood (5), Sacred Heart Prep
(3) and Priory (2) have all won
titles. Another one will be added
Friday.
Bailey could barely walk on
Monday -- his back seized up
following his team’s quarterfinal
win over Alma Heights on Saturday. But on Wednesday he looked
as good as new.
“You barely even feel the needles,” said Bailey, describing the
procedure. “They stuck one in
my lower back, my ear, and the
top of my head,” he said. “Yeah,
it was real witchcraft stuff. But it
seemed to work.”
In the end it was two free throws
by Sean Murphy with 2.6 seconds
remaining in triple overtime that
finally clinched it for Pinewood
-- although St. Francis got off a
shot at the buzzer that bounced off
the rim. That would have sent the
contest to quadruple overtime.
Regulation ended at 48-all, with
Cache Fields leading Pinewood
with eight points in the fourth
quarter -- he led all scorers with

Karen Bailey

Keith Peters

CARDINAL CORNER . . . Stanford
will be represented by nine
individuals and two relay teams
at the NCAA Indoor Track and
Field Championships March 9-10
in College Station, Texas. The
championships fields -- 16 in each
individual event and 12 in the relays
-- were announced Wednesday,
based on best marks. They are final
except for medical scratches.
This is the seventh consecutive
year that Stanford qualified both
distance medley relay teams. This
is the ninth consecutive qualifying
year for the men’s DMR. Seven
women and two men advanced as
individuals. For the women, three
advanced in the 3,000 meters:
Christina Aragon, Vanessa Fraser,
and Fiona O’Keeffe. Olivia Baker
advanced to her third indoor 800,
Elise Cranny races her first NCAA
indoor mile, and throwers Valarie
Allman and Lena Giger advanced
to their first indoor championship
meet. Two Stanford men race
in their first NCAA indoor meet:
reigning NCAA outdoor 5,000
champ Grant Fisher in the 3,000,
and Steven Fahy in the 5,000. The
DMR lineups that qualified were,
for the women: Aragon, Gaby
Gayles, Baker, and Cranny. For the
men, it was Sean McGorty, Isaiah
Brandt-Sims, Hari Sathyamurthy,
and Fisher. The lineups that coach
Chris Miltenberg uses, could be
different. If Stanford used the same
lineups, its total number of athletes
would be eight women and five
men -- 13 total . . . Sophomore
Albane Valenzuela has received
an invitation to play in the ANA
Inspiration at Mission Hills Country
Club (March 26-April 1).

BOYS CCS BASKETBALL

Panthers (25-1) vs. Monarchs (26-0) for CCS Open title
by Glenn Reeves
t’s finally coming to pass, finally a reality. The game most
everyone connected with high
school girls basketball has been
waiting for -- Pinewood vs. Mitty
-- will take place Friday at 6 p.m.
at Santa Clara University for the
Central Coast Section Open Division championship.
Pinewood coach Doc Scheppler
was overseeing a P.E. badminton
class Wednesday afternoon, but
his mind was on his team’s upcoming matchup with Mitty.
“I can’t wait,’’ Scheppler said.
“Give me Friday night now.’’
Mitty (26-0) has been the consensus No. 1 ranked team nationally since the middle of the season. The Monarchs are averaging
76 points per game while allowing only 42. Junior Haley Jones
is averaging 21.5 points and 9.4
rebounds per game and is being
recruited by the likes of UConn
and Stanford. Senior 6-foot point
guard Karisma Ortiz (14.5 points,
8.0 rebounds, 4.3 assists) has
committed to Penn State. They
are shooting an astounding 54
percent from the floor as a team
for the season, 38 percent from
3-point range.

I

Sue Phillips has had many outstanding teams in her tenure at
Mitty, but this might be her best.
It also might be Scheppler’s
best among his many fine teams
at Pinewood. But there’s no doubt
that Mitty stands as the measuring
stick by which other teams judge
their relative strength.
“All roads lead through Mitty,’’
Scheppler said.
In Tuesday’s semifinals Pinewood (25-1) beat Presentation
64-37 then watched Mitty defeat
Eastside Prep 72-45.
“I was so impressed,’’ Scheppler said. “Their execution, that’s
where you want to be as a basketball team. They play at the highest
level you can play at.’’
Pinewood’s only loss this season was to Salesian, 53-51, on
Dec. 7. MaxPreps has the Panthers ranked No. 2 in the state and
No. 4 nationally. Hannah Jump, a
junior who has already committed to Stanford, leads the team at
16.5 points per game and leads
the CCS with 88 made 3-pointers. Klara Astrom is averaging
15.0 points and 7.0 rebounds per
game. Senior point guard Bri
Claros, who has signed with UC
San Diego, averages 11.3 points

and 4.3 assists per game.
Pinewood relies on 3-point
shooting more than Mitty, with
255 made 3s on the season, making 35 percent of its attempts,
compared to Mitty’s 143 made 3s.
“I don’t have the athletes
(Phillips) has, so we do different things,’’ Scheppler said. “We
don’t have to play perfect to beat
them, but our effort has to be perfect. This opportunity should be
embraced. This is why we practice so hard.’’
Mitty has defeated Pinewood
in each of the last two CCS Open
Division finals.
Scheppler was asked what his
team’s keys are to pulling out the
upset win:
“Controlling tempo, getting
back in transition,’’ Scheppler
said. “With Mitty it’s all about
(preventing) easy baskets. They
press and crash the offensive
boards to get easy baskets. They
have a nose for the ball.
“We’ll need to do a great job on
the defensive boards. We’re going
to have to shoot well and finish
well. It should be a great game,
should be a celebration of basketball played between two great
teams.’’ Q

(continued on page 51)
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M-A seeking first
CCS title in 25 years
Bears are 0-4 in CCS title games since 1993

T

Cassie Shaw

Collegiate, 40-31, in the Division
V semifinals, is making its first
appearance in the CCS title game
in four years, taking on defending
CCS Division V champion Priory at 5:30 p.m. Friday at Harker
School in San Jose.
The Panthers get a chance to
defend their title after beating St.
Francis-Watsonville 68-55 in another semifinal.
M-A made it 3-0 this season
against Carlmont, but this one was
far from easy. Carlmont rallied
from a 10-point deficit to take a
one-point lead in the fourth quarter before M-A regrouped and
pulled out a 51-44 victory.
M-A (21-8) won the two previous meetings relatively easily -44-27 and 49-33 in Peninsula Athletic League South Division play.
But this time Carlmont had 28
points and a two-point lead at
halftime.
M-A outscored the Scots 15-3 to
start the third quarter and opened
a 41-31 lead. But Carlmont scored
the final three points of the third
quarter and the first eight of the
fourth quarter, for an 11-0 run in
all, and a 42-41 lead.

Lara Hoyem

by Glenn Reeves
he Menlo-Atherton girls
basketball team has an opportunity to make up for
lost time.
The Bears beat Carlmont for the
third time this season and this one
came with a big reward: a trip to
the Central Coast Section Division I girls basketball championship game.
Menlo-Atherton, who has
played in the Open Division the
past two years, last won a CCS
title in 1993 and hopes to end the
dry spell this weekend.
The Bears will play Silver
Creek, a 52-39 winner over Sequoia in the second semifinal
Wednesday at Evergreen Valley,
for the CCS Division I title Saturday at Santa Clara University.
Sacred Heart Prep avenged its
loss to Half Moon Bay in last
year’s CCS Division IV championship with a 56-35 victory on
Tuesday and looks to win its second CCS title in three years Saturday when it meets fellow WBAL
member Notre Dame-Belmont at
1 p.m. at Santa Clara University.
Castilleja, which beat Pacific

Carly McLanahan scored eight
points in the final two minutes.

Sammy Wong scored 21 points
to lead Castilleja.

And immediately after Carlmont took the lead M-A post player Greer Hoyem fouled out, with
3:27 left. Suddenly the Bears not
only trailed but were without their
leading scorer.
That’s when Carly McLanahan
stepped up.
She had only two points to that
point in the game, but knocked
down a 3-pointer to put M-A back
on top, Then after Carlmont tied it
44-44, McLanahan hit another 3
-- this one a bank shot as the shot
clock was about to expire.

“There was one second left, I
knew I had to shoot,’’ McLanahan
said. “I got lucky. And ultimately
I think that was a pretty big play
in the game.’’
Carlmont was unable to respond
and then McLanahan scored on a
drive to put M-A up by five. Ericka Fischer closed out the scoring with two free throws and the
Bears had survived.
“Saturday there’s only two
teams left,’’ M-A coach Markisha
Coleman said. “I’m very happy to
be one of them.’’

Hoyem led M-A (21-8) with 14
points. Fischer scored 13, making
three 3-pointers. Sophomore Linnea Lindblom also knocked down
three from behind the arc for all
9 of her points. And McLanahan
scored 10 with 8 coming in the
final two minutes.
“Big-time players make it happen in the end,’’ Coleman said.
Sammy Wong hit two key
3-pointers midway through the
fourth quarter and Castilleja
stepped up its defensive intensity
en route to the victory over Pacific Collegiate at Alma Heights
Christian.
Wong finished with 21 points
and 14 rebounds for the Gators
(13-14).
Defense was the key for the Gators, who have won a season-best
three straight. They held Pacific
Collegiate to 13 points in the first
half and then allowed 15 in third
quarter before revving it up again
and held the Pumas to three points
in the fourth.
“Coming out of the half I told
them no matter what, defense
would carry us,” Castilleja coach
Mace McGinn said. “The intensity needs to be there. We needed
to get in their face. Niki (Chen)
especially stepped it up.”
For the first 4:48 of the fourth,
neither team could punch a hole
in the others’ defense. The teams
each made a single free throw
over that span.
(continued on next page)

THE 32ND ANNUAL PALO ALTO WEEKLY

Short Story Contest

Prizes for First, Second
and Third place winners in each category:
Adult, Young Adult (15-17) and Teen (12-14)

FOR OFFICIAL RULES & ENTRY FORM, VISIT:

www.paloaltoonline.com/short_story
ALL stories
must be
2,500 words
or less
Sponsored by:
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ENTRY DEADLINE:
April 6, 2018 at 5pm

Sports

Girls basketball

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

(continued from previous page)

Cassie Shaw

Enter Wong, who nailed a pair
of 3-pointers less than a minute
apart to give Castilleja some
breathing room. The Pumas never
got closer than six the rest of the
way.
Ila Lane has been working on
her shooting and extending her
range. It’s helped push her game
to a higher level.
The 6-foot-4 junior was in her
comfort zone Wednesday night,
scoring 32 points and grabbing
17 rebounds to help top-seeded
Priory reach its second consecutive Central Coast Section Division V championship game.
“For me, I get into my head and
stop trusting myself,” Lane said.
“I had to get out of that space and
start shooting even if I think it’s a
mistake.”
The smartest thing the Panthers
(12-14) did all night was tossing
the ball inside to Lane. Of her
12 baskets, eight were assisted
and the other four were offensive
rebounds.
“That’s something we’ve
preached all year,” Priory coach
Buck Mathews said. “They know
what is at stake. You feed your
best player.”
Lane averages close to 20 points
and 15 rebounds a game this
season and the Panthers know
a good thing when its standing
in the paint, towering over the
opposition.
Lane has exceeded her shooting
range to mid-range jumpers and
she drove from the foul line once
just to show she could so. Lane is
definitely more agile and better
conditioned.
“She played awesome,”
Mathews said. “She’s been working hard and it’s finally coming

Anna DeVitis played well at both ends of the court fore the Gators.
together. She can shoot 3s too.
She’s done it in practice. I don’t
think she has scratched the
surface.”
Priory’s season has had a mixture of bad luck, a few injuries
and one of the toughest preseason
schedules one could put together.
“That’s what has prepared us
for playing now,” Mathews said.
“We got beat up but we pulled
through.”
The biggest setback was an
ankle injury to team leader Tatiana Reese, the only senior on the
team. She hasn’t had the best of
seasons and yet is resilient and always manages to be in the middle
of the action.
Reese was hurt while the Panthers were trying to navigate a
schedule worthy of a junior college. And then she was injured

again and had to wear a mask on
Wednesday night. She got into
early foul trouble and was fairly
limited. She managed eight points,
six assists and three rebounds.
Several others missed games
throughout the season and sophomore Annabelle North (five rebounds, an assist and a block) left
Wednesday’s game prematurely
with an apparent ankle injury.
“Itís been an odd dynamic,”
Lane said. “We’ve had players in
and out of the lineup, not everybody has been together. But now
we’re coming together.”
Priory used its significant
height advantage to limit the
Sharks scoring opportunities. The
Panthers had three players with at
least eight rebounds. Gabby Ruiz
and Lala Niu joined the board
party. Niu also scored 12 points. Q

Folashade Akinola

Brendan Mora

M-A WRESTLING

GUNN BASKETBALL

The junior finished second at
the CIF State Championships
in Visalia, her highest finish
yet in her third trip. Akinola
won her first four matches,
all by pins, before dropping
a closely-contested bout in
the final.

The senior transfer helped
the Titans win two Central
Coast Section Division II
games last week. He scored
21 points in the victory over
Pioneer and followed that
with a 32-point effort in the
win over Willow Glen.

Honorable mention
Abby Erickson*

Calvin Grewal*

Menlo-Atherton wrestling

Palo Alto wrestling

Greer Hoyem*

Lucas Harris

Menlo-Atherton basketball

Priory basketball

Clara Luehrs

Niko Ozden

Palo Alto soccer

Menlo-Atherton wrestling

Lauren McDonnell*

Connor Riches

Menlo-Atherton wrestling

Pinewood basketball

Carly McLanahan

Josh Walker-Ford

Menlo-Atherton basketball

Eastside Prep basketball

Lala Niu

Andrew Wang

Priory basketball

Palo Alto wrestling
*Previous winner

Watch video interviews of the Athletes of the Week, go to PASportsOnline.com

Boys basketball
(continued from page 49)

Keith Peters

Keith Peters

Keith Peters

25 points, and had four rebounds
and six 3-pointers.
The first overtime ended when
the Sharks hit a 3 with less than
a minute left, after Pinewood
missed two front ends on oneand-one free throw attempts in
the final three minutes. But in the
third OT, Sean Murphy and Jackson Haun were four-for-four from
the line inside the final minute to
finally give the Panthers the edge
they needed.
“This is a senior-laden group,
and they didn’t want this to be
their last game together,” Pinewood coach Scott Alexander said.
“They play for each other.”
Connor Riches had 11 points
for the Panthers, who opened the
game 4-for-4 from the field but
finished regulation at 38 percent
from the floor.
Pinewood lost their primary
point guard, Logan Robles, who
suffered a leg cramp during the
first OT.
That’s when Bailey began his
surge. He scored four points during regulation, less than half his
total. His most effective shot was

Cache Fields scored 25 points
for Pinewood.

Pinewood’s Logan Robles

Eastside’s William Mustain

a jump stop, spin move and leanin at the rim, which St. Francis
had trouble defending.
“Their two best defenders were
on Cache and Connor, and I knew
I had a mismatch,” Bailey said.

“So I tried to exploit that.”
While Bailey credits his acupuncture treatment, he said
that he also saw a conventional
chiropractor.
“But it may have been adrenalin

more than anything,” Bailey said.
“We played as a family, with a lot
of heart.”
Priory was prepared for Eastside Prep. Priory held Eastside
Prep to ... zero points in the first

quarter.
Eastside didn’t score until 5:36
remained in the second quarter.
Priory allowed only three field
goals in the first half, when Eastside shot 3-for-26 from the field.
“I’m proud of them. They executed the game plan perfectly,”
said Priory coach David Moseley.
“We studied a lot and played to
their tendencies. That stuff works.”
And when you have size and
talent like Priory, that helps too.
6-foot-11 senior Emmanuel
Ajanaku-Makun had six points,
10 rebounds and two blocks for
the winners.
Joshua Walker-Ford had 10
points for Eastside, and Isaiah
Saams-Hoy had eight points.
Priory’s zone defense gave
Eastside fits -- the Panthers
couldn’t shoot over it, and going
inside wasn’t really an option
when you’re going against a backline that stands 6-11, 6-6 and 6-6.
Add to that Priory 6-9 backup
center Muti Shuman (11 points,
six rebounds), and you’ve got
yourself a dilemma.
“Shuman’s only a sophomore,
but he’s playing older than that
right now,” Moseley said. “His rebounding was awesome tonight.
He’s coming along great.” Q
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COLDWELL BANKER
Woodside | 4/4.5 | $13,500,000
1250 Canada Road
Approx. 5 acs in Central Woodside, working
equestrian center. Fantastic Woodside Value

Central Woodside | 6/5 | $10,750,000
307 Olive Hill Ln
Exceptional 6 BR/5 BA Woodside Prop on over
3 sun-swept acres. Vinyard,garden, pool & More

Woodside | 5/5.5 | $8,900,000
Sat/Sun 1 - 4 135 Farm Rd
Classic estate on 4+ acres w/ equestrian
facilities, pool and tennis court. 135Farm.com

Central Woodside | 4/4.5 | $7,995,000
Sun 1 - 4 3970 Woodside Rd
Custom Home on approx 2 acres w/ vineyard,
vast lawns & next to Wunderlich Park.

Sean Foley 650.851.2666
CalRE #00870112

Erika Demma & Hugh Cornish 650.851.2666
CalRE #01230766 | 00912143

Ginny Kavanaugh 650.851.1961
CalRE #00884747

Erika Demma 650.851.2666
CalRE #01230766

Woodside | 5/3.5 | $5,995,000
Sun 1 - 4 27 Preston Rd
Contemporary Retreat on 3.8 Ac has it ALL;
Outstanding Views, privacy & a spacious ﬂrpln.

Menlo Park | 5/5.5 | $5,800,000
Sun 2 - 4 625 Hobart St
Contemporary award winning Masterpiece home. 5
bd suites. Gorgeous gardens.111.625-Hobart.com

Old Palo Alto | 4/3.5 | $4,995,000
2333 South Ct
Charming Craftsnan home on a tree-lined quiet
street in Old Palo Alto.

Atherton | 5/4 | $4,900,000
40 Selby Ln
This property offers numerous opportunities on
over one acre in sought-after Atherton.

Erika Demma 650.851.2666
CalRE #01230766

Lyn Jason Cobb 650.324.4456
CalRE #01332535

Hanna Shacham 650.324.4456
CalRE #01073658

Jackie & Richard Schoelerman 650.324.4456
CalRE #01092400

Palo Alto | 4/3.5 | $4,850,000
Sun 1:30 - 5 1725 Newell Road
9-year New Home w/ Exquisite Style & Elegance
in Green Gables neighborhood. 4 BR + ofﬁce.

Emerald Hills | 5/7 | $4,295,000
Sat/Sun 1 - 5 7 Colton Court
1st Open! 7,700 sq ft stunner on +/- a 1/2 acre
on one of the most desirable st in Emerald Hills.

Portola Valley | 5/3.5 | $3,395,000
Sun 1:30 - 4:30 900 Wayside Rd
Stunning views across SF Bay from Mt. Diablo to
Black Mountain! www.900wayside.com

Palo Alto | 3/2 | $2,900,000
Sat/Sun 1 - 5 156 Tennyson Ave
Convenient location in Old Palo Alto has gourmet
kitchen, covered patio, and 2-car garage.

Judy Shen 650.325.6161
CalRE #01272874

Sam Anagnostou 650.851.2666
CalRE #00798217

Jean Isaacson 650.851.2666
CalRE #00542342

Anne Wilson 650.325.6161
CalRE #01325803

Woodside | 4/3.5 | $2,850,000
Sun 1 - 4 580 Old La Honda Rd
It’s worth the drive. Custom-built home on 9.5
acres w/splendid views. 580OldLaHonda.com

Burlingame | 4/3 | $2,495,000
Sat/Sun 1 - 4 1125 Oxford Road
Cape cod charmer on a premier street, w/ formal
dining & living room & gleaming hardwood.

Woodside | 6/4.5 | $2,250,000
10691 La Honda Rd
Magniﬁcent country property bathed in sunlight
against a backdrop of towering redwoods

San Jose | 4/3 | $1,998,000
Sat/Sun 1 - 4 1351 Box Canyon Rd
Fully renovated, Sgl story home in rustic setting.
Loc. in Almaden’s Country Club Nbrhd.

Ginny Kavanaugh / Steve Gray 650.851.1961
CalRE #00884747, 01498634

Regan Byers & Lyn Jason Cobb 650.324.4456
CalRE #1034761 | 01332535

Jean Isaacson 650.851.2666
CalRE #00542342

Diane Kneis 650.325.6161
CalRE #01419720

Menlo Park | 3/2.5 | $1,985,000
Sat/Sun 1:30 - 4:30 137 Buckthorn Way
Townhouse.2300+ sq.ft. 3/2.5 w/fam room,
2-car gar. Near downtown Menlo Park

Menlo Park | 3/2.5 | $1,800,000
Sat/Sun 1 - 4 2417 Sharon Oaks Dr.
Distinctive townhome in the sought-after Sharon
Oaks neighborhood. 2417SharonOaks.com

Portola Valley | $1,500,000
501 Wayside
Great building opportunity in Portola Valley.
1.5+ Acre buildable, sunny lot with views!

Central Woodside | 4/4.5 | Price Upon Request
Central Woodside
Sophisticated modern farmhouse combines casual
comfort & the elegance of a Woodside Estate

Nancy Goldcamp 650.325.6161
CalRE #00787851

Ginny Kavanaugh 650.851.1961
CalRE #00884747

James Milton 650.324.4456
CalRE #01833221

Erika Demma 650.851.2666
CalRE #01230766

COLDWELLBANKERHOMES.COM
Californiahome.me

cbcalifornia

cb_california

cbcalifornia

coldwellbanker

Real estate agents afﬁliated with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage are independent contractor agents and are not employees of the Company. The property information herein is derived from various sources that may include, but not be limited to, county records and the
Multiple Listing Service, and it may include approximations. Although the information is believed to be accurate, it is not warranted and you should not rely upon it without personal veriﬁcation. ©2018 Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker
ResidentialBrokeragefullysupportstheprinciplesoftheFairHousingActandtheEqualOpportunityAct.OwnedbyasubsidiaryofNRTLLC.ColdwellBankerandtheColdwellBankerLogoareregisteredservicemarksownedbyColdwellBankerRealEstateLLC. CalRE##01908304
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